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This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations for individual properties and districts. See instructions in National Register Bulletin, How

to Complete the NationatRegrsfãr of i¡stor¡c Þ/aces Reglsfration Fom. lf any item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/4" for

'not apþlicable." For functioins, architectural classificatlon, materials, and areas of significance, enter only categories and subcategories from the

instructions. place additional certification comments, entries, and nanative items on continuat¡on sheets if needed (NPS Form l0'900a)'

l. Name of Prooertv

historic name D.C. Workhouse and Reformatorv Historic District (Amendment and Additional 20121

f- EB I 0 ?012

ËFEEHËP æ80

other names/site number District of Columbia Correctional Facilitv; Lorton Prison; VDHR File Number 029-0947

2. Location

street & number Between Silverbrook Road, Lorton Road, Ox Road and Furnace Road

city or town Lorton

N/A

x

not for publication

vicinity

state Virginia code VA county Fairfax code 059 ztp code 22079

3. State/Federal Aqencv Gertification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,

I hereby certify that this X nomination _ request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards

for registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional

requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.

ln my opinion, the property X meets _ does not meet the National Register Criteria. I recommend that this property

be considered significant at the following level(s) of significance:

l"-e<

local

of certifying official/Title

national X

Virginia Department of Historic Resources
State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government

ln my opinion, the property _ meets _ does not meet the National Register criteria.

Signature of commenting official

State or Federal agency/bureau or

Date

4. National Park Service Gertification
I hereby certify that this property is:

of the Action

other (explain:)

the National Register
- 

determined eligible for the National Register

_ removed from the National Register

3-z

not eligible for the National Register

Additíon¿l Documentation Approved
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D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District
(Amendment and Additional Documentation2Ql2)
Name of Property

(Expires 5/31/2012)

Fairfax County, Virginia

County and State

5. Classification

Ownerchip of Property
(Check as many boxes as apply.)

private

publ¡c - Local

public - State

publ¡c - Federal

Gategory of Property
(Check only one box.)

building(s)

district

site

structure

object

Number of Resources w¡th¡n Propefi
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.)

Gontributing Noncontributinq
0 I
2 35

buildings

sites

structures

objects

Total

2 17

1 4

5 64

Name of related multiple property listing
(Enter "N/4" if property is not part of a multiple property listing)

N/A

Number of contributing resources previously
listed in the National Register

194

X
X
X

6. Function or Use

Historic Functions
(Enter categories from instructions.)

GOVERNMENT: facilitv

DOMESTIC: lnstitutional housino

I N DUSTRY/PROCESSI NG: Manufactu rino facilitv

RELIGION: Relis ious facilitv

RECREATION: Soorts

AGRICULTURE/SU BSI STENCE: Aoricultural field

AGRICU LTU RE/SU BSISTENCE: Animal facilitv

AGRICU LTU RE/SU BSI STENCE: Agricultural

outbuildino

Gurrent Functions
(Enter categories from ¡nstructions.)

RECREATION: Sports faciliW

RECREATION : Outdoor recreation

RECREATION: Museum

RECREATION: Art Studios

EDUCATION: Art School

VACANT/NOT IN USE

7. Description

Architectural Glassification
(Enter categories from instructions.)

LATE IgIh AND 20th CENTURY REVIVALS:
Beaux Arts Colonial Revival
LATE 19. ANd EARLY 20'" CENTURY
AMERICAN ÍúIOVEMENTS : Bunoalow/Craftsman

Materials
(Enter categories from instructions.)

foundation: BRIGK;CONCRETE

walls: BRIGK: WOOD: Weatherboard

CONCRETE; METAL

roof:

other:

2

SLATE ASBESTOS ASPHALT METAL
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Fairfax County, VirginiaD.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District
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Name of Property County and State

r¡Dt¡onNarrative Desc
(Describe the historic and current
if necessary. Begin with
its location, setting, size,

Summary ParagraPh

See continuation sheets

physical appearance of the property. ExPlain contributing and noncontributing resources

a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as

and significant features.)

Narrative DescriPtion

See continuat¡on sheets
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D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic Dishict

(Expkes 5/31/2012)

Fairfax County, Virginia

lAmendment and Additional Documentation 2012\
Name of Property County and State

8. Statement of S ionificance

X

Applicable National Register Criteria
(lVlark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property

for National Register listing.)

A Property is associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history.

B Property is associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past.

C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construction or
represents the work of a master, or possesses high
artistic values, or represents a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distinction.

D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history.

Criteria Gonsiderations
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.)

Property is:

Areas of Significance
(Enter categories from instructions.)

AGRICULTURE

ARCH RE

INDUSTRY

POLITI RNMENT

SOCIAL HISTORY

Period of Significance

1 91 0-1 961

Significant Dates

1910

1914

1917

1930

Significant Percon
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.)A Owned by a religious institution or used for religious

purposes.

B removed from its original location.

C a birthplace or grave.

D a cemetery.

E a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

F a commemorative ProPertY.

G less than 50 years old or achieving significance
within the past 50 years.

N/A

Gultural Affiliation

N/A

ArchitecUBuilder

Ashford, Snowden

Harris Albert

Period of Significance (justification)

See continuation sheets

Griteria Gonsiderations (explanation, if necessary)
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NPS Form 10-900 OMB No' 1024'0018

D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District
(Amendment and Additional Documentation 2012)
Name of Property

See continuation sheets

Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes level of significance and

appl¡cable criteria.)

See continuation sheets

(ExP¡res 5/31/2012)

Fairfax County, Virginia

County and State

Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragrap h for each area of significance.)

See continuation sheets

See continuation sheets

context information (if appropriate)Developmental history/additional historic
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National Park service / National Register of Historic Places Registration Form

NPS Form 1o-9oo OMB No' 1024-00'18 (Expires 5/31/2012)

Fairfax County, VirginiaD.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District
(Amendment and Additional Documentation 2012'|
Name of Property County and State

9. Maior Bibliooraohical References

BibliOgraph! (Cite the books, alicles, and other sources used in preparing this form.)

See continuation sheets

Previous documenúation on file (NPS):

preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67 has been

requested)

ional Register

Survey #-
_recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # 

-

Primary location of additional data:

State Historic Preservation Office
Other State agency
Federal agency

X Local government

_University
Other

Nam-e of repository: D.C. Archives; Fairfax County Archives;
rVirginia Dept' of Histor¡c Resources'

ViroiniaAmerican Srlruev #recorded Historic

Historic Resources SurveY N umber assioned):

10. Geoq raDh¡cal Data

Acreage of Property 511.32 acres
(Do not include previously listed resource acreage.)

UTM References
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet.)

1 18 305297 4287312
Zone Easting Northing

3 18 305643 4287379
Zone

418

Easting

305847

Northing

42875052 18 305545
Zone Easting

4287245
Northing Zone Easting Northing

See continuation sheet

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property')

See continuation sheets

Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected')

See continuation sheets
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NPS Form 1O-9Oo OMB No. 1024-0018

D,C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District
(Amendment and Additional Documentation 201 2)
Name of Property

(Expires 5/31/2012)

Fairfax County, Virginia

County and State

ll. Form Revised By

name/t¡tle Laurie Turkawski. Historian

organization Fairfax Deoartment of Planning and Zoninq date January 25.2012

street & number 12055 Government Center Parkwav. Suite 730

or town Fairfax

telephone

state VA

703 I 324-1380

zip code 22035city

e-mail laurie.tu rfaxcountv.qov

Original Form Prepared BY

name/title Adriane Fowler . Jessica Koeofler. Terrv Necciai. Liz Saroent. Seifert. and Sarah Traum

organization John Milner lnc. date Auqust 17.2005

street & number 103 West Main Street telephone 434 I 979-1617

Charlottesville state VA zio code 22902city or town

e-mail

Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form:

. Maps: A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location.

A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. Key all

photographs to this maP.

o Gontinuation Sheets

o Additionat items: (Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items.)

Photographs:

D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District
(Amendment and Additional Documentation 2012)
Fairfax Gounty, Virginia

Photo caption changes are bolded:

Photo 1: Buildings R4 through R-9 (dormitories) from the central quad.

Photo 2: Buildings R-9 through R-4 (dormitories) along the north access road,
photo 3: Buildin! R-g (Dormìiory l2), east wall. This blilding forms a part of the Reformatory Quadrangle. The foreground

is an exercise yard (92).
photo 4: Building n-'OZ (Cymnasium) from the quad. This building was originally built as a school and hospital facility. lt

edges the Reformatory Quadrangle.
pnóto s: Buitding n-Oi (tne Dentãt Facitity/ Dormitory 24), southwest corner. This building was originally built as a

combination school and hosPital.
photo 6: Building R-55 (Towér 2) was built in 1940. lt is located northwest of the Reformatory Quadrangle.
photo 7: Building R-30 (Steam Heating Plant), south elevation. This structure was built in 1932'

7
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D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District
(Amendment and Additional Docume4þþ¡1lQ!!)-
Name of Property

(Expires 5/31/2012)

Fairfax County, Virginia

County and

photo g: Building R-20 (Dormitory l9-Shop Building), built in 1920-23, from the southeast. Note brick roads (RT-21) in

the foreground and along the left side.
photo eI euitOings R-28 lLaundry) and R-23 (Laundry Annex), built ca. 1930, from the southwest.

Photo 10: Building R-24 (Dormitory 14) at center, built l92l-30, from the southeast,
Photo 1 1: Building R-44 (Chapel), built in 1958-61, detail of west façade.
Photo 12: Building R-44 (Chapel), west façade.
Photo 13: View of Penitentiary Quadrangle, northwest corner.
Photo 14: Penitentiary west side arcade, looking south from building P-3.

Photo 15: Building e-i O ltower 7) and gate, south elevation. This tower was constructed in 1940.

Photo 16: Building P4 (Cellblock 4), west elevation. This building was constructed in 1935.

Photo 17: View of Building P-3 (Cellblock 3), looking west.
Photo 18: Building P-2 (Cellblock 2), west entrance.
photo 19: Buildin! W-1b (Assistani Director's office), view of the northwest corner with its truncated arcade extension.
photo 20: Buildin! W-tZ iGymnasium), north gable elevation looking southeast. The building, constructed in 1930, has a

slate roof, a projecting gabled entrance pavilion.
photo Zt: eüibíng W-tã (eOucational Services Building), east gable end. This Colonial Revival-style building was

constructed in 1930.
Photo 22: Building W-01 (Dining and Kitchen Building), entrance door detailing'
photo 23: View from the rìorthwést of W-23 (Farm equipment storage) andV{'22 (Barn), built in 1925, atthe Workhouse'

WO-04 (Notice board) is visible at the right.
Photo 24: LB-01 (Kiln building #1), northeast elevation.
photo 25: Structure LT-07, thê béehive-style kiln was built circa 1915 as part of the prison brickyard complex.

Photo 26: Old entry gate (RT-04), including gateposts and gatehouse, looking northwest.

Photo 27: A brick sign support (RO-01) at the Reformatory's entrance drive.
photo 2g: One of thé colËötion of culverts with brick headi¡valls that exist throughout the district. This type of culvert (LO-

02) is found along the railtrace to the brickyard.
Photo 29: Another culvert brick headwalltype (LO'04) at the Reformatory.
Photo 30: A brick and concrete ventilation shaft (PO-01) at the Penitentiary.
Photo 32: This brick planter (RO-09) is a feature of a remnant rose garden (S-03) at the Reformatory.
photo 33: Reformatory fower 1 (R-54) stands beside the southwestern gate into the complex, which is surrounded by a

chain-link fence (RO-07),
Photo 34: A painied wrought iron fence (RO-14), now demolished) enclosed the exercise yards between the

Reformatory's south dormitories.
photo 35: l-iistoric light posts (WO-01, now demolished) with more recent luminaries lined the Workhouse Entrance

Drive.
Photo 36: Grave markers at Stoney Lonesome (S-12), the prison's cemetery, west of Ox Road.

Photo 37: Open pasture land and perimeter fencing (DO-0f ) characterize much of the center of the district'

Propefi Owner:
(Complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO.

name Multiple ownets

street & number telephone

state zip codecity or town

Statemenû This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate

rmine eligibility for listing, to list propeiies, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain a

he National Historic Preservation Act, as amend U'S'C.460 et seq.)'

Estimated Burden burden to average 18 hours per response including time for reviewing

instructions, gather comple m. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect of

this form to tñe Offi ce Man t. of the lnterior, 1849 C. Street, NW Washington, DC'

I
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(Expires 5-31-2012)

D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District
(Amendment and Additional I)ocumentation 20fl)

Fairfax County, Virginia

Introduction of Changes

The D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District National Register registration form has been amended

to correct errors, to incorporate additional information found through research and additional studies, and to

update conditions in the district that have changed since 2005. The district boundaries and period of significance

have not changed.

The narrative was revised to enhance readability, show consistency with the resource inventory list, and reflect

current conditions in the district. Changes are generally noted in bold type, except in the first line of items listed

in the resource inventory list. These items were originally in bold type, therefore changes are shown in italics.

The number of resources has changed (see betow). The names of some resources have been revised to reflect

more accurate names or uses during the period of significance, and abbreviated names have been spelled out in

full. Resource numbers assigned by the Virginia l)epartment of Historic Resources (VDHR) have been updated

to reflect the correct numbers. Some dates of construction of individual resources were revised based on

additional research. Descriptions of some resources were updated to include additional information and current

conditions as of 2010. Information on archaeological sites has not changed; however, a column was added to the

table entitled ,.Archeological Sites in Project Area" to indicate if a site contributes to the district.

previously, 194 contributing resources were listed in the National Register of llistoric Places. Five new

contributing resources and one new non-contributing resource have been added in this amendment. Ten

contributing and 28 non-contributing resources have been demolished, but have been recategorized as sites, with

the demolitions noted in the table entitled "I)emolished Resources l)ocumentation.t' These resources retain their

original contributing and non-contributing statuses. One contributing resource was recategorized from a

structure to a site. Nine contributing and one non-contributing resources with repetitive descriptions lvere

combined into five contributing resources. Two contributing resources were changed to non-contributing based

on revised construction dates outside ofthe period ofsignificance.
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D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District
(Amendment ànd Additional I)ocumentation 20fl)

Fairfax CountY, Virginia

(Expires 5-31-2012)

Summary

The District of Columbia Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District extends across 511.32 acres near the

community of Lorton, Virginia. It encompasses the primary built features and a broad representative area of the

agricultural and industrial lands that formerly comprised a Progressive era penal institution. The district includes

numerous historic buildings, structures, sites, and objects that survive from the 191G1961 period of significance and

continue to convey their important historic associations. Established in 1910, the Workhouse was designed to house

prisoners who had not been convicted of violent crimes and were to serve short sentences. Prisoners at the Workhouse

were to be rehabilitated in part by working on an industrial farm developed on the prison complex. In 1914, the District

of Columbia established the Reformatory nearþ, which was to house prisoners with longer sentences. Progressive

rehabilitation was focused on industrial production and vocational training. Both of these facilities were run as open

institutions with no bars or walls. Overcrowding of Federal penitentiaries in the late 1920s led to the placement of

serious offenders in the Reformatory. Because the open plan did not adequately address the securþ risks associated

with some of the new inmates, construction of a walled Penitentiary complex was initiated as a division of the

Reformatory in 1930.

The physical design and composition of the three main prison campuses-the Workhouse, ReformatorY, and

penitentiary-embody the social ideals of Progressive era penal reform, intended to promote the rehabilitation of

prisoners through diminishment of harsh conditions and physically imposing containment barriers, encouragement of

constructive social interaction, promotion of a work ethic, and access to vocational training. In support of these ideals, all

three of the campuses comprising the Reformatory and Workhouse complexes were designed around a central quadrangle

reminiscent of a college campus and are both individually, as well as collectively, of interest as they address a range of

needs. Each includes a series of prison "dormitories" sited around a central open space intended to promote positive

social interaction. The buildings and the campuslike site plans were designed by two notable architects employed by the

District of Cotumbia--Snowden Ashford and Albert Harris. The style of the buildings is predominantþ Colonial

Revival, a popular style in America during the early twentieth century. It is likely that the architects chose the Cobnial

Revival style, which is frequently used to engender and recall the values of the nation's founding fathers, to contribute to

the reformatory nature of the prison design'
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Collectively, the complexes were designed to address a range of needs. The Penitentiary, in particular, perpetuated an

ideal of social interaction despite the need for a perimeter wall to contain a more volatile cross.section of prisoners. The

grounds of the prison properly supported a wide range of agricultural and industrial activities, both of which offset the

financial operation of the complex but, more importantly, provided opportunities to educate and train the inmates for

their reinhoduction into society. In particular, the prison maintained crop fields, pasture for livestock,adairy farm,

orchards, a brick kiln, industrial shops, and various other endeavors. The majorþ of the buildings, structures, walks,

and other features of the prison complex were constructed of bricks manufactured on the properly by the inmates.

The historic district includes nearþ 200 conhibuting and over 60 non-contributing buildings, structures, sites, and

objects. Contributing resources are those that survive with integrity from the 191G1961 period of significance' which

extends between the date of the District of Columbia's initial purchase of the property for use as a workhouse to the

completion of the chapel, which served as the culmination of a proposed building program intended to support the

physical and spiritual needs of the prisoners housed within the complex. Contributing resources range from numerous

buildings where prisoners worked and were housed and fed, to various types of buildings and structures where prison

staff worked, including the guard towers sited to maintain a watchful eye over the complex. The district also includes

contributing structures, such as roads that linked the components of the complexes with each other and the outside' as

well as contributing objects, such as planting beds, sign supports, and culverts located throughout the landscape'

Although the majority of the district is included within a single area, asmall discontiguous parcel that is less than one

acre in size and encompasses the site of Stoney Lonesome, a prison cemetery, exists a few yards to the west of the

boundary of the primary parcel.

Many of the buildings, structures, and objects associated with the three compounds, and the broad expanse of open space

that was formerly utilized for agriculture during the period of significance survive, supportingthe district's integrity, and

abilþ to convey its significant qualities and associations. Some contributing buildings have been removed from the

main campus of the Workhouse, which has been converted into an arts center; however, the integrity of the

campus remains. Extensive development along the margins of the district, including residential subdivisions, a golf

course, schools, roads, and a water treatment plant have, however, diminished the district's integrity of setting and

feeling.

(Expires 5-31-2012)

D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District
(Amendment and Additional I)ocumentation 2012)

Fairfax County, Virginia
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(Expires 5-31-2012)

D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District
(Amendment and Additional Documentation 2012)

Fairfax County, Virginia

Site Description

The D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Property, also known as Lorton Prison and Laurel Hill, is alatge tract of land in

Fairfax County, Virginia, where the District of Columbia established a prison in 1910. The prison continued in operation

until 2001. Conceived as a progressive facility, initially a low securþ work camp for people convicted of minor offenses,

the prison included areas without walls, fences, or bars. Prisoners were trained in construction techniques while building

the prison's infrastructure. The District also established facilities where prisoners manufactured bricks and other

construction materials, allowing the complex to be built almost entirely by prison labor through most of the period of

significance. The large tracts of farmland purchased by the District in 1910 and 1914 continued to be cultivated as

a farm by the prisoners throughout the period ofsignificance. The property consists ofthree prison campuses, each

of which is centered on a designed quadrangle in the midst of 5 1 I .32 acres of land. Large sections of the property have

been used only for agriculture or similar uses. The propedy also contains three farmhouses, among which is the

eighteenth-century farmhouse of the family that owned the farm around the time of the Revohrtion, Laurel Hill House

(II-41). Associated with the farmhouse is a family burial ground and a formal landscaped garden with numerous brick

walls, steps, and paving areas constructed when the prison superintendent lived here. Scattered around the remaining

acreage are numerous other resources including prison-related agricultural buildings as well as remote facilities built to

accommodate various prison-related activities. The Reformatory and the Penitentiary occupy the northern tip of the

historic district areq while the third campus, known as the Workhouse, occupies the southwestem tip. The historic

buildings in the Reformatory campus cover a land arca of 27 to 30 acres (not counting an almost-equal-sized area that had

been occupied by non-historic buildings that were demolished in 2003). The Penitentiary wall encloses an ùtea of a little

over 1 1 acres. The historic buildings at the Workhouse comprise an area of about 31 acres.

The district landscape is characterized by rolling topography and open meadows, edged by groves and thickets of trees

and shrubs. A series of low hills affords an ever-changing sequence of views and connections to spaces. The open land

within the center of the district is edged northeast and southwest by the Reformatory and Penitentiary and Workhouse

complexes. As of 2010, substantial residential, recreational, and industrial developments have been initiated or completed

along the margins or in the vicinity of the district. The majorþ of the central part of the district, however, remains open

and reminiscent of its agrnianpast, if not also illustrative of recent years of neglect. Primarily, historic road corridors
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edge and traverse the district landscape, providing views into the district. Features sited to take advantage of

promontories, such as guard towers, are focal points within the district.

The three campuses-the Reformatory, the Penitentiary, and the Workhouso-are architecturally similar in that they are

constructed almost exclusively of brick with Colonial Revivalstyle detailing. Each consists of a core area quadrangle

bordered by an arcade on two parallel sides with a dining facility at one end. In each case, the arcade connects the gabled

façades of long, rectangular buildings that areoriented perpendicularly to it. While the Penitentiary is ringed by a tall

brick wall with guard towers at the corners, the other two campuses were designed to appear more casual and open.

Surrounding the original core buildings in each crrmpus are some outlying buildings arranged along pved roads or

walkways that continue the orthogonal pattern set by the quadrangle. The buildings forming the arcaded portion of each

quadrangle were generally living quarters for the prisoners (dormitories or cellblocks). Some of the buildings just outside

the quadrangle are additional dormitories that were added as the prison population grew. There are also "shop buildings"

for various kinds of vocational instruction and agricultural and industrial uses. In each case they were designed as work

places for the prisoners. Beyond these core groupings of buildings are a few residences built for prison staff members.

Also within the quadrangles and at the outer edges of each of the three campuses are numerous smaller features, designed

as components of constructed landscapes such as planting beds, paved areas for activities, outdoor lighting fixtures,

fences and gates, benches, and walkways. Some of these, such as the baseball diamonds and other athletic fields, contain

some structures (covered bleachers, dugouts, etc.); others constitute objects.

The Reformatory centers on a large quadrangle with brick buildings on all four sides. At the west end of the quadrangle,

not far from one of the prison's internal entrance gates (the main access point to the Reformatory complex), is a large

Administration Building (R-67), with a "C"-shaped plan. The Administration Building's 6rC" shaped plan is formed by a

large gable-roofed main pavilion flanked by a flat-roofed wing to each side. The wings project to the east toward the

arcades, forming the first segment of the quadrangle's enclosed space. The buildings along the north and south edges of

the quadrangle, connected by the arcades, are primarily dormitories, although the two buildings (R-02 and R-03) closest

to the Administration Building (at the northwest and southwest corners of the quadrangle) are larger and were built for

medical, educational, and auditorium uses. On each long side of the quadrangle (along the north and south arcades) are

six more buildings (R-04 through R-09, and R-l0 through Rl5), all built as dormitories. The eastern end of the

quadrangle is formed by a large dining hall and kitchen facility; which is the largest historic building in the Reformatory
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complex. The Dining Hall and Kitchen Building (R-27) is connected to the dormitories by the atcades, which are

continuous at this end of the complex. To the north, east, and south of the Dining Hall and Kitchen Building, rectangular

buildings have been arranged as an extension of the rectilinear geometry of úre quadrangle. This includes three buildings

south of the Dining Hall and Kitchen Building (R-16 through R-l8) that form a contiguous row; four buildings north of

the Dining Hall and Kitchen Building (R-24,R-25, R-26, and R-29) arranged as parallel rectangles (oriented north-south)

with narrow spaces between them; and eight buildings along a north-south road that passes immediately behind the

Dining Hall and Kitchen Building. The eight buildings (R-41, R-84, R-19 through R-23, and R-28) are almost all

rectangular, oriented east-west, with their naffow sides facing the above-mentioned street. While two of the buildings

touch, there are spaces of about twenty feet between most of the others. Most of the buildings in this row were built as

shops, used as facilities for vocational education and/or as places where the prisoners were compelled to work in an

industrial setting. Behind (east of) this row of buildings are a few other buildings, generally square in plan, built as

storage and garage facilities related to the shop buildings, as well as a small paint shop (R-85) and a tall building

containing the heating plant (R-30). The north-south street continues to the north where four more dormitories were built

in 193g (R-70 through R-73) as rectangular buildings oriented east-west, two on each side of the street. The street

continues further north to a building historically used as a Commissary ß-66). In general, all the dormitory buildings are

separated by asphalt-paved courlyards used as basketball courts and exercise areas, while the spaces between most

buildings simply had grass and other plantings. To the east of most of the above buildings is a recreation area which

includes a baseball diamond with a grandstand and bleachers at its northwest corner; a short distance from the east and

south ends of the bleachers are small dugout buildings to shelter players during games. Near the bleachers are some

sports-related structures, such as a stage-like raised concrete surface that served as a boxing ring' The bleachers and

boxing ring are in an area adjoining the south wall of the Penitentiary, and some of the sports equipment storage facilities

touch the wall. However, being on the outer side of the wall, they are considered part of the Reformatory. A number of

other buildings were constructed at the outer edges of the original Reformatory area aft|.f; the period of significance. Most

of these were north of the historic complex; almost all of the non-historic buildings in the area north of the original

complex have been razedtoaccommodate new construction in that area. One notable contributing building that remains

to the south of the quadrangle is the Chapel ß-a4).

The penitentiary facility is located northeast of the Reformatory campus, and directly north of the Reformatory General

Recreation Area/Ballfietd (s-04). It is dominated by a high brick wall with elegantly-designed octagonal guard towers at
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the corners. The metal roofs of the octagonal towers are designed with deeply concave facets that resemble tent fabric.

Architecturally, they resemble medieval forms such as decorative fabric pavilions used at outdoor equestrian events in the

Middle Ages, as well as the tower forms of some Northern European castles. The allusion creates an ambiguous

appearance: a highly controlled enclosure that also has some architectural resemblance to highly-romanticized cultural

icons in other parts of the world. The aesthetic design of the towers is just bold enough that the searchlights and other

accoutrements added to monitor prisoners a¡e much less obvious than those on the other towers throughout the prison

grounds. The main opening in the wall is to the south, near the southwest corner guard tower, a short distance from the

bleachers. Like the Reformatory and the Workhouse, thePenitentiary buildings are arranged around an arcaded

quadrangle with living facilities (in this case, twostory cell block buildings, P-01 through P-06) along the long sides,

connected by arcades, and a Dining Hall and Kitchen Building (P-12) at one end. The cell block buildings forming the

sides of the quadrangle have dramatic silhouettes created by bridged false chimneys at the tops of tall gable end walls

with only one or two openings facing into the quadrangle. Although clearly Colonial Revival in style, the effect the

buildings create is also that of an early nineteenth-century factory setting in Great Britain or New England. In fact,

several of the cell block buildings (P-01, P-03, and P-05) were originally built as factories; they were not converted

into living facilities until after 1958. As a variation on the aesthetic articulated in a slightly more familiar way at the

Reformatory and Workhouse quadrangles, the brick buildings of the Penitentiary quadrangle are appropriate architectural

symbols representing a highly controlled environment: the architectural motifs are bold and strong but also pleasant and

humane in character. By contrast to this, the Penitentiary Gate has several layers of enclosure featureS, including a

courtyard between two sliding steel gates, and a connected building (connected to the courlyard) with holding cells

designed to retain prisoners as they were brought in or taken out through the gate system. There is a second entrance,

apparently added later, along the east side of the Penitentiary wall. Like some of the sports-related structures noted above,

the non-historic checkpoint entry building at the east entry is attached to the outer side of the wall abutting the

Penitentiary enclosure. Several other buildings were built within the Penitentiary walls after the period of significance,

but these buildings have all been demolished. Just outside the Penitentiary wall, to the east, are two matching twostory

buildings (P-13 and P-14) built as apartment buildings for staff, but later converted to offices. Oriented north-south, with

a small lawn between them, they are connected by a small onestory wing containing storage and utility spaces.

The Workhouse, also known historically as the Occoquan Workhouse (because of its proximþ to üre river and small

river port town of the same name), is located at the southwestern tip of the nominated area. Like the other sections of the
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prison, the Workhouse area centers on a central yard or quadrangle lined with brick arcades on two sides, with a large

Dining Hall and Kitchen Building (W-01) at one end. The Workhouse is different from the other two areas in that it is

designed to be visible from and relate to a public road passing by, known as ox Road. Although there a¡e remarkable

similarities in the architectural forms between the buildings that shape the workhouse quadrangle and those that shape

the other two quadrangles (especially the quadrangle at the Reformatory), the workhouse is the only one of the three that

was designed to show the character of its quadrangle and arcade form to a public right-of-way. one characteristic of this

design strategy was to place more formal, highstyle buildings, with more ornament, at the end of the quadrangle closest

to the road, and to step these buildings back slightly so that they might frame the view into the center of the quadrangle'

The Workhouse \vas conceived as a very low security facility, where prisoners with light sentences could work off their

time; consequently, the complex was designed to be, andto appear, open. Layers of fencing and other securþ features

(most of which have been removed) came only later as higher securþ was required in the last quarter of the twentieth

century. The buildings forming the north and south sides of the Workhouse quadrangle (w-02 through W-11 and w-16)

are mostly dormitories, connected by an arcade. south of the quadrangle clusterwere a workshop building (s-18'

formerly w-40, now demolished), a locomotive house (w-20) placed on an angle to align with a railroad spur (which is

no longer there), and some recreational structures, such as a grandstand (wT-01) for the Workhouse BaltfÏeld (S-08)'

East of the Dining Halt and Kitchen Buitding is a row of buildings that contained a combined dormitory and gymnasium

(w-17, W-1g, and wB-01). To the southeast is a tall building containing a heating plant (w-29) and a small complex of

water towers, wastewater treatment tanks, and related structures and storage units, some of which date from the period of

significance. North of the buildings that form the quadrangle were a three-story Hospital Building (5-16' formerly W-

2l) anda one-story Administration Building built ca. 1960, as a wing of the hospitat (S-21, formerþ WB-02).

Surrounding these buildings were several non-contributing buildings and structures, plus two residences from the

period of significance (S-35 and 5-36, formerly H-42 anùH-43), all now demolished, as well as several contributing

agricultural buildings which are still standing. The residences (later converted to office space) faced Lorton Road and

were visually distinct, in style and siting, from the rest of the Workhouse complex. Their bungalow form and stylistic

detailing (a combination of Colonial Revival style and Arts and Crafts style details, with several details that allude to

Medieval architecture) made them seem like privately-built residences facing onto a rural roadway, with very little visual

connection to the prison buildings a hundred feet behind them. southwest of the quadrangle, a twostory residence faces
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onto Ox Road (H-40). This residence is in the American Foursquare style. Like the two brick houses, its siting and style

distinguishes it from surrounding prison buildings, in spite of the fact that all three houses were built of red brick.

Architecturally, the buildings within the three Lorton Prison campuses range from utilitarian construction to formal

Colonial Revival style buildings skillfully arranged for maximum architectural effect. Most of this effect arises from the

arrangement of the prison buildings around the three quadrangles. As a result, the architectural character of the buildings,

as well as the majorþ of recognizable stylistic detailing, is most apparent from the quadrangles or small areas near the

quadrangles. Nearly all of the buildings were constructed of brick, the earliest ones being constructed by prison labor

using brick made by the prisoners on the prison grounds. In many cases, the second row of historic buildings beyond the

quadrangles, while similar in scale, roof forms, and some details, are more repetitious, with building shapes that are

.,boxier,,, and window and door types that are distinctly utilitarian in character. In contrast, the buildings that appear to

have been intended to be seen and to convey the architectural style of the complex often have elegant window shapes,

entrances marked by gables and arches, omamental façade flourishes, wood trim, and highly developed wood detailing in

the surrounds of multi-pane sash windows'

In architectural form and detailing, there are important differences between the buildings forming each of the three

quadrangles, even though the overall appearance is similar. The cell block buildings that form the arcaded sides of the

quadrangle at the penitentiary, for instance, are large and imposing, enclosing a larger spatial volume than those of the

other two quadrangles. The dormitories that form the Reformatory quadrangle are long, naffow buildings. The

dormitories at the Workhouse are wider rectangles in plan but are of a similar height to those at the Reformatory and

detailed to look similar to them. The prison-like character and large volume of the twostory high Penitentiary cell blocks

is both reinforced and softened by bridged false chimneys in terra-cotta-capped, fire-wall parapets in each gable end;

the height is accentuated by the chimneys, and placing the gable ends, which have almost no fenestration, toward the

quadrangle reinforces the feeling of a controlled environment. The use of a recognizably traditional silhouette at the

roofline makes the cell blocks seem traditional and gentle in form, like brick industrial buildings from a foregone era. The

dormitories at the Reformatory and Workhouse utilize both wood trim and cros*gable forms, with eave returns, round

attic vents, brick diapering, and similar Colonial Revival-style detailing to create an effect that is very different from the

cell block buildings at the Penitentiary,more human in scale and much less industrial in character than the Penitentiary's

cell blocks. The painted wood trim and small-paned windows in the dormitories not only convey the Colonial Revival

style, but they also create an intimate sense of scale with a kind of architecture that suggests periodic care and
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maintenance by the inhabitants. The architectural details of the dormitories are more intricate toward the arcade end of

each building. The cross-gable roof form adjoining the arcade creates three wood-trimmed gable ends, reinforcing the

Colonial Revival-style appearance at and behind the line of the arcade. The brick diapering and decorative arches within

the walls around the entrances are found only in the façade area within the arcade. By contrast, the opposite gable end of

each building is strikingly plain and unarticulated. At the Reformatoqy dormitories, this rear elevation is made even more

utilitarian in effect by the presence of an unsheltered doorway, which though centered under the gable end, has concrete

steps leading off to one side, with a steel pipe railing and no other detailing. At the Workhouse, the rear elevation gable

ends of many of the dormitory buildings have no entrances at all.

Beyond the dormitories and cell block buildings forming the arcaded outline of the quadrangle of each campus, there are

several individual buildings with "high-st¡rle" or stylized architectural detailing worthy of note. The most obvious of

these are the Dining Hall and Kitchen buildings designed to form the end of each quadrangle, echoed in the

Administration Building that closes the west end of the Reformatory quadrangle. In general, these buildings achieve their

architectural effect more through their form than through any smallscale detailing. The Dining Hall and Kitchen

buildings of each of the three campuses are grand masses with sparse detailing. The designs of the façades at the Dining

Hall and Kitchen Buildings at the Reformatory and the Workhouse are almost identical, each being designed primarily as

a large side-gabled form with firewall parapets and rectangular window openings. In both cases, the dominant detail is a

series of brick-faced wall dormers, each of which rises to a gable with wood trim that includes eave returns' The Dining

Hall and Kitchen Building at the Penitentiary, although similar in the form of the main root has a large centered cross-

gable projecting slightly from the façade, rather than the row of wall dormers. Although the entrance is in this crossgable

form, it appeats to have been altered so that it is now a small, unmarked, rectangular opening, placedoff center.

The buildings with the most unusual architectural details are located at the comers of the Reformatory and Workhouse

quadrangles. For example, the Gymnasium (R-02) at the northwestern comer of the Reformatory quadrangle is massed

as a flat-roofed cubic form, about 25 or 30 feet tall, with a smaller gabled pavilion projecting forward to form part of the

arcade. Like the gabled pavilions that project into the arcade from each of the dormitories, the gabled pavilion of R-02 is

an open porch (i.e., a section of the arcade) with three openings centered beneath the gable. In contrast, the openings in

the gable end pavilions of the dormitories have a Palladian pattern of a larger, round-arched center opening flanked by

smaller rectangular openings, as opposed to R-02, which has three round arches. Although the higher-style details and
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wood trim elements are found on the gable ends of the dormitories, the gabled pavilion of R02 is distinguished from the

dormitories by the prominent round arches and the contrasting cubic form behind them. The Dental FacilitylDormitory

24 (R-03) at the southwest corner of the Reformatory quadrangle has the same kind of gabled pavilion with three equal-

sized arches forming part of the arcade as at R-02, except that the tall, cubic building behind the pavilion in the case of R-

03 has a gable roof and prominent center false chimney just behind the pavilion. The side elevations of R-03 also have

more of a traditional appearance than those at R-02, as the result of it having two separate stories of fenestration (the

windows at R-03 are tall steel casements) and a wood cornice along the lower edge of the roof. Since R-03 is located near

the main entrance to the Reformatory, the higher level of detail may have been due to its prominent site rpar the gate. At

the rear ofR-03, a second-story loggia consisting offive second-story round arches opens from an inset porch onto the

flat roof of a later rear addition, adding a distinctive architectural flourish not seen elsewhere on the prison grounds.

At the northwest and southwest corners of the Workhouse quadrangle, respectively, a Gymnasium (W-12) and a

Dormitory (W-16), are similar in form and design to R-03. Like R-03, both W-12 and W16 have centered false chimneys

in the gable ends that face into the quadrangle and wood cornices at the bottom of the roof in the side elevations. Each

building has a section of arcade projecting from its front pavilion, apparently a remnant of an arcade that once extended

across the west end of the quadrangle. Though similar in form, W-16 has two stories of fenestration while W-12 has tall

windows in the side elevations indicating a double-height interior space.

Although these buildings provide a subtle change in form at the corners of the quadrangle, the two buildings west of

them, which served as Educational Services Offices (W-13) and the Assistant l)irector's Office (W-15)' present a

façade of highly developed Colonial Revival-style details that frame the view into the quadrangle, as it is seen by the

public from Ox Road (LT-10). As a result of placing the most ornate Colonial Revival style features at the western edge

of the Workhouse quadrangle, the public passing along Ox Road sees the quadrangle in a carefully arranged scene, with

rich, formal details in the foreground flanking the perspective view of the quadrangle, with a tapestry of Colonial Revival

forms and details on the walls facing into the space. In this design, something like a carefully arranged stageset, little or

no attention is drawn to the utilitarian details on the hidden sides of the buildings, the mundane aspects of the prison

buildings seen when the prison was operating only by prisoners and staff in their day-to-day activities'
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Both W-13 and W-15 have wood l2ll2 sashin window openings with brick jack arches and sandstone keystones. The

second story of each has a row of gabled dormers on each long elevation, with wood 6/6 sash, the upper sash having a

round-arched top with wood tracery. The dormers are framed by wood pilasters supportingthe eave returns of each

gabled dormer form. The gable end at the west elevation of each building has a centered entrance with a formal

architrave, immediately above which is a large rounúarched window, framed with pairs of pilasters, with I2ll2 sash, the

upper portion of which has wood tracery. The gable ends also have bridged false chimneys with a n¿urow, louvered attic

ventilator centered in each gable curtain. A short section of arcade also extends forward from one bay of each of the two

buildings, framing the opening into the quadrangle and sheltering each building's main entrance. Each of these short

sections of arcade has a bay with a cross-gable roof at its terminus. The two cross-gabled forms serve as gateposts

framing the view into the quadrangle. The cross-gabled section of W-13 has been closed in with brick and concrete block.

Scattered around the three prison campuses are numerous observation towers at key vantage points. The locations vary

from corners of walls, gates, and fences, to topographic highpoints, places of congregation (like the ballfields), and

overlooking swales that lead into wooded areas just outside the wall. The oldest extant towers appear, by their choice of

forms and materials, to be the four octagonal ones built into the four corners of the Penitentiary wall. There is also an

octagonal tower, of a different design, adjoining the main gate into the Reformatory from the southeast. The older towers

associated with the Reformatory are brick, interspersed with some steel frame ones added later. Since the Reformatory

towers were added at different times, as the Reformatory campus grew and as security was tightened, there is a great deal

of variety in their design, ranging from towers with tapered brick shafts that make them resemblewindmills, to simpler

brick ones with straight shafts, to large towers on open steel-frame bases that convey a foreboding image of high

security. Most of the towers at the Workhouse were added in a two-year period during the early 1980s when the campus

was converted back to prison use after several years as an alcohol rehabilitation center. While many of these have been

demolished, three remaining Workhouse area towers surrounding the ballfield area are straight-shaft, steel-frame

buildings with an enclosure of verticalþoriented comrgated steel. The sheathing encloses the stairs accessing the

observation deck and hides plumbing lines from the bathroom facilities located in the enclosed part of the observation

deck. In the areas further out beyond the enclosures of the three campuses, there are a number of small guard stations, or

security posts, along pathways and in areas where prison work or recreational activities occurred. Most of these are

square in plan, between 5 and 10 feet on each side, with a single door and some kind of glazing in nearly all surfaces in

the upper half of each wall. Most have hipped roofs.
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At other locations around the property, where prisoners or staff participated in recreational activities, there are a few

barbecue pits and similar features built of brick. Some of the small buildings were for storage of sports equipment. In a

number of cases, the smallest brick buildings and structures of this kind exhibit ornamental brick work, in widely varied

styles. Apparently, the decorative work was done by prisoners who were learning the finer points of the bricklaying trade.

The prison's agriculture-related buildings consisted of a number of barns and other kinds of buildings and structures

typically found on farms. Although widely væied in form and style, in most cases they conformed to vernacular

building styles and folk types associated with farming and related land uses. For instance, there are slaughterhouses,

greenhouse facilities, silos, buildings for storage of and repair of agricultural machinery, a creamery building, and a

large corn crib. These are common building and structure types on agricultural sites; most historic farms where general

farming was practiced have (or had) buildings that served these functions, usually built in recognized architectural

typologies, several of which are represented here. However, because of the size of the prison grounds and the institutional

nature of the facility, the buildings on the prison grounds differ from other agricultural buildings of the same era in scale

and, in minor ways, style. The barns were slightly larger and more numerous, the corn crib is larger, and the greenhouses

are smaller, than what might be found on nearby privately-operated farms. The differences in design appear to have been

completely due to the larger or smaller scale of certain operations, the institutional nature of the work procedures, and the

available materials for construction. For instance, the com crib is a recognizable example of a structure type commonþ

found on farms, constructed of an open framework of wood at a depth that allows air to flow freely through the stockpile

of drying corn cobs. But the example found here is larger than usual, and it incorporates heavier than usual vertical

timbers (round wood poles, the size used to support utilþ lines) to carry the additional weight and a flat metal roof

where there is usually a small gabled form. Some buildings appear to have been built by prisoners, while others

incorporated materials manufactured at other locations, such as the building components of the silos.

In addition to the industrial shops at the Reformatory and Penitentiary, industrial resources at the prison complex

included a bricþard and an industrial railroad line. The bricþard operation grew from several early kilns to ten

kilns by 1930, and was typical of brick plants in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Ten beehive

kilns were arranged Ín two rows with other operations buildings also located at the site, such as drier tunnels, a

scale house, and a poryer house, as well as a nearby quarry. Located near a water source' the Occoquan River, the
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complex included a wharf for receiving supplies and shipping bricks and stone. Although many of these resources

are gone, one remaining kiln (LT-07) is a typical cylindrical beehive kiln with a domed roof and adjacent chimney'

tikety built by prisonérs with brick produced onsite. The brick is laid in an English bond, and the steel straps

encircling the kiln once controlled its expansion during firing. The industrial railroad line (LT-09) that formerly

ran alongside the kilns and to the wharf also served the entire prison complex, winding through the Workhouse

campus and agricultural areas to the Reformatory industrial shops, and eventually connected to the Richmond,

F,redericksburg & potomac Railroad line near Lorton. As a security precaution, the prison's point-to-point

railroad utilized multiple derailers along the line to prevent prisoners from escaping on the train through gates

near the Reformatory.

At the southeast corner of the Reformatory Campus, just outside the fence, is the frame house, known as Laurel Hill

I{ouse, built by William Lindsay in the eighteenth century. The main massing of the house appears to conform to the

prototypical eighteenth-century Chesapeake Tidewater frame tradition, although most of the exterior materials, such as

the wood siding and the visible bricks at the chimneys, are twentieth-century replacements dating from when the house

was the residence of the prison's superintendent.

Additions built in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries block large areas of the original exterior elevations. The original

gabled mass of the house is a rectangle, a little over 20 feet deep and 30 feet wide, with the 3Gfoot-wide façade facing

southeast away from the prison buildings. A T-wing extends to the northwest toward the Reformatory campus, with a

narrow gable end profile at the northwest end wall. A screened-in wrap-around veranda, with comers that are rounded to

quarter circle forms in plan, covers the first story of the original southwest and southeast elevations. The porch roof, at a

lower pitch, is continuous from the southeast and northwest slopes of the original gable roof beginning at a point about a

foot above the original bottom edge of the gable roof, thus concealing any exterior evidence of whether the frame of the

house has an overhanging false plate as is characteristic of eighteenth-century Tidewater framing. In the original rear

slope of the gable roof, two narrow gabled dormers flank the roofls intersection with the gable roof and the gable roof of

the T-wing extension; they may be the house's earliest dormers. All other surfaces of the original gable and the gable of

the T-wing are intemrpted by large shed-roofed dormers added in the twentieth century. Two gabled first-story additions

extend telescopically to the northeast, with a shed-roofed extension of the first gabled addition extending it further to the

southeast. At the roofline of the original gabled form, there is an interior-end chimney centered in the southwest gable
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end, with twentieth-century brick extending in a small flue from the ridge of the roof, and at the opposite (northeast)

gable end, an exterior-end chimney rises from the intersection with the northeast first-story additions, along the exterior

side of the original gable end wall, in a narrow flue of twentieth century brick to a point about two feet above the roof

ridge. The northwest gable end of the T-wing has returning eaves. The siding of the house is mostly wide covelap

German qiding from the late nineteenth or early twentieth century, with only a thin vestige remaining of white paint. The

twentieth-century shed dormers have Colonial Revival-style lap siding'

The house's interior is a mixture of historic and non-historic materials. A large exposed brick chimney with a corbelled

top is missing its mantelpiece. It is similar in design to chimneys found in prison staff cottages built in the twentieth

century. The interior also has a finely crafted interior open-style staircase, with a post-to-post railing and turned balusters

typical of early frame houses in Virginia. At the bottom of the stairs, a small area beneath the stringer is enclosed with

side panels, and beyond this area, the stair had winders as its bottom three steps, but the treads themselves are missing.

Although a well-preserved handrail is still intact, the stairway is in poor condition and has missing elements, as is true

throughout the house's interior.

To the northeast of the house tvas a two-bay twentieth-century frame garage, about 20 feet wide and 30 feet deep, with

roll-up wooden grirage doors and a front-gabled roof. About 250 feet northwest of the house, on the crest of a small hill,

is a small family burial plo! about 20 feet by 20 feet in plan. It has a 10-course-high, l-by l-foot brick pier at each

corner, connected by a single line of 2-inch steel pipe on all four sides to create a fence. A marble headstone, with a

segmentally-curved top, is visible within the enclosure.

Summary of Archaeological Resources

No subsurface testing was conducted in the historic district for this project, but archaeological surveys have been

conducted in the vicinity since the 1970s. Evidence of past cultural use and occupation, including prehistoric and historic

resources, has been identified through these surveys. One historic sito-a brickworks located within the bricþard area

(Site 44FX1669F{ates from the period of signifrcance and contributes to the significance of the district. To date, the

historic component of Site 449|'1669 is the only documented contributing archaeological resource within the proposed

district. However, archaeological survey and testing has been conducted in only a small portion of the proposed district.

Several areas of the district may include archaeological resources that could be identified through subsurface testing.

Subsurface remains of the destroyed kilns and associated industrial features at the brickworks (Site 44FXI669) may

(Expires 5-31-2012)
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survive. It is liketythat undisturbed land around the Laurel Hill House (located in the easternmost portion of the district)

includes archaeological resources associated with the use and occupation of the house, both before and during the period

of significance. Archaeological remains of five buildings in the Workhouse complex that have been demolished may

survive as foundation remains. These include two property buildings, the dairy office, and two dairy barns. Such

archaeological resources are likely to contribute to the significance ofthe historic district.

Other sites identified to date are non-contributing, as they do not date to the period of signifrcance or lack significance.

prehistoric sites are likely to be found in much of the undeveloped areas of the district, eqpecially on high ground along

or between drainages. Prehistoric and historic sites that do not date to the period of significance may be discovered

through future investigations. Such sites may be individually eligible. All newly discovered archaeologicalsites in the

historic district are subject to the memorandum of agreement (MOA) on the property. The MOA mandates archaeological

identification survey to determine presence or absence ofsites; archaeological testing to evaluate significance, defined as

eligibility for the National Register; and mitigation of adverse effects on eligible sites.

Resource Inventory'

Key to resource numbers

Hyphenated alpha-numeric resource numbers were assigned to each resource based on numbers historically
associated with them during the district's operation as a prison. Some resources were renumbered, or given

numbers where none historically existed, to maintain consistency throughout the nomination. Major buildings and

structures begin with one letter followed by a two-digit number. Minor buildings, structures and obiects begin

with two letters followed by a two-digit number. Sites begin with the letter "S" followed by a two-digit number.

Demolished resources and their descriptions remain in the inventory list in their original (2005) place. However,

they are now considered sites and are counted as sites in the revised resource count. f'or consistency with the

numbering in the original nomination, they have also been renumbered with an "S" resource number.

R Reformatory
P Penitentiary
W Workhouse
H House (residential)
D Dairy
L Largerlandscape

t M*y of the names and numbers used to inventory resources within the district were established prior to preparation of this mmination. In cases

where resources have more than one name, it appears that the different names reflect changes of use for the building over time.
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Tvpes
B minor building
T minor structure
O object
S site

Resource Assessment
C Contributing
NC Non-contributing

Burr,nnq cs--Reþ r mnt o ry Ar e a

The Gymnasium (originally built asan assembly hall) is a large, one-story , rectangular, flat-roofed brick building, approximately 190

feet by 60 feet, which forms a part of the north side enclosure of the Reformatory Quadrangle. Located at the quadrangle's

northwestern corner, at the west end of the northern arcade,the building has a twostory gabled façade section, a little narrower in plan,

projecting to the south where the building meets the arcade; the lower level of this projecting section is aporch, with three arched

openmgs, forming part of the arcade;the upper level has a small shed dormer on each slop of the gable roofto provide light to a room

in the porch 's attic. The main section of the building was gutted by fire in 1957. The fire destroyed the original gable roof form

with gable end parapets similar to R-03. It was rebuilt after 1959 with a flat roof. The rear section of the building (about 20 feet

and built in 1935) is a shed-roofed addition extending to the north. Each side elevation has 9 bays of large steel casement windows.

Pairs of steel exit doors are located at the bottom of some of the window bays. The arcade connects R-02 to the adjoining dormitory

buildings to the east. The arcade also extends to the west, although a section, abottt2 bays in length, is missing, apparentf removed to

allow for vehicular access. (See Photo 4.)

Old name: Dental Facility/Dorm 24
The Dental Facility/Dormitory 24 (originally built as a combinationschool and hospital facility) is a large, twùstory, rectangular,

gable-roofed brick building, approximately 190 feet by 60 feet, which forms a part of the south side enclosure of the Reformatory

Quadrangle. Located at thã quadrangle's southwestern corner, at the west end of the southern arcade, the building has a gabld porch, a

liule nanower in plan, projeðting to the north end where it forms part of the arcade. The porch of the façade has three arched openings'

Its long gabl+roofed fórm is acòentuated by the gable end walls rising as firewall parapets at either end of the building' Each gabô end

has tena cotta coping, and rises to appear as a large central chimney at the crest. An attic window is centered in each gable end; the

one on the quadrangie side is a large steel casement with a steel fanlight occupying a round arch. The southernmos part of the

building added between 1953 and 1960, is a2-bay-by-5-bay extension that is only one story and has a flatroof. A loggia of five

arches õpens onto the flat roof area from a second story inset porch. The building has 416 steel sash windows, rmst of which have

expandeã steel covers. The window openings have decorative brick borders. Some have stone or concrete sills. Some windows are

covered with grids of iron bars forming 6inch squares, while others have cagelike steel covers designed to wrp around air-

conditioning units. (See Photo 5.)
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Old name: Dorm 8
Dormitory 8 is a one-story, T-shaped, gable-roofed brick building, approximately 180 feet long, which forms a part of the northside

enclosure of the Reformatory eua¿rangle. Located within the northern arcade of the quadrangle, the building is about 60 feetwide at

the arcade end, although tfre mà¡ority olth" boilding is only about 20 feet wide. At the arcade end, the building tales on a cruciform

shape, apparent in the crosr-gubt. roof form, whichls fiimmed with wood and has returning eaves. The wall surfaces closest to the

*ràde .ãntaitt decorative briik details such as arched reveals and panels of diapering. The windows along he long side elevations

form about 30 bays. The windows are primarily located high in thè wall. They are lSlight steel, singlesash units (five lights wide and

three lights high). Every third window in the east and westside elevations has been enlarged þ extending it downward to about 5 feet

above frade, -uting the opening a little more than three times its original height. The cornice details, soldier coursing atlintels and

other decorative brick *o.L, *itido* , glazing, and door patterns, and other archtectural features, are the s¿rme as those at all the

dormitory buildings along the norttr anã south sides of the quadrangle (R04-R-15). The building's north gable end centers on a

doorway, but also has atãrge opening with metal louvers and a smaller squae opening. The steel 16-light door is located below the

peak of the gable, about tg inches above grade. A small concrete stoop with a welded pipe railing provides access to the door (See

Photos L and2.)

Old name: Dorm 9
Dormitory 9 is a one-story, T-shaped, gable-roofed brick building, approximately 180 feet long, which forms a part of the north side

enclosure of the Reformato.y eui¿rangle. Located within the northern arcade of the quadrangle,the building is about 60 feet wide at

the arcade end, although the màjority olth. Uuilding is only about 20 feet wide. At the arcade end, the building takes on æruciform

shape, apparent in the crosr-guUi" roof form, whichls ffimmed with wood and has rturning eaves. The wall surfaces closest to the

*"ãde rãntaitr decorative brick details such as arched reveals and panels of diapering. The windows along the long side elevdions

form about 27 bays.The windows are primarily located high in the wall. Theyare l5-light steel, singlesash units (five lights wide and

three lights high). Every third window in the eàst and wesiside elevations has been enlarged by extending it downward to abut 5 feet

above g-rade, ¡¡ut i"g the opening a little more than thee tinps its original height. The cornice details, soldier cbursing at lintels and

other decorative brick wor[, window, glazing, and door patterns, and other architectural features, are the same as those at ál the

dormitory buildings along the north anà south ddes of the quadrangle (R-04-R-15). The building's north gable end centers on a

doorway, but also has a tlge opening with metal louvers and a smaller square opening. The steel l6light door is located below the

peak of the gable, about eig'hteen inches aborre grade. A small concrete stoop with a welded pipe railing provides access to the door'

(See Photos 1 and 2.)

Old name: Dorm 10

Dormitory 10 is a one-story, T-shaped, gable-roofed brick building, approximately 180 feet long, which forms a part of the north side

enclosure of the Reformatoþ quadranglã. Located within the northern arcade of the quadrangle, the building is about 60 feetwide at

the arcade end, although thamÀjorþ olttt" Uoitaitg is only about 20 feet wide. At the arcade end, the building takes on a cruciform

shape, apparent in the cross-gabie roof form, whichis trimmed with wood and has returning eaves. The wall surfaces closest to the

ur"âde contain decorative brick details such as arched reveals and panels of diapering. The windows along the long side elevations

form about 27 bays.The windows are primarily located high in the wall. They are lSlight steel, singl+sash units (five lights wide and

three lights high). Every third window in the east and west side elevations has been enlarged by extending it downward to about 5 feet

above [rade, -uti"g the opening a little more than three times its original height. The cornice details, soldier coursing at]intels and

other decorative brick wort, window, glazing, and door patterns, and other architectural features, are the same as those at all the

dormitory buildings along the north anã south sides of the quadrangle (R04-R-15). The building's north gable end centers on a

doorway, br¡ also has alãrge opening with metal louvers and a smaller squaxe opening. The steel lólight door is located below the

peat of ttre gable, about eigtrteãn inches above grade. A small concrete stoop with a welded pipe railing provides access to tlo door.

(See Photos I and2.)
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Old name: Dorm 11

Dormitory 11 is a one-story, T-shaped, gable-roofed brick building, approximately 180 feet long, which forms a part of the north side

enclosure of the Reformatory quadranglã. Located within the northern arcade of the quadrangle, the building is about 60 feet wide at

the arcade end, although the màjority olttt. U,ritdittg is only about 20 feet wide. At the arcade end, the building takes on æruciform

shape, apparent in the cross-gable roof form, which is trimmed with wood and has retuming eaves. The wall surfaces closest to the

at"ád" cãntain decorative brick details such as arched reveals and panels of diapering. The windows along the long side elevdions

form about 27 bays. The windows are primarily located high in the wall. They are lSlight steel, singlesash units (five lights wide and

three lights high). Every third window in the east and west side elevations has been enlarged by extending it downward tcabout 5 feet

above frade, 1¡¿¡i"g the opening a little more than three times its original height. The cornice details, soldier coursing atlintels and

other ôecorative brick *ork, *ittdow, glazing, and door patterns, and other architectural features, are tle same as those at all the

dormitory buildings along the north and south sides of the quadrangle (R04-R-15). The building's north gable end centers on a

doorway, but also has alargeopening with metal louvers and a smaller square opening. The steel l6light door is located below the

peak of the gable, about eighteen inches above grade. A small concrete stoop with a welded pipe railing provides access to th door.

(See Photos I and2.)

Old name: Dorm 12

Dormitory 12 is aone-story, T-shaped, gable-roofed brick building, approximately 180 feet long, which forms a part of the north side

enclosure of the Reformatory Qua¿ranglã. Located within the northern arcade of the quadrangle, the buildingis about 60 feet wide at

the arcade end, although thamajority olttt. buitding is only about 20 feet wide. At the arcade end, the building takes on æruciform

shape, apparent in the crorr-gubl. roof form, which is trimmed with wood and has returning eaves The wall surfaces closest to the

*"àd" contain decorative brick details such as arched reveals and panels of diapering. The windows along the long side elevdions

form about 27 bays. The windows are primarily located high in the wall. They are l5light steel, single-sash units (five lights wide and

three lights high). Every third window in the east and west side elevations has been enlarged by extending it downward to abot 5 feet

above [rade, -uting the opening a little more than three times its origind height. The cornice details, soldier coursing at lintels and

other decorative brick wort, window, glazing, and door patterns, and other architectural features, are the same as those at ál the

dormitory buildings along the north and south sides of the qndrangle (R-0zt-R-15). The building's north gable end centers on a

doorwa¡ but also has alarye opening with metal louvers and a smaller square opening. The steel l6light door is located below the

peak of tire gable, about eigtrteðn inches above grade. A srmll concrete stoop with a welded pipe railing provides access to the door.

(See Photos 1,2, and3.)

Old name: Dorm 13

Dormitory 13 is a one-story, slightly Lshaped, gable-roofed brick building, approximately 180 feet long, which forms a part of the

north side enclosure of the iteformaiory Quadrangle. Located within the northern arcade of the quadrangle, the building is abct 60

feet wide at the arcade end, although the majorþ of the buildirg is only about 20 feet wide. At the arcade end, the building takes on a

cruciform shape, apparent in the crossgable roof form, which is trimmed with wood and has retuming eaves' The wall surfaces

closest to the arcade contain decorative brick details such as arched reveals and panels of diapering. The windows along the long side

elevations form about 30 bays. The windows are primarily located high in the wall. They are lSlight steel, singlesash units (five

lights wide and three lights high). Every thid window in the east and west side elevations has been enlarged by extending it
dõwnward to about 5 feet above grade, making the opening a little more than three times its original height. The cornice detåls,

soldier coursing at lintels and other decorative brick work, window, glaztng, and door pattems, and other architectural features, are

the same as those at all the dormitory buildings along the north and south sides of the quadrangle (R04-R-15). The building's north

gable end centers on a doorway, brú also has ã hrge opening with metal louvers and a smaller square opening. The steel l6light door

ls located below the peak of the gable, about eighteen inches above grade. A small concrete stoop with a welded pipe railinprovides

access to the door. (See Photos I and2.)
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Old name: Dorm 7
Dormitory 7 is a one-story, L-shaped, gable-roofed brick building, approximately 180 feet long, which forms a part of the north side

enclosure of the Reformatory eua¿rangle. Located within the no hern arcade of the quadrangle, the building is about 70 feet wide at

the arcade end, although tfre mà.¡ority olth. builditrg is only about 20 feet wide. At the arcade end, the building takes on æruciform

shape, apparent in theiross-gabie roof form, whichls fiimmed with wood and has returning eaves. The wall surfaces closest to the

*.âd, 
"ãotuin 

decorative brick deøils such as arched reveals and panels of diapering. The windows along the long side elevdions

form about 30 bays. The windows are primarily located high in thð wa[. They are lSlight steel, singl+sash units (five lights wide and

three lights high). Every third window-in the east and wesiside elevations has been enlarged by extending it downward to bout 5 feet

above [rade, *uti"g the opening a little more than three times its original height. The cornice details, soldier coursing atlintels and

other decorative brick worl, winlow, glazing, and door pattems, and other architectural features, are thesame as those at all the

dormitory buildings along the north anà south sides of the quadrangle (R04-R-15). The building's north gable end centers on a

doorway, but also has a ñrge opening with metal louvers and a smaller square opening. The steel l6light door is located below the

peak ofthe gable, about eighteen inches above grade. A small concrete stoop with a welded pipe railing provides access to tlp door'

Old name: Dorm ó
Dormitory 6 is a one-story, L-shaped, gable-roofed brick building, approximately 180 feet long, which forms a part of the north side

enclosure of the Reformatory euadragle. located within the northern arcade of the quadrangle, the building is about 70 feetwide at

the arcade end, although the'màjorþ oltn. buitditrg is only about 20 feet wide. At the arcade end, the building takes on a cruriform

shape, apparent in theiror.-gubi. roof form, whichls trimmed with wood and has returning eaves. The wall surfaces closest ô the

*"âd. .ãnøin decorative brick deøils such as arched reveals and panels of diapering. The windows along the long side elevdions

form about 30 bays. The windows are primarily located high in thè wail. They are l5light steel, singlesash units (five lights wide and

three lights high). Every third window in the eást and wesfside elevations has been enlarged by extending it downward to abot 5 feet

above g1ade, making ttre opening a little more than three times its original height. The cornice detailg soldier coursing at lintels and

other decorative brick worl, window, glazing, and door patterns, and other architectural features, are the salne as those at ál the

dormitory buildings along the north anà south sides of the quadrangle (R04-R-15). The building's north gable end centers on a

doorway, but also has atárgeopening with metal louvers and a smaller square opening. The steel l6light door is located below the

peak ofthe gable, about eiftrteen incúes above grade. A small concrete stoop with a wefled pipe railing provides access to the door.

Old name: Dorm 5
Dormitory 5 is a one-story, L-shaped, gable-roofed brick building, approximately 180 feet long, which forms a part of the northside

enclosure of the Reformatory eua.trangle. Located within the northern arcade of the quadrangle, the building is about 70 feetwide at

the arcade end, although the-màjority oltne boitditrg is only about 20 feet wide. At the arcade end, the building tales on a cruciform

shape, apparent in theirorr.gubl. roof form, whichls trimmed with wood and has returning eaves. The wall surfaces closest to the

*.âd" 
"ãntuitt 

decorative brick details such as arched reveals and panels of diapering. The windows along he long side elevations

form about 30 bays. The windows are primarily located high in thè wall. They are l5light steel, singlesash units (five lights wide and

three lights high). Every third window in the east and wesiside elevations has been enlarged þ extending it downward to about 5 feet

above [rade, -uting the opening a little more than three times its original height. The cornice details, soldier coursing atlintels and

other decorative brick *o.L, *indo w , glazing, and door patterns, and other arclitectural features, are the s¿lme as those at all the

dormitory buitdings along the northind south sides of the quadrangle @-0,f-R-15). The building's north gable end centers on a

doorway,iuf also hãs alar-geopening with metal louvers and a smaller squar opening. The steel l6Jight door is located below the

peak oftire gable, about tg inches above grade. A small concrete stoop with a welded pipe railing provides access to the door

1
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Old name: I)orm 4 
which forms a

the building is

d, the building

ilding's north gable end centers on a

e steel l6light door is locatedbelow the

railing provides access to the door'

Old name: Dorm 3
Dormitory 3 is a one-story, L-shaped, gable-roofed brick building, approximately 180 feet long, which forms a prt of the north side

enclosure of the Reformatory Quadrangle. Located within the northern arcade ofihe quadrangle, the building is about 70 feetwide at

the arcade end, although the majority of the buiiling is only about,2O feet wide. At thè arcade end, he building takes on a cruciform

shape, apparent in the cross-gable roof form, which-is trimmed with wood and has returning eaves. The wall surfaces closest to the

arcade contain decorative brick details such as arched reveals and panels of diapering' Thewindows along the long side elevations

form about 30 bays. The windows are primarily located high in thê wall. they are tltigtrt steel, singlesash units (five lights wide and

three lights high). Every third window in the east and wesiside elevations hasbeen enlarged by extending it downward to about 5 feet

above grade, making the opening a little more tt * rtn.. times its original height. The cornice details, soldier coursing atlintels and

other decorative brick work, windo w, glazing,*d ¿oo, patterns,andãther architectural features, are the same as those at all the

dormitory buildings along the north and south sides of the quadrangle (R04-R-15). The building's north gable end centers on a

doorway, but also has a lãrge opening with metal louvers anda smaller square opening. The steel lGlight

door is located below the pã* ortrrùable, auoureighteen inches above grade. A small concrete stoop with a welded pipe railing

provides access to the door.

Old name: I)orm 2
Dormitory 15 is a one-story, Lshaped' gable-roofed brick bu a part of the north side

enclosure of the Reformatory Quadrangle. Located within the about 70 feet wide at

the arc olthe Uuitai"g i takes on æruciform

shape, f form, which is

arcãde s such as arched

gtheilding,snorthgableendcentersona
arge e steel l6light door is locatedbelow the

18 in railing provides access to the door'
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R-16 Officer hlv Room 029-ß47-0051 301 Ruilt l92l-1926 c
The Officer Assembly Room Building, historically known as the Bathhouse, is a rectangular,

approximately 50 feet by 120 feet, south of the Dining and Kitchen Building (R27), part of a
onostory, flat-roofed brick building,
three-building contiguous row (with R-

17 and.R-I8) just to the southeast of the Reformatory Quadrangle. The building is distirguished by three decorative brick' arched

reveals, connected by a brick soldier course across the northfacing façade. The westernmost reveal contains a roughlysquare 36-pane

steel casement window, while the other two reveals contain entrance doors. The gbay side elevation and 5-bay rear elevation contain

one door each, and otherwise have rectangular steel sash windows. Scars in the brick wall indicate that the side elevation opnings

were greatþ reduced in size at some point. The building was originally freestanding, narrotver and shorter' more closely

mirroring the form of the Linen Issue Building (R-2ó), and with a gable roof similar to R-18. A flat-roofed addition was built
in 1940 at the east side, extending toward R-17. A flat roof was instatled across the entire building in the early 1970s, entirely
removing the original gabled section of the roof.

The Control Cells Building, historically known as the Cell House, is a rectangular,flat-roofed brick building' approximately 70

feet by 120 feet, south of the Dining and Kitchen Building (k27), the center part of a threebuilding contiguous row (with R-16 and

R-l8) just to the southeast of the Reformatory Quadrangle. The buildingconsists of two sections, a one-story section with only

rectilinear openings and no decorative detailg and a taller section added to filt in the space between the Control Cells Building
and Dormitory 1 @-1S). A tall doorway into the north elevationof the one-story section has a steel-angle jamb and a wrought-iron

gate in front of the door. The windows are roughlysquare steel casements with 25 to 36 panes each. Window openings in the rear

(south elevation) have been bricked in. This section of the building was originatly freestanding with a gable roof' more closely

mirroring the appearance of Dormitory 21 (R-25). The newer, fill-in section of the building' built after 1968, has two doors

in the north elevation and three in the south elevation; above the north elevation doors are three large, louvered, rectangular
openings, widely differing in size. At the east end of the first floor an uncovered walkway extends tbe length of the building.

Old name: Dorm 1

Dormitory 1, historically known as the DisciplineDormitory, is a rectangular, onestory, gable-roofed brick building, approximately

35 feet by 120 feet, south of the Dining and Kitchen Building (k27), part of a three-building contiguous row (withR-16 and R-17)
just to the southeast of the Reformatory Quadrangle. Originally freestanding, Dormitory t has terra cotta coped firewalls at the gable

ends and is l8 bays long and 3 bays wide. It has unusual steel casement windows, with 40 small panes of glas (8 wide and 5 high) in

the upper 213 of the opening, and six horizontal panes in the bottom 113 (2wide and 3 high). Windows of the same design flaft the

north elevation entrance. Some of the south elevation openings have been brickedin.

Old name: ProgramsOFACM
The Programs Building was built as the Electric Shop, one of the prison's industrial shop facilities. It is a rectangular, twostory,
gable-roofed brick building, about 100 feet by 80 feet, on a banked site so that the lower level is underground at the westfacing

entry. Each gable end rises as a firewall parapet with terra cotta coping. Along the south elevation of the building is a larp shed-

roofed one-story addition. The west, south, and east elevations appear to have been built with large garcge door bays, with casÉ

concrete lintels. Several have been either fully or partially brickeôin, including all the large openings in the west façade where one

now contains a doubledoor entrance. The north elevation has six nalro\ry window openings into the lower level, above which are

four large window openings with steel sashes (with about 84 panes of glass each), and a fifth window that has been greatly rduced

in size. Along the souür elevation, attached to the shed-roofed addition is a tall metal structure with a funnellike top section that

appears to have been built for storing or mixing industrial materials.
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Old name: Dorm 1FOFACM Shop
The Dormitory l9-Shop Building was built as one of the prison's industrial shop facilities. It is a rectangular, twostory, gable-roofed

brick building, about tOõ feet by i'5 feet, on a banked site io that the lower levelis underground at the west-facing entry' Each gable

end rises as a fuewall parapet with terra cotta coping. At the northeast corner, the building nearly touches building R85 (the Paint

Shop), and the nur.o*op*ing of about 3 feet bètween the two buildirgs has been closed in with a brick and concrete block wall. The

west and east elevationräpp.ñ to have been built with large garage door bays, with castconcrete lintels. Several have been either fully

or partially bricked-in, inchaing all the large openings in the westfaçade where one of the large bays is now blocked by a small guard

staiion; thl guard station was built as an observation room with windows on tlree sides. The north and south elevations werÔuilt with

five large *-indo*. in each, althoughthe westernmost two in the south elevation have been geatly reduced in size. The window

openings contain four-part steel saJh units divided by vertical mullions; the top 213 of each sash unit contains thirtyfive small vertical

panes olghss, and the bottom section of each has three horizontal panes, each extending from mullion to mullion. The windows and

other original opening bays have cast concrete lintels. (See Photo 8.)

Old name: Dorm22
The Dormitory 22 Building was built as the Carpenter Shop, one of the prison's industrial shop facilities' It is a rectangular, ono

story, gable-roäf.d b.irk Uùtaing, about 140 feei Uy 45 feei. Each gable end rises as a firewall parapet with terra cotb coping. At the

souiheãst corner, the building neály touches building R85 (the Paint Shop), and the nalrow opening of about 3 feet between the two

buildings has been closed inlitfr a concrete block wàil. The west elevation appears to'have been built wih large garage door bays,

with cast-concrete lintels, although the large openings have been completely brickedin. The north and south elevations have five

large windows in each. ttre winà'ow openingsiontain fourpart steel sash units divided by vertical mullions; the top 2/3 of each sash

unìí contains thirfy-five small verticat panes of gnss, and the bottom section of each has three horizontal panes, each extending from

mullion to mullion (in some sections olttre winãows, the small panes continue all the ray to the sill). The windows and other original

opening bays have cast concrete lintels. The easternmost portion of the building is a matching gabled extension, about 45 feô east-to-

west, and alittle nalrower than the 45 feet northsouth dimension of themain part of the building'

R-22 23 029-ß47 -0071 318 Built 1928

Old name: Dorm 23
The Dormitory 23 Building, historically known as the Tag Shop, is one of the prison's industrial shop facilities. It is a rectangular,

one-story, gable-roofed UriJt Uuit¿ing, ábout 120 feet by 45 feet. Each gable end rises as a firewall parapet with tena cotta coping.

The west elevation appears to have béen built with large gafage door bays, with casÉconcrete lintels, although the large openingshave

been completety Urictì+in. The north and south elevitions have five large windows in each. The window openings contain fou+art

steel sash units divided by vertical mullions; the top 213 of eachsash unit contains thirtyfive small vertical panes of glass, and the

bottom section of each hãs three horizontal panes, ãach extending from mullion to mullion (in some sections of the windows,he

small panes extend all the way to the sill). The windows and other original opening bays have cast concrete linÓls. The easternmost

portion of the building is a mätching gabled extension, about 45 feet easÊto-west, and a little nanower than the 45 feet northsouth

dimension of the main part of the building.

1

The Laundry Annex Building wasbuilt as an addition to the adjoiningLaundry Building (R-2S). It is an L-shaped, one-story brick

building, most of which has a flat roof. A small section has a gable roof' The west elevation of the building is abcrt 80 feet wide,

while the south is about 140 feet. The narrow portion of the east elevation is about 40 feet wide. North of the eastern halfof the

building, a 30 by 50 foot space separates the Laundry A¡nex Building from the Laundry Building' There is an¿urower flat-roofed

extension to the east, built circa 1941' with no windows on its south side, and three small steel casement windows on the east end.

Large garage doors and some smaller doors

c

(See Photo 9.)
open into the brick-paved space between the Laundry Annex andlaundry Buildings'
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Old name: Dorm 14

The Dormitory 14 Building, historically known as a DisciplineDormitory, is a rectangular, on+story, gable-roofed brick building,

about 140 feet-by 45 feet. Each gable end rises as a firewall parapet with terra cotta coping. It was built with windows anangedir 18

bays on the east and west elevations, although 2 or 3 bays have been brickedin on both sides at the northern end of the buildng. One

window has also been brickeôin on the south elevation, and two on the north. In the north elevation, a large rectangular opening has

been cut in the upper half of the wall; it is enclosed with metâl louvers. In the west elevation, one of the winów bays is a doorway,

accessed by conõrete steps with a pipe railing. The window openings have steel casements, the upper 3/5 of each having 40 paæs (8

wide, and 5 high); the bottom portion has six horizontal panes each of which is half the width of the pening' The window openings

have brick soldier course lintels and rowlock sills. (See Photo 10.)

Old name: Dorm 21

The Dormitory 21 Building, historically known as a DisciplineDormitory, is a rectangular, on+story, gable-roofed brick building,

about 140 feet by 45 feet. Each gable end rises as a firewall parapet with terra cotta coping. It was built with windows anaged in l7
or 18 bays on the east and west elevations, although 2 or 3 bayshave been bricked on side elevations at the northern end ofthe

building. One window has also been brickeôin on the south elevation, and two on the north. In the west elevation of the building, all

the winãow openings have been completely brickedin, and a small door opening was inserted toward the northwest corner. In the

building's southwest corner, a small remnant (three brick voussoirs) remains of the springing point of an arch, indicating tht an arch

once extended from this building to the west. Thewindow openings have steel casements, the upper 3/5 of each having 40 panes (8

wide, and 5 high); the bottom portion has six horizontal panes each of which is half the width of the opening. The window opaings

have brick soldier course lintels and rowlocksills. (See Photo 10.)

The Linen Issue Building, historically known as the Superintendent' s Office, is a long, nalrow, rectangular, onestory, flat-roofed brick

building, about 30 feet wide ard about 140 feet deep. The façade is distinguished by three decorative brick, arched reveals across the

south-facing façade, one containing the entrance, the middle arch containing a window , and western arch being blind. The side

elevations have about 9 window bays each with small steel

rowlock sills and concealed steel lintels The flat roof was
roof was similar to the roof on I)ormitory 21 (R-25).

sash windows set high in the wall. The window openings have brick
installed after the building was damaged in 1970; the original gable

The Dining Hall and Kitchen Building is a large complex form that closes the east side of the Reformatory Quadrangle. It is abrick

building, Colonial Revival in style, occupying an area approximately 220 feetby 200 feet. The dominant form of the building is a large

gabled iorm facing onto the quadrangle, about 140 feet wide and about 70 feet deep, with various additions and appendages exônding

óff of t¡ir to the north, east, and south. The gabled section is 13 bays long, stretching almost from the southeast corner of the

quadrangle to the southwest corner. The large gable roof has firewall parapets at the gable ends, each of which rises to a prir of
symmetrically placed, bridged false chimneys near the roof ridge. The wesÈfacing façade has doors in the center bay and in the

southernmosi bay, each of which is sheltered by a small gabloroofed porch supported by two brick piers. The window openings are6

feet wide in the ls, 4*,7^,10ú, and 13ü bay with 5-foot-wide wind ws in the remaining bays. The 6foot-wide bays have window

openings that extend above the bottom line of the roof into brickfaced, gabled wall dormers. The gables of the wall dormers have

wood moldings along the eaves, with retums. The window openings have metal "Koolvent" type awnings just below the line of th

roof. Most of the windows throughout the building have expanded steel covers boxedout to allow for air conditioning units' The

windows in areas of the east elevation of the gabled section area treated in the same style, with wall dormers and awnings, erept

where the window bays are covered over by wings and additions. The main appendage to the main gabled section is a large, flat

roofed, twostory T-wing to the rear. The second story of this wing is smaller than the first, creating an area of flat roofjust outside the
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second-story windows. Other wings and additions extend off of the Tshaped form, mostly to the north and east. Mos of the additions

are one story and have flat roofs, although there are some with shed or hipped roofs under the gable ends

that might have been original components of the Colonial Revival style form. The arcade along the south and north sides of th

Reformatory euadrangle ties directly into the hiproofed additions under the gable ends. A curved corrugated metal canopy

supported by metal posts, about 55 feet long, extends to the east from a doorway in a hþoofed wing near the northeast corner of
ttre gabled settion (the opposite side of the addition where the arcade ties in). A couple ofshorter curved corrugated metal canopies

extend from doorways nèár the southeast corner of the gabled section. An addition at the eastern edge of the building rises ir the shape

of a tower, with a flat roof (it provides access to a section of flat roof, but it does not have secondstory observation windows).

The Laundry Building is a rectangular, onestory, brick building with a monitor-topped gable roof, about 190 feet by 60 feet. Each

gable end rises as a firewall paxapet with tena cotta coping' In each gable end is a large steel casement with a steel fanllht in a round-

arched opening. The windows are ananged in8 bays containing very large steel casements in the front (west) and side elevations. Each

casement has 56 larger than usual panes, arranged in 8 vertical columns and 7 horizontal rows. The window openings have rowlok

sills and concealed steel lintels. The long sides of the roof monitor consist almost entirely of glaztng, composed of steel sashes that are

three panes high. The west facing façade has three large openings: a garage door at the southwestern corner and two large stel

casement windows. The eæternmost 20 feet of the building, approximately, has a shed roof draining toward the east. The south

elevation of the shed-roofed section contains a loading dock entrance consisting of two garage doors on a raised threshold. Small shed

roofed vestibules extend from the north and east sides of this section sheltering entrances. At the building's northwest corner is a

gabled doorway vestibule with a pair of wood panel doors with louvers below the lock rail. One side of this gabled form has æhed-

roofed addition apparently added to shelter a piece of equipment or somethingsimilar. (See Photo 9.)

Old name: Ed. Services
The Educational Services Building, historically known as the Bakery, is aslightly-L-shaped, one-story, flat-roofed brick building with

two sections that are slightly different in appearance. The western portion was built as a Sbay-wide, 6-bay-deep rectangle, although

several of its window ofenittgs have been brickeóin. In this section of the building, the flat roof is concealed by a parapet with terra

cotta coping. A shed-roõfed addition extends to the rear (north) about 10 feet, with a roof that drains to the north. At the back of this

is a secóndihed-roofed piece of the building, consisting of a raised loading platform that is connected to the building, with a set of
four steel pipe columns supporting a shed roof that drains to the east. The roof and column structure are not connected to tlp rest of
the building above the levelof theplatform. The eastern part of the building has a stepped brick cornice at the top of the wall, and

only has *ittdo*r facing into the nãrrow space between it and buildingP.26. Although designed with about 5 roughlysquare window

openings on this side, about half of them have been brickeúin'

Old name: OFACM-St. Ht. Pt.
The Steam Heating plant Building is nearly square, at 70 feet by 90 feet, but rises in a complex multiplestory massing anangement

that creates an appearance resembling several tall buildings clustered together, or the clustered pavilions of a Beaux Arts $yle building

on a center-cþ iite. The east-facing elevation of the building (facing away from the Reformatoy buildings) centers on a slender center

section, about 50 feet in height, ttrai is taller and steps forward slightly from the two flanking masses, which are about 4ffeet in height.

The remaining part of the UuitAing (about 213 of the building in plan) isenclosed in a form that is about 10 feet shorter in height' The

roof of the section of the building is flat, concealed by a parapet with metal coping. Each of the building's

elevations has very'large (56 pane) steel casement windows with (21 pane) steel ânlights, in classically-proportioned round arches

which are otherwise unornamènted. The taller parts of the building have slender steel casement windows centered above the arhes.

The building is set in a lower grade area, down an embankment from many ofthe nearby Reformatory buildings. A steel girder bridge

extends from the building to the north. A large silolike structure with a tile cylinder on a raised platform, with integral wheels, ladders,

and chutes is connected lo the building on the southern efte. Minor modifications have been made to several windows and doors,

although in general the arched openings appear to have remained intact. On the east side of the building, the lower level hasan

7
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extension with a concrete roof that banks into the adjoinhg embankment, providing access to an upper level from this side. (See Photo

7.)

Old name: OFACM Shops
The Shops Building, histõrically a Garage, is a relatively small onestory brick building cønposed in two sections on a banked site.

1'he uppeì section hãs a low gable roof, which extettds as a shed roof over the lower section. The lower section has two garagedoors

and twõ casement windows, in alternating locations, facing to the east. The north ad south gable ends are arranged in 3 bays each,

with the center bay recessed in a reveal, with a door or window at the center. Flanking the reveal are exposed concrete coluns

embedded in itre Urick wall, with an additional bay (either a window or a door)to each outer side of the columns. The building has a

variety of wood sash and steel casement windows, with no discemible reason for locations, and the garage doors are wooden dors

with differing designs in the layout of the glazing areas.This buitding is currently slated for demolition.

-41 1

The Dormitory 20 Building, historically known as the Psychology Building, is a rectangular, onestory, gable-roofed brick building,

about 25 feet by 40 feet, located at the southeastern corner of the Reformatory complex. Each gable end rises as a firewall parapet with

terra cotta coping. It was built with windows arranged n 4 to 6 bays on the north and south elevations, although some modifiations

have been made, including insertion of doors, reduction of the size of some windows, etc. The façade (west elevation) has a centered

entrance flanked by intact windows. The windows have steel casements with 40 panes (8 wide and 5 high) in the upper 213 of eøh

opening, and 6 horizontal panes in the bottom part of the casement, each bottom pane being half the width of the opening. The

windows have rowlock sills and all the openings have prominent cast concrete lintels, which are painted white. All the openigs have

been bricked-in on the rear (east) elevation. Along the south side

attached to R-41. The remnants include some sections of a brick
pipe columns, and a short section of a concrete block wall.

of the building are remnants of a building or structure that was once

basement wall, a concrete framework at the former floor level¡ome

R-44 029-ß47-0117 306 ilt 1958-1961 c
The Chapel is a large brick building in the International style, composed of a doublsheight Lshaped form, with walls that are abcut

25 feettall and 60 feet long on the northeast and southeast elevations, with a onsstory quarter-circular form frlling in the "ell" space.

The center of the quarter-circular wall segment is the center of the façade, with a section of brick wall (the ceìter part of the curved

wall) about 15 feet wide and 20 feet tall as its focal point, forming a blind reveal that creates a brick shadowbox effect around a large

white cross. To either side of the cross are several pairs of doors with large glass lights,with some large areas of interspersed windows'

The leg of each ell of the twostory ell-shaped taller form ends with a wall, about 30 feet wide, almost all of which is an expanse of
glazng. The Lshape of the taller portion of the building gives the Chapd a distinctive silhouette, projecting around the quarter-circle

form in a way that alludes to arms or wings hovering around the rounded form of the lower center section with the cross at th center

The building contributes to the district, but its archiæctural interest and the fact that it was designed by an inmate indicate that it also

may be individually eligible for listing in the National Register. (See Photos I I and 12.)

Old name: Dormitory
The Commissary, later known as I)ormitory 26ris aflat-roofed, brick, rectangular building, measuring approximately 60 feet by

200 feet. The fenestration across its north-facin g façade is ananged in 5 bays, while the side elevations have about 18 baysof window

openings. The building is two stories, plus a basement that is partly exposed in the west elevation and a small third story ?bay by 2-

Uäy penttrouse (with only otre window in the façade) centered over the center bay of the north elevation creatinp stepped silhouette at

tfrð tãp of the façade. The windows are steel casements that vary from 10 to 25 panes depending upon the elevation and the stoy where

they are located. A few window openings have been brickedin, but in general the fenestration paúem is intact. Some openings have

briõkjack arches. The center froni entrance is accessed via a set ofbrick steps and the entrance bay is accentuated by sevaal layers of
subtle brick borders and diapering. The flat roof is concealed by a brick parapetwith a stone or concrete cap. The façade and the first

25 feetor so of the side elevations have a brick cornice at the base of the parapet; the cornice consists of molded "cyma cuve" bricks

and brick dentils on a brick frieze. The building has a few othq Classical Revival style details, such as a brick water table on the north
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and east elevations, an architrave over the main entrance, and ornamental collector boxes at the rain leaders heads, all det¿iled in the

understated but vibrant manner ofthe late 1930s. The same style of cornice and parapet are repeated at the top ofthe penthouse. A
concrete loading platform extends along the south and east elevations at the first story floor level. On the west side, thereis a recessed

alley way with ã ietainingwall, allowing access to basement level windows and doors, and a basementlevel loading dock. A shed-

rooied lõading dock/porch at the first-story level extends over the basement level loading dock like a bridge. A similar shedroofed

loading dockr/porch is found at the center ofthe rear (south) elevation.

Old name: Administration Btdg.
The Administration Building, orþinalty built in 1952, is a gable-roofed, twostory Colonial Revival-style brick building with flaÈ

roofed, twostory brick wings rnutitrg it Gshaped in plan, occupying an area of approximately 225 feet by 90 feet, and closing the

western side of ihe Reformjtory Quadrangle. The gabled portion of the building has, at each gabb end, a frewall parapet rising to a

center false chimney. A denticulated cornice crowns the east and west façades of the gabled section. The east façade of the gabled

part of the building is 12 bays long, with a first story entrance in the 4bay in from each end. Each entrance consists of a singloleaf

flush door with no glazing fl-ked by small sidelights. Each window opening has a casement window with a pair of outwinging

sashes in the bottom 80 pércent ofthe opening, and a narrow transom above. Tle openings all have soldier course lintels and

smoothly dressed stone sills. About half of the windows have expanded steel covers. Each sidelight has a single pane of glas*ralf the

height oîth" doot, with a single raised panel beneath. There is a raisedpanel above the door as well, where a transom would usually

be located. Each east-facing ðnnance iJ sheltered by a small porch, makeshift in appearance, consisting of a gable roof supported on

rwo brick piers. While the éast elevation relates directþ tothe quadrangle, the west elevation was designed as a formal façade with a

centered entr*"e oriented toward visitors to the administrative offices. Instead of 12 bays, the gabled section has 11 westfacing

bays. The center bay projects forward about 2 feet in a gabled form, with a rounùarched, twoleaf doorway in the first story, and a

pat of French doori with full length sidelights and transom in the second story. The frststory doorway has a large fanlight transom

and paneled reveals, although thelearres are flush metal steel doors with no lights. The seconðstory doorway accesses a small

*ooàrn balcony; only part óf the balcony railing is still in place. The flatroofed wings are 5 bays wide (northsouth) and 7 bays deep.

The only ornamentation in ttrewings is avery modest four-course-high brick beltcourse at the line of the seconôstory ceiling. A first-

story entrance in the center bay ofihe east wall of each wing is sheltered by a short section of the arcade, intemrpted 2 hys from the

façáde where a bay or two of the arcade was apparently cut away to provide vehicular access to the northwest and southwest corners

of the quadrangle. There are also two secondary entrances at the east and west corners of the south wall of the building, athe flat-

roofed wing. A fire gutted the building in 1989, after which the roof was rebuilt and windows replaced.

The Mail Room Building is a small, rectangular, onestory, gable-roofed brick building, approximately20 by 50 feet in plan' It is

located south of the Dining Hall and Kitchen Building and just east of the dormitory buildings that form the south side of tb

Reformatory Quadrangle. It has a door and three window openings in the west elevation. In the eastelevation, it has a door near the

northeast corner, with a window to its side. In the north elevation it has two windows. In the south elevation, it has an opaing the size

of an air conditioning unit, although there is evidence in the brick wall that thep were originally larger window openings. The

windows on all sides of the building are small and set high in the wall, with rowlock sills about 5 to 6 feet above gtade. Th windows

are steel sash, with 10 panes per unit (5 wide and two high) in the north atd east elevations, and nanower lpane-high units in the west

elevation. All the windows and doors are covered with expanded steel grates. The roof line has a plain wood comice, with reûming

eaves, and there are louvered vents in round openings in thegable ends at the rooflevel.

(Expires 5-31-2012)

National Register of Histor¡c Places
Continuation Sheet

Dormitory 15 is part of a cluster of four dormitory buildings (R-70, R-71, R-72, andR-73) that were built in 1938 along the north

south road that passes behind the Dining Hall and Kitchen Building, past the shop buildings, connecting to the Commissary Building'

The four buildings became a transitional element along this road, which connects the older part of the Reformatory to the lage cluster

of buildings (now demolished) that were added as a northern extension of the campus, around the Commissary Building, after the

period of significance. The four 1938 dormitory buildings are almost identical in form and detailing. They are S0foot by 200-foot
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at each gable end with a firewall parapet capped with tena cotta

"îï1"'#åïi,ill'"i;:ä:ïî3,iåyå:iT:ii':fr 
:å:i.;T;

the long axis is east-west, with the g I

3 bays wide and about 9 baYs deeP.

casement windows above the doors

window treatment of the side elevations' All the buildings have ste

The steel casements are almost all in units of 5 wide *d 3 p*es high, often with an operable sashat the center; most window openings

are double-width, with a steel mullion between two steel caìement units. Úr most of the windows, there is a siryane operable hopper

sash, usually at the center of the upper 213 of eachcasement. Three out of the four dthe buildings have their windows located high in

the walls so that the sills are at 7 oi8 feet above grade. Dormitory 15 has a centered entrance sheltered by a weathered metal canopy

facing onto the nort6south road. To the north sidi of the entrance is a steel 3-foot by 3-foot access door, with the top of the opening at

the same height as the top of the entrance door. Between the door and the access door, the number "22" (another name for the

dormitory Uuitaing¡ is páinteA on the building's brick façade Attached to the southeast comer ofDormitory 15 is a small guard

station (see RT-14, Gate 4 Gatehouse, below).

7 1

Dormitory 17 conforms to the description of the four 1938 dormitory buildings prorided under R-70, above, except that it has the

operable section of each sash in the steel casements in the center of the bottom 213 of each unit, and each window is coveredrvith a

grid of iron bars breaking the window opening into 6 inch squares .Dormitory 17 also has a metal roof. The underlying roof materials

and the building's interior materials have been heavily damagedby water infiltration. One of three window openings in the eú

elevation of Dormitory 17 has been bricked-in, and the other two havebeen reduced to half their original size.

16 029-0947-OO97 331 Built CR-72
Dormitory 16 conforms to the description of the four 1938 dormitory buildings provided under R70, above. Like R-70, Dormitory

16 has a centered enÍance sheltered by a weathered metal canopy facing onto the northsouth road, and a steel 3-foot by 3-foot access

door to the side (the top of which is at the same height as the top of the entrance door). Between the door and the access dor, the

number "23" (another name for the dormitory building) is painted on the building's brick façade'

Dormitory 18 conforms to the description of the four 1938 dormitory buildings provided under R70, above, except that it has much

larger window openings in the front and side elevations. The sills ofthe window openings are at about 4 feet above grade, ad to

make up the difference, the casement windows have an additional unit of 10 Panes (2 high and 5 wide) above thæperable hopper

sashes. Like R-70, Dormitory 18 has a centered entrance sheltered by a weathered metal canopy facing onto the northsouth road,

and a steel 3-foot by 3-foot access door to the side (the top of which is much lower than the top of the entrarle door)' Between the

door and the access door, the number "2l" (another name for the dormitory building) is painted on the building's brick façade

The Armored Car Garage is a small, rectangular, onÈstory, gable-roofed, brick building located just outside the main gate at the

southwest corner of the Reformatory campus, near R54 and R-78. It is approximately 13 feet wide and 20 feet deep. The roofhas a

low pitch, and is trimmed with wood, with an overhang on all four sides, and a painted woodsoffit. It has 6/6 wood sash windows on

the north and west elevations. The window in the north elevation has a wooôframe window screen, while the window in the west

elevation has an expanded steel cover. On the east elevation, the building originally had a garage door with a cast concrete lintel, but

the opening beneath the lintel has been brickeóin to reduce it to the size of the standarôman-door-sized steel fire door that, at some

point, replaced the garage door. A doorway on the south elevation does not contain a door but has an expanded steel screen

inside a metal frame. The bottom portion of the opening
contained a window.

is crudely cut, suggesting that the upper portion may have once
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Old name: OFACM Storage Shed
The Storage Shed is a small, rectangular, onestory, brick building on a banked site near the southeastem corner of the Reformatory

campus, approximately 15 feet wide and 40 fæt long. It has a flat concrete slab roof that overhangs about 8 inches, and drains to the

east, withïS-inch-higlr üp cast into the concrete on the other three sides. Altered areas in the brick walls appear to indicate that

current brick enclosure ofth. southern halfofthe building originally had at least 2large open bays, separated by onefoot-square

brick piers, perhaps with garage doors. One of the large openings has been closedin all together, while another (south elevation) has a

window, *à ttr. tftir¿ haJa stéel man door. The window openings have rowlock sills, steel casements, and coverings (steel bes on

the south elevation, and expanded steel in the west elevation). Along the east side of the building, the grade drops abruptlyabout 3

feet. The building rests on ihe edge of a retaining wall at the grade change. To the east is a framework made of steel pipes welded

together, about 10 feet tall, l0 feet wide, and 20 or 25 feet deep. The framework appears to have been

built as a storage rack for an inventory of pipes or other linear metal materials. The framework has a roof of steel decking on a

horizontal steel frame overhanging the frame rack.

The Check Point Entry Building is a one-story, rectangular, 4.bay by Gbay,hiproofed brick building built in 1981 as part of the

enüance sequence into the main gate at the southern corner of the Reformatory campus. It is approximately 40 feet by 60 feelln plan.

It has metal sash windows,with three horizontally-oriented panes in each. Below each window, there is a recessed reveal area,

bordered above and below by a rowlock sill. The doorways have paired steel doors with vertical glaztng. The doorway on the soth

elevation is accessed by a concrete and brick stoop with a welded steel pipe railing. This building is currently slated for demolition.

R-78 Buíldìns 029-0947 It 1979 NC

Old name: OFACM Telephone
The Telephone Building iì a one story, gableroofed, rectangular, painted concrete block building located a short distance from the

southwesi of corner of the Reformatory carnpus, about 150 feet southwest of the main gate at this corner' It has 6/6 double hng

windows. Three windows and a door are found in thenorth-facing gable end, the building's only other window being in the northern

half of the west elevation.

355

The Storage-Program Building is an Lshaped, one-story, garagalike building
Building (R-41). It has a nearly-flat roof with a mansarôlike extension on the

that wrap around two sides of the Dormitory 20

north and east sides. It was built with several galago

doorsized open bays, some of which have been brickeóin to reduce them to smaller doorways.

Old name: OFACMPaint Shop
The paint Shop Building is a small garagelike brick building originally built very close to the east end of the narroril space between

buildings R-20 and R-21, and much later connected to these buildings by narrow sections of concrete block wall for security reasons'

lhe buitding has a flat roof, and is built in two sections, the smaller one extending to the east of the larger one in a steped or
,,telescopin[,' anangement. In the south elevation, the larger section was built with two large garagodoor bays with an entrance door

benveen thJm, and ihe smaller section, with one. Two of the three garage doors (all but the westernmost one) have been reducd to

much smaller openings by bricking them in. On the south elevation, the building has 3 bays of window openings, each of which

originally had fbur l6pane wood sashes, two up and two down-apparently fixed sashes or on hinges, although two of the sashes have

been repiaced with othãr styles and the bottom half of one opening has been brickedin. The building has a wide variety of window

shapes and types ranging from wood sashes to steel casements, and from 4 panes to 18 panes per opening.This building is currently

slated for demolition.
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The Securþ and Storage Building is a small gableroofed brick building, about 15 feet by 25 feef, on a steeplybanked site so that

each story is at grade at one side or üte other. The gable roofhas a low slope and ornamentallycut exposed rafter ends. The doors and

windows are arranged in 3 bays across the southfacing façade with only a single door opening in the east elevation, and no openings at

all in the north and wæt elevations. Centered in the north side is a small square chimney that rises from the north slope of the roof. The

east elevation door is sheltered by a small sheéroofed porch on wood posts. The windows are 8/8 double hung

wood sash. There is a small paved forecourt on the south side of the building with a retaining wall to the east and west. A brick

stairway wraps around the southeastern corner of the building, designed as part of the retaining wall.

Old name: Program Bldg
The program nriitaing is a=recently-built, non-contributing building at the southwestem corner of the Reformatory Quadrangle. It is

rectangu-lar in plan, about 80 feet 6y 110 feet, built of brick, with a flat roof. In the souh and west elevations, it has a recessed porch

with a mansar&like overhanging section with standing seam metal roofing. In the north and east elevation, it has window walls that

step either in or out of the mãiniubic form of the building, sheltered by sotions of angled metal roofng that resemble the overhanging

section of the porch in form. This buitding is currently slated for demolition.

The Storage Building is a small banked brick building, witha flat roof and walls that extend outward as retaining walls enclosing part

of the site of the Reformatory'sSteam Heating Plant (R-30). The building contains a single enclosed room, about 20 feet by 20 feet,

with two sidaby-side doorways in the west eler¡ation as its only openings. The doorways are similar in style, with matching multþane

transoms, but slightþ different widths; one transom is 8 panes wide and the other is 12 panes wide, while both are 2 panesi height.

Inside, the space is divided into ¡vo non-connected rooms by an east-west brick partition wall. Mounted on the south side of this wall

is a framework of several vertical steel square tubes and round pipes, extending from floor to ceiling in a row, with electnial

t9

equipment (such as breaker boxes) mounted on them. The building is located about

section of brick retaining wall connects the banked eastern walls of both buildings.
20 feet south of the southeast corner of R30 and a

cRB-02 Brick Shed I 029-0947-0208 circa 195ó

RB-02, Brick Shed I is a small, onÈstory, gable-roofed brick building, about 10 feet by 10 feet in plan, located between the

Reformatory General Recreation Area/Balllield (S-04) and R-23. The building has a single doorway in the northfacing gable end

and a window (3-light steel casement) next to it, as well as an identical window in the west elevation. There was also a window in the

east elevation, but nearly all of the east wall has collapsed, including all the brick material from the east jamb of thenorth-facing door

to the southern edge of the east wall window opening. Based on its detailing and location, it is believed to have beenbuilt as a storage

building or small office (it does not have large enough window openings to have been a guard statio!.

The Equipment Distribution Building is a small, flaÊroofed brick building, about 8 feet by 8 feet in plan, located just west of the

Reformatory General Recreation Area/Ballfield (S-04). It has a door in its west elevation, a window with an expanded steel cover

in the south elevation, and a small louvered ventilator in the north elevation. The building is distinguished by several difdrent kinds

ornamental brickwork, including Scourse quoins on all
pattern diapering beneath the louvered ventilator, and a

elevation, as well as two ditrerent kinds of rowlock sills
weathered wooden fascia board as its outer edge'

four corners, header-course diapering beneath the window, baskeÈweave-

recessed panel with a brick pattem in the form of a Latin cross onthe east

The flat roof overhangs about a foot on all four sides, with a very badly
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BUILDIN GS-Penitentíary Area

1

The Penitentiary Cellblock Buildings are all large brick buildings, about 45 feet wide and about 180 feet long, with gable roofs that

terminate at each end with a terracotta-capped frewall parapet that rises to a large pair of bridged false chimneys. Like the dormitory

buildings on the other two campuses, thecellblock buildings are oriented perpendicular to the long axis ofan open quadrangle, and the

gable end walls that face into the quadrangle are connected by an arcade. The gable end wall facing the quadrargle in each of the six

Penitentiary cellblock buildings presents a large, monolithic silhouette toward the open quadrangle, with no openings except a single

leaf doorway and far above it, a louvered ventilator at the attic level. Sheltering the doorway isa section of the arcade that forms a

gabled arch with wood trim and returning eaves. The arch within the gabled pavilion is taller than the adjoining segments ofhe arcade,

further accentuating the door opening. The side elevations of eachcellblock building have25 bays of tall rectangular windows, located

high in the wall, with rowlock brick sills that are more than 7 feet above grade. Each of the rear gable end walls, oppositdhe
louvered ventilator at the attic level orquadrangle, has a single fue exit door centered at the bottom of the els/ation and either a single

three louvered ventilators placed symmetrically. There are fire exits in the side elevations, particularly near the corner firthest from the

quadrangle. While the cellblock buildings on the west side of the Penitentiary Quadrangle have only one fire exit in each side elevation

(at the second bay from the corner), those on the east side ofthe quadrangle have exits at each end ofeach side elevationir the first

story and a single second story exit at the corner furthest from the quadrangle, accessed by a steel fire stair.Cellblock I (P-01)

conforms to this description. It differs from the others only in that there is a fragment of broken painted bricks aCellblock l's
southeast comer where a more-recent brick building was attached. The adjoining building has been demolished, and all that remains of
it is its concrete floor slab, which is about 210 feet long and 50 feet wide. Like all the othercellblock buildings on the west side of the

quadrangle, P-01 has three ventilators in its westem gable end. Another subtle difference between thecellblocks on the east side of the

Þenitentiary Quadrangle and those on the west side is found in the main entrance doors facing onto the quadrangle: thoe on the east

side are in arched openings, with elegant Colonial Revival style fanlights behind iron bars, while those on the west side hae simpler

doors in rectangular openings with an arched panel of brick above the door in place of the fanlights.Site plans indicate this buitding

was used as a factory during most of the period of significance, converted into a dormitory only after 1958. (See Photo 13.)

2 373
Cellblock 2 conforms to the description of the Cellblock Buildings found under P-01, above. Like all the other cellblock buildings on

the west side of the quadrangle, it has three entrances to its north and south side elevations, one being a secondstory doorway accessed

by a steel fire stair at the northeastern and northwestern corners of the building. Also like the others on the east side of the quadrangle,

it has only a single, slender, centered ventilator in its eastern gable end.Cellblock 2 is the only cellblock building at the penitentiary

with additional window and door openings on the arcade side. It has a singloleaf man door at the north corner of the west elevation,

opening into the arcade, and a pair of very small firsÊstory windows (about 2 feelby 2 feel) at the building's southrrest corner, one in

the west elevation just past the end of the arcade, and one in the adjoining bay of the south elevation. Both windows have epanded

metal covers. (See Photo 18.)

P-03 Cellblock o29-(D47-0137 374 Built 1930-1935 C
Cellblock 3 conforms to the description of the Cellblock Buildings found under P01, above. Like all the other cellblock buildings on

the west side of the quadrangle, it has three ventilators in its western gable end.Site plans indicate this building was used as a

factory during most of the period of signifïcance, converted into a dormitory only after 1958. Individual cells were not
installed until about 1971. (See Photos 13, 14 and 17.)

1

Cellblock 4 conforms to the description of the Cellblock Buildings found under P-01, above. Like all the other cellblock buildings on

the west side of the quadrangle, it has three entrances to its north and south side elevations, one being a secondstory doorway accessed
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by a steel fire stair at the northeastern and northwestern corners of the building. Also like the others on the east side ofthe quadrangle,

ithas only a single, slender, centered ventilator in its eastern gable end. (See Photo 16')

P.Os C s 029-0947-0139 375 Built 1934 C

(Expires 5-31-2012)

National Register of Historic Places
Gontinuation Sheet

Cellblock 5 conforms to the description of the Cellblock Buildings found under P-01, above. Like all the other cellblock buildings on

the west side of the quadrangle, it has three ventilators in its western ga[e end. Site plans indicate this building was used as a

factory during most of the period of significance, converted into a dormitory
installed until about 1971. (See Photo 13.)

only after 1958. Individual cells were not

7-0t 3 I
Cellblock 6 conforms to the description of the Cellblock Buildings found under P-0 1, above. Like all the other cellblock buildings on

the west side of the quadrangle, it has three entrances to its north and south side elevation, one being a second-story doorway accessed

by a steel fire stair at the northeastern and northwestern corners of the building. Also like the others on the east side ofthe quadrangle,

it has only a single, slender, centered ventilator in its eastern gabb end.

P-07 Cells 7-0038 377 Built 1935 C

The Penitentiary Control Cells Building is a flat-roofed, rectangular, painted brick building, approximately 50 feet long and 30 feet

wide. Constructed to contain cells used to hold prisorrers being brought in and out of the Penitentiary, it has a narrow extension to the

west that provides a doorway into the center space of the twogate entry at the southwest corner of the Penitentiary. The north elevation

of the building has small steel caæment windows (about 2 feet high and 3 feet wide), with iron bars, aranged in 6 evenlyspaced bays,

with rowlock sills at about 6 or 7 feet above grade. There is an even smaller window (about 20 inches by 20 inches) on the noth

elevation at the building's northwest corner, with an expanded steel cover, and

the connecting segment between the building and the gate to the west.
another small window (about 24 inches by 24 inches) in

The Penitentiary Dining Hall and Kitchen Building is roughly Tshaped in plan, with a large doubleheight, one-story, gable-roofed

hall as the front part of the brick building. The façade of the hall faces into the Penitentiary quadrangle, serving as the qadrangle's

northern edge. The dining hall section is approximately 150 feet long (eastwest) and 50 feet deep. A gabled rear wing forms the stem

of the "T." From the back and sides of the rear wing, several additions, added after the original construction, withflat, hipped, or shed

roofs, add to the complexity of the building 's form. Counting all side and rear additions, the building is 220 feet long (eatswest) and

120 feet deep. The main mass of the building is 11 bays long, easÊwest. It has a gable roof wiür a firewall parapet at each end. Each

parapet has tera cotta coping and rises to a grand pair ofbridged false chimneys. The façade features, in 9 of its 1 I bays, large round

arched window openings that make the doubleheight space seem smaller from a dbtance (the arches are currently obscured by

rectangular expanded steel covers). Each opening contains a steel casement window, with a rectangular section of 36 lights (ftigh and

6 wide) below a fanlight of 9 lights. An &pane section near the upper center of the rectangular area tilts in as a hopper window for

ventilation. One of the arched windows occupies the center bay of the façade, in a Sbay-wide, cross-gable form that projects forward

about 5 feet from the remainder of the façade. This window is stuated in an arched reveal, the edge of which

is about 3 feet to each side of the arched window opening; the reveal has stone ornaments at the springing points and top (kystone) of
the arch. Above the arched reveal is a louvered vent in an original circrlar opening at the attic level. To the west and east of the reveal,

brick flat arches with stone keystones define original rectangular openings in the flanking bays of the projecting cross gabê area. The

rectangular opening to the west is a window. To theeast is a doorway that has been reduced in height and width at least once' as

indicated in alteredbrickwork. The door has a single leaf of heavy steel with no vision panel; there are straplike steel pieces at the

At each end of the dining hal
building and the Penitentiary

; it is accessedbY a steel stair
,,T,, wing extends as a gabled form of the same height as the dining hall, the rear part of the crossgable form seen al the center of the

façade. The gabled form terminates at the north end with the building's third example of a firewall parapet with bridgeüalse chimneys
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rwopeningswithsteelc6ementsandexpandedsteelcovers;an

exception is the rear wall of the dining hall, which has 3 large arched windows matching the ones in the southfacing façade'

The Penitentiary Offices Buildings, P-13 and P-14, were originally built as two identical aparûnent buildings for staff at the Prison.

They are both 3 bays wide and 9 bays deep, twostory, rectangular brick buildings, aPProximatelY 40 feet by 80 feet, with gable roofs

and some high-end Colonial Revival details. The gable roof forms begin about 5 feet above the second floor level, so that all windows

in the side elevations rise above the bottom line of the roof as brick-faced, gabled, wall dormers. The roof ofeachbuilding is slate, and

there is very thin wood trim with almost no overhang along the edges ofthe roof. In each gable end is a louvered ventilator openig,

rectangular in the soutl¡facing façades, and an arched semicircle in each north elevation gable end. Each north (or rear) elevdion has

a door centered in each floor level, with a steel fire stair descending from the upper level to grade. The buildings were bult about 30

feet apart with a courtYard sPace between them. A couple decades after they were built, a flatroofed brick addition was built

connecting the buildings along the north edge of the coufyard' The addition, which has a north elevation that is coplanar with the

north elevations of the two original buildings, is about 20 feetwide (northsouth), and it covers at least one original window bay of

each building. A small sheôroofed addition (about 7 feet by 7 feet) was added at some point to the center of the north side of the

connector, apParentlY to house lawn maintenance equipment. The roof of this smaller addition he exposed rafter ends. The flat-roofed

addition contains a room or two connected to either P-13 or P- 14, but it did not provide a circulation connector between the two

buildings, and some of its space appears to have been built to contain storage spaces (ôr lawn equipment, etc.), entered from the north

exterior wall. There is, however, an attic'space that connects the two buildings through former secondstory window oPenings' Some

differences between the two original buildings arose from remodeling P14 at some point to provide for more efficient office sPace,

after both buildings came to be used as offices rather than apartments. Within the courlyard area there is a small enclosureof chain link

fencing containing recentþinstalled condensing units for air conditioning. The condensers are closer to P-14. Their location couPled

with the fact that a few window air conditioning units are still in place at P13, suggests that onlY P-14 ever had central air-

conditioning, which was likely installed in tandem wih P-14's current replacement windows, along with the installation of securitY

covers over P- 14's first story window openings. The updating of P14 may be an indication that it was used as office space longer than

P-13 was. P-13 has original doubl+hung wood sash windows, 8/8 in the frst story and616 above. An exception is a larger second story

window in a rounûarched oPening centered in the gable end of the southfacing façade; it has an &light lower sash, and an uPPer sash

of 9 lights, the upPer half of which forms a fanlight Pattern in the arch. Below the roundarched window is the centered main entrance

to P-13, a single-leaf door with sidelights, located in an elliptical arch. The elliptical archarea appears to have originally contained a

fanlight (the fanlight is still visible in the same doorway location at P14).

The Penitentiary Offices Buildings, P-l3 and P-14, were originally built as two identical apartment buildings for staff at the priso. See

the descrþion of P-13, above, for information on features that the buildings have in common. The main difference between Pl3 and

P-14 is thatP-L| has bronze-colored aluminum replacement windows with tinted glass. The uppeFstory windows have Plætic muntin

bars in a6l6pattem. In the second-story arched opening, centered in the southfacing façade, plastic muntin bars produce a similar

effect to that of the original doublesash window still in place in P-13, except that the lower sash in P-14 is only one pane high,

resulting in disproportionate rectangles defined by the plastic bars. The frsËstory windows in P-14 do not appear to have the plastic

muntin bars, and the windows are all covered with expanded steel covers' The main

retains the original wood sidelights and ellipticalfanlight.
entrance, in thæouth-facing façade of P-14,
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P-16 Athletìc 029-ß47-0147 372 Built 1935 C
Old name: Control Center
The Penitentiary Athletic Building, later a Control Center, is a towerlike building attached to the exterior side of the Penitentiary

wall, at about midpoint on the south segment. It rises as a brick rectangle, about 30 by 40 feet, to the original height of he wall, and

has a section of the wall's stone or concrete cap forminga continuous cap around its four sides. V/ithin the capped top of the brick

wall is an observation deck walkway, surrounded by a welded pipe railing, with a glazed enclosure centered within the walkwayrea'

The observation deck walkway and enclosure lvere added in the early 1970s after the period of significance. The glazed

enclosure has a low-pitched hip roof that hangs over the observation walkway. The enclosure is glazed with a combination of double

hung 1/l window units, large singlesash window units, and glazeddoors. Below the walkway, the ConÍol Center has two stories of
rooms with small windows on the east, south, and west sides, looking out over the Reformator¡General Recreation Area/BallfÏeld
(S-04). The windows a¡e all steel casements, most innarrow openings, a little over a foot wide. A fnsÈstory door in the center of the

south wall leads into acagedarea surounded by chainlink fencing. West of the original enclosure of the Control Center Building is a

small 3-bay by l-bay, shed-roofed brick appendage, with a door in the center bay of the south side.This appendage was added in

the 1990s, and its original use may have been related to the recreational facilities immediately to the south of the wall.

PB-01 Brick 1 029-0947-0210 Built úter 196l NC
The Penitentiary Brick Shed is a small rectangular brick building with a flat concrete slab roof located next to P12 (the Penitentiary

Dining Hall and Kitchen Building), about 8 feet by 1l feet in plan. The buihing's roof is a monolithic slab that extends about 10

inches past each elevation. The north elevation contains a singleleaf steel door with a large vision panel covered with expanded

metal. To the west side of the building, a Afoot-high brick wall, con$ructed with tile as the back-up material, encloses a rectangular

area nearly as large as the building itself, with an opening on the north side, apparently an enclosure for storing equipmenbf other

materials needed in this part of the Penitentiary camprs.

BUILDIN GS--Ilor kh o us e Ar e a

W-01 Dinins and 029-0947-OOO4 539 Built 1928- c
The Workhouse Dining Hall and Kitchen Building is a onostory, gable-roofed, brick building
Workhouse quadrangle, to which numerous onestory brick wings have been added, resulting

that forms the eastern side of the

in a roughly "H':shaped floor plan. The

original dining hall section of the building, directly behind the building's westfacing façade, is approximately 195 feet long (nortb

south) and 75 feet deep. Its façade is arranged in 13 bays, with a twoleaf doorway sheltered by a fronÊgabled porch in the center bay

and with large steel casement windows in the remaining bays. Five of these windows, symmetrically placed (the end bays, the ørter

bay above the doorway, and the fourth bay in from either direction) rise above the bottom edge of the gable roof in the form of gabled

wall dormers with brick facings and wood trim incorporating returning eaves. In four of these five bays, the glazng area is

approximately I 5 feet in height (the exception being the center bay where the bottom half of the bay is the porch and doorway)' Th

cãsements in the large openings in the wall dormer bays are divided into four equal areas by two heavy steel mullions, one vrtical and

one horizontal,that cross at the center of the opening. Each of the four areas is further divided into two equal sections oßteel

casement that are proportioned and placed to look ltke 616 doublehung sashes (the total composite casements, thus created in each

large opening, are 8 panes high and 6 panes wide). The window above the center entrance porch is half as large as the large penings

in the other wall dormer bays. The bays between the wall dormers have 25pane steel casements (5 up and 5 across) with a 6-pane

hopper section that opens in the center. Beyond the firewall parapets, there are hiproofed, one-story additions to the dining hall
extending to both the north and south, at the points where the arcade of the Workhouse quadrangle meets he corners of the building.

The north hþed-roof addition is roughly square, about 3 bays by 3 bays. The equivalent south addition has been doubled in size by a

flat-roofed extension. The wall dormer pattern and design of the westfacing façade is repeated on some of the remaining bays of the

east elevation of the dining room, although the numerous additions to the east have resulted in closing in most of the window and

obscuring most of the symmetry of fenestration patterns on this side. Behind the maingabled form of the dining hall, a onestory

addition extends to the east and then extends as long, flaÊroofed wings to the north and south, with a total northsouth length of about

290 feet (almost twice as long as the original gabled dining hall section) The southern rear wing has an Lshaped loading dock on its

southeast side, with a porch-like roof and about ten steel pipe columns dividing the loading areas into open bays. A small wing, 2 bays
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by 2 bays, extending the northeastern rear wing further noth has a hip roof and a doorway featuring a Classical Revival style

architrave. The doorway opens onto a raised entrance terrace. The terrace, ringed by a brick retaining wall, and accessed bya set of

brick steps, provides a iorécourt of grass just outside the Classical Revival style northeast entrance, where most of the space between

buildings has otherwise been filled with asphalt roadways. In this corner of the building, which is near the Worltrouse campub

northeast gate, on an entrance sequence that bads past administrative buildings, the brick walls of the Dining Hall and Kitchen

Building ie painted beige and feãture hanûpainted murals of large flower blossoms and a motto in handpainted script. Most of the

windowi on ihe north, west, and south elwations of the building have expanded steel covers, and where there are deep recesses

between wings, chainlink fences are in place to limit access' (See Photo 22')

.W-02 Dormifnrry O29-//A47-OOO5 390 1921-19?O c

(Expires 5-31-2012)

National Register of Historic Places
Continuation Sheet

Like the other Workhouse dormitory buildings, the dormitory building known as VÃ02 is a one-story, generally rectangular, brick

building, oriented with its long axis perpendicular to that of the Workhouse Quadrangle, and with its north elevation forminpart of
the Quadrangle's enclosre. The building is about 195 feet long and 45 feet wide and has a crossgable at the north end where it is

visible from the Quadrangle as the nortlrfacing gable overlaps the arcade framing three tall arches. The main entrance from the

arcade has a heavy singleJeaf steel door flanked by brick areas where two tall window openings have been brickedin (unlike the

dormitory buildings on the north side of the quadrangle where steel plating was used to reduce door openings, the doorway sir at

W-02 was reduced with brick). The roof has a slate surface with wood trim at the overhanging eaves, including delicately

proportioned Colonial Revival style eave returns. There is a louvered ventilator at the attic level in each side and rear gaEe end,

but unlike the otrer dormitory buildings, the original circular openings at these locations appear to have been modified. Below the

east side elevation gable end, the fenestration is arranged as 3 Palladiarrproportioned rectilinear openings, although one of these

openings is blocked by a small gableroofed addition. In the gablaend area of the west side elevation, the original fenestration is

blocked by a large addition that fills about half of the space between W-02 and Dormitory 11 (W-03). In the remaining part of the

east side elevation are about 30 more bays of small singlesash windows set high in the walls, with their sills at about 7 feet above

grade. The windows all have their tops at a belt course of soldier-course brick that conceals the lintels, and each window çening has

a rowlock brick sill. The high windows continue across the rear elevation where there was once a door opening, cunently briked-in.

Currentþ, there is a secondary exit from the main floor at the rear elevation, where it is accessed by concretætoops with welded

steel pipe railings. The windows are generally multipane wood sash, and are doublehung in tall openings such as under the side

elevation gable ends. Along the east side elevation of W-02, a small enclosure of chair¡link fence contains three large metal

cabinets, mounted on a concrete

02 to Dormitory 11 (W-03), as a

is a small steel-frame tower.

pad, containing electrical equipment. A concrete block wall, about 5 to 6 feet in height, comects W-

securþ wall at the southern edge of the courlyard between the two bui[ings. Adjacent to the wall

w-03 l1 029-,9.47-0006 439 1925 c
Like the other Workhouse dormitory buildings, Dormitory 11 is a onostory, generally rectangular, brick building, oriented with its

long axis perpendicular to that of the Workhouse Quadrangle, and with its north elevation forming part of the Quadrangle's enclosue.

The building is about 195 feet long and 45 feet wide and has a crossgable at the north end where it is visible from the Quadrmgle as

the north-facing gable overlaps the arcade framing three tall arches' The main entrance from the arcade has a heavy singleleaf steel

door flanked by two tall window openings (unlike the dormitory buildings on the north side of the quadrangle wheresteel plating was

used to reduce door openings, the doorway size at Dormitory I I was reduced with brick). The roof has a slate surface with row of
snow guards, and wood trim at the overhanging eaves, including delicately proportioned Colonial Revival stfe eave returns. There is a

louvered ventilator in an original circular brick opening at the attic level in each side and rear gable end. Below the westside elevation

gable end, the fenestration is arranged as 3 Palladiarrproportioned rectilinear openings. In the gable end area ofthe east side elevation,

the original fenestration is blocked by a large addition that fills about half of the space between Dormitory 11 and rùÈ02. In the

remaining part of the west side elevation are about 30 more bays of smallsingle-sash windows set high in the walls, witlì their sills at

about 7 feet above grade. The windows all have their tops at a belt course ofsoldier-course brick that conceals the lintels, and each

window opening has a rowlock brick sill. The high windowscontinue across the rear elevation where there \Mas once a door opening,

currently bricked-in. Currently, the only secondary exits from the main floor of the building are nonoriginal openings in the west side

elevation, where they are accessed by concretestoops with welded steel pipe railings. The windows are generally multipane wood

sash, and are double-hung in tall openings such as under the side elevation gableends. An area at the south edge of Dormitory 11 has
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been excavated to create access to a basement level space, from which asingleleaf doorway and two small window openings face

south. The basement level brick wall around this doorway is painted beige and has a painted barber pole design on each side dthe

entrance, apparently an indication thd the basement space was used as a barber shop. A stairway leading down to this space and a

concrete block retaining watl enclosure were added by the Lorton Arts Foundation during the conversion of the Workhouse

campus into an arts center. A concrete block wall, about 5 to 6 feet in height, connects Dormitory 11 to the next dormitory building

to the east (W-02), as a securþ wall at the southern edge of the courtyard between the two buildings.

Like the other Workhouse dormitory buildings, Dormitory l0 is a onestory, generally rectangular, brick building, oriented with its

long axis perpendicular to that of the Workhouse Quadrangle, and with its north elevation forming part of the Quadrangle's enlosure.

The building is about 195 feet long and 45 feet wide and has a crossgable at the north end where it is visible from the

Quadrangle as the north-facing gable overlaps the arcade framing three tall arches. The main entrance from the arcade has a single-

teaf glass door with metal kick ptate flanked by two tall windows and a transom. The roof has a slate surface with rows of snow

guards, and wood trim at the overhanging eaves, including delicately proportioned Colonial Revival style eave retums. Thoe is a

louvered ventilator in an original circular brick opening at the attic level in each side and rear gable end. Below the sideelevation

gable ends, the fenestration is arranged as 3 Palladiar¡proportioned rectilinear openings . In the remaining partof each side elevation

are about 30 more bays of small singlesash windows set high in the walls, with their sills at about 7 feet above grade. The windows

all have their tops at a belt course ofsoldier-course brick that conceals the lintels, and each wirdow opening has a rowlock brick sill.

The high windows continue across the rear elevation. Cunently, the only secondary exits from the main floor of the buildingre non-

original openings in the west side elevation, where they are accessed by concrete stops with metal railings. The windows are

generally multipane wood sash, and are doublehung in tall openings such as under the side elevation gableends. An area at the

south edge of Dormitory 10 has been excavated to create access to a basementlevel space, from which a wide twoleaf doorway and

two small window openings face south.A stairway leading down to this space and a concrete block retaining wall enclosure

were added by the Lorton Arts Foundation during the conversion of the Workhouse campus into an arts center. Also added

are brick walls extending west from the south end of the west elevation and an identical wall extending east from Dormitory 9

(W-05); a double-leaf wood gate connects the two walls to enclose the yard between the two buildings.

w-05 9 029-0947-0008 437 1925 C

Like the other Workhouse dormitory buildings, Dormitory 9 is a onestory, generally rectangular, brick building, oriented with its

long axis perpendicular to that of the rWorkhouse Quadrangle, and uith its north elevation forming part of the Quadrangle's enclosure'

The building is about 195 feet long and 45 feet wide and has a crossgable at the north end where it is visible from the Quadrangle as

the north-facing gable overlaps the arcade framing tlree tall arches. The main entrance from the arcade has a single-leaf glass door

with metal kick plate flanked by two tall windows and a transom. The roof has a slate surface with rows of snow guards, and

wood trim at the overhanging eaves, including deliøtely proportioned Colonial Revival style eave returns. There is a louvered

ventilator in an original circular brick opening at the attic level in each side and rear gable end. Below the side elevationgable ends,

the fenestration is arranged as 3 Palladian-proportionedrectilinear openings In the remaining part of each side elevation are about 30

more bays of small single sash windows set high in the walls, with their sills at about 7 feet above grade. The windows all bve their

tops at a belt course ofsoldier-course brick that conceals the lintels, and each window opening has a rowlock brick sill. The high

windows continue across the rear elevation where there was once a door opening, currentlybricked in. Currently, the only secondary

exits from the building are non-original openings in the west side elevation, where they are accessed by concrete stoops withmetal

railings. The windows are generalþ m.rltip*. wood sash, and are doublehung in tall openings such as under the side elevation gable

ends. A brick wall extends east from the south end of the east elevation towards an identical wall extending west from

Dormitory 10 (W-0Ð; a doubleJeaf wood gate connects the two walls to enclose the yard between the two buildings. These

brick walis and gate were added by the Lorton Arts Foundation during the conversion of the Workhouse campus into an arts

center.
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\il-06 Dorm iforvS O29-ltcl47-Oûtl9 itt6 ilf 1 q25-1 93 1 c
Like the other Workhouse dormitory buildings, Dormitory 8 is a onostory, generally redangular, brick building, oriented with its long

axis perpendicular to that of the rWorkhouse Quadrangle, and with its north elevation forming part of the Quadrangle's enclosue. The

building is about 195 feet long and 45 feetwide and has a crossgable at the north end where it is visible from the Quadrangle as the

north-facing gable overlaps the arcade framing three tall arches. The main entrance from the arcade has asingle-leaf glass door with
metal kick plate flanked by two tall windows and a transom. The roof has a slate surface with rows of snow guards, and wood trim

at the overhanging eaves, including delicately proportioned Colonial Revival style eave returns. There

is a louvered ventilator in an original circular brick opening at the attic level ineach side and rear gable end. Below the side elevation

gable ends, the fenestration is aranged as 3 Palladiar¡proportioned rectilinear openings In the remaining part of each side elevation

are about 30 more bays of small singlesash windows set high inthe walls, with their sills at about 7 feet above grade. The windows all

have their tops at a belt course of soldier-course brick that conceals the lintels, and each window opening has a rowlock brick sill. The

high windows continue across the rear elevatbn where there was once a door opening, cunently brickedin. Currentþ, the only

secondary exit from the building is in the east side elevation, where it is accessed by a concrete stoop with ametal railing. The

windows are generally multipane wood sash, and are double-hung in tall openings such as under the side elevation gableends. In the

east side elevation, aî area about 20 feet long is painted white with black letters saying"Nelson Mandela" with a crescent and star

symbol to the right of the words. In between the two words is a fist hotding a knife with the shape of Africa in black in the

background. Several brick piers and wooden gates extend west off the south end of the west elevation toward W-16. The piers

and gates were added by the Lorton Arts Foundation during the conversion of the Workhouse campus into an arts center.

W-07 Dormitorv 5 anrl Chenel 029-ß47-0010 446 Built 1930-1932 C

Like the other Workhouse dormitory buildings, Dormitory 5 is a one story, generally rectangular, brúk building, oriented with its long

axis perpendicular to that of the Workhouse Quadrangle, and with its north elevation forming part of the Quadrangle's enclos¡e' The

building is about 195 feet long and 45 feet wide and has a crossgable at the north endwhere it is visible from the Quadrangle as the

north-facing gable overlaps the arcade framing three tall arches. The main entrance from the arcade has asingleJeaf glass door with
metal kick plate flanked by two tall windows and a transom. The roof has a slate surface with rows of snow guards, and wood trim

at the overhanging eaves, including delicately proportioned Colonial Revival style eave returns. There is a louvered ventilaôr in an

original circular brick opening at the attic level in each side andrear gable end. Below the east side elevation gable end, the

fenestration is arranged as 3 Palladian-proportioned rectilinear openings. An addition connecting Dormitory 5 to Dormitory 4 blocks

the first-story windows in the wesÊfacing gable end. In the remaining part of each side elevation are about 30 more bays of small

single-sash windows set high in the walls, with their sills at about 7 feet above grade. The windows all have their tops at a belt ourse

ofsoldier-course brick that conceals the lintelg and each window opening has a rowlock brick sill. The high windows continue across

the rear elevation where there was once a door opening, currently brickedin. Curently, there is a seconda¡y exit from the building in

the north elevation which has a single door with a singte glass pane. A third exit at the north end of the east elevation has

double-leaf metal doors and a concrete stoop. The windows are generally multipane wood sash, and are doublehung in tall

openings such as under the side elevation gable ends.

W-08 l)ormitorv 4 029-0947-O0ll Built 1930 c
Like the other Workhouse dormitory buildings, Dormitory 4 is a onostory , generally rectangular, brick building, oriented with its long

axis perpendicular to that of the rüorkhouse Quadrangle, and with its south elevation forming part of the Quadrangle's enclosure. The

building is about 195 feet long and 45 feet wide and has a crossgable at the south end where it is visible from the Quadrangle as the

south-facing gable overlaps the arcade franing three tall arches. The main entrance from the arcade hassingleJeaf glass door with
metal kick plate flanked by two tall windows and a transom. The roof has a slate surface with rows of snow guards, and wood trim

at the overhanging eaves, including èlicately proportioned Colonial Revival style eave returns. There is a louvered ventilator in an

original circular brick opening at the attic level in each side and rear gable end. Below the west side elevation gable end,the

fenestration is arranged as 2 Palladian-proportioned rectilinear openings (the third opening has been brickeóin). At the east side

elevation gable end, a onestory, flat-roofed, brick connector has been built, connecting Dormitory 4 to Dormitory 5 (W07), blocking

the original frst-story window openings, but leaving the gable end and round ventilator exposed The south side ofthis connector

has windows and a single-leaf glass door at the arcade. ln the remaining part of each side elevation are about 30 more bays of small

single-sash windows set high in the walls, with their sills at about 7 feet above grade. The windows all have their tops at a belt course
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of soldier-course brick that conceals the lintels, and each window opening has a rowlock brick sill' The high windows continue acoss

the rear elevation, over a centered exit doorway with awhich has a single door with a single glass pane. A third exit at the north

end of the west elevation has double-leaf metal doors. The windows are generally multipane wood sash, and are doublehung in tall

openings such as under the side elevation gableends.

w-09 nx!il -0012 Built 1929-1930

Old name: Dormitory SStorage-Dorm "F"
Like the other Workhouse dormîtory buildings, Dormitory 3 is a onostory, generally rectangular, brick building, oriented with its long

axis perpendicular to that of the Vy'orkhouse Quadrangle, and with its south elevation forming part of the Quadrangle's enclosue. The

tulding is about 195 feet long and 45 feet wiàe and ñas across-gable at the south end, where it is visible from the Quadrangle, as the

south-fãcing gable overlaps th-e arcade framing three tall arches. The main entrance from the arcade has asingte-leaf glass door with

metat kick plate flanked by two tall windowì and a transoú. The roof has a slate surface with rows of snow guards, and wood Íim
at the overhanging eaves, in"toaing delicately proportioned Colonial Revival style eave retums. There is a louvered ventilaôr in an

original circull biick opening at ttr attic level in ãach side and rear gable end. Below the east side elevation gable end, the

fen-estration, which was origña[y arranged as 3 Palladianproportioned rectilinear openings, has been reduced in size with brickeóin

areas. At the west side eleváion gatte eãa, a onÈstory briõk connector has been built, connecting Dormitory 3 to Dormitory 2 (VÉ10)'

blocking the original first-story riitt¿o* openings, bui leaving the gable end and round ventilator exposed. In the remaining part of

each side elevation are about ã0 *or. bays of small singlesash w ndows set high in the walls, with thek sills at about 7 feet above

grade (4 to 5 bays of window openings hâve been brickãd in at th ns)' The windows alhave

iheir tops at a bðlt course of solàier-cóurse brick that conceals the rowlock brick sill. The high

windows continue across the rear elevation, over a centered exit pane' A third exit at the

north end of the east elevation has doubleleaf metal doors and a concrete stoop. The windows are multipane steel casement

units, with small panes in the upper half and three narow horizontal panes across the bottom half of each opening,A' brick wall

extends west from the north end of the west elevation towards an identical wall extending east from Dormitory 2 (W-10); a

doubleleaf wood gate connects the two walls to enclose the yard between the two buildings. These walls and gate were added

by the Lorton Arts Foundation during the conversion of the Workhouse campus into an arts center.

2 029-0947-0013 Built 1 930 C

c

w-10
Like the other Workhouse dormitory buildings, Dormitory 2 is a onostory , generally rectangular, brick buildlng, oriented with its long

axis perpendicular to that of the Workhouse Quadrangle, and with its south elevation forming part of the Quadrangle's enclosue. The

building is about 195 feet long and 45 feet wide and has a crossgable at the south end where it is visible from the Quadrangle as the

south-facing gable overlaps the arcade framing three tall arches. The main entrance from the arcade has asingleleaf glass door with

metal kick plate flanked by two tall windows and a transom. The roof has a slate surface with rows of snow guards, and wood trim

at the overhanging eaves, including delicately proportioned colonial Revival style eave returns. There is a louvered ventilaôr in an

original circular brick opening at the attic level in each side and rear gåle end. Below the west side elevation gable end, the

fenestration is arranged as 2 Palladian-proportioned rectilinear openings (the third opening has been brickeóin). At the west side

elevation gable end, a onastory, flat-roofed, brick connector has been built, connecting Dormitory 2 to Dormitory 3 (W-09), blocking

the original first-story window openings, but leaving the gable end and round ventilator exposed.The south side ofthis connector

has windows and a singleJeaf glass door at the arcade. In the remaining part of each side elevation are about 30 more bays of small

single-sash windows set high in the walls, with their sills at about 7 feet above grade. The windows all have their tops at a belt ourse

of soldier-course brick that conceals the linæls, and each window opening has a rowlock brick sill. The high windows continue across

the rear elevation, over a centered exit doorway with asingte door with a single glass pane. A third exit at the north end of the

west elevation has double-leaf metal doors. The windows are generally multipane wood sash, and are doublehung in tall openings

such as under the side elevation gable ends. A brick wall extends east from the north end of the east elevation towards an

identicat wall extending east from Dormitory 3 (W-09); a doubleleaf wood gate connects the two walls to enclose the yard

between the two buildiñgs. These walls and gate were added by the Lorton Arts Foundation during the conversion of the

Workhouse campus into an arts center.
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1

Like the other Workhouse dormitory buildings, Dormitory 1 is a onostory, generally rectangular, brick building, oriented with its long

axis perpendicular to that of the Workhouse Quadrangle, and with its southelevation forming part of the Quadrangle's enclosure. The

building is about I95 feet long and 45 feet wide and has a cros*gable at the south end, where it is visible from the Quadrangle, as the

south-facing gable overlaps the arcade framing three tall ardtes. The main entrance from the arcade has asingleleaf glass door with

metal kick plate flanked by two tall windows and a transom. The roof has a slate surface with rows of snow guards, and wood trim

at the overhanging eaves, including delicately propofioned Colonial Revival style eave returns. There is a louvered ventilator in an

original circular brick opening at the attic level in each side and rear gable end. Below each side elevation gable end, thefenestration is

arranged as 3 Palladian-proportioned rectilinear openings. In the remaining part of each side elevation are about 30 more bays of small

single-sash windows set high in the walls, with their sills at about 7 feet above grade. The windows all have their tops at a belt ourse

of soldier-course brick that conceals the lintels, and each window opening has a rowlock brick sill. The high windows continue across

the rear elevation, over a centered exit doorway with asingle door with a single glass pane. The windows are generally multipane

wood sash, and are double hung in tall openings such as under the side elevation gable ends.A brick wall extends west from the

north end of the west elevation towards an identical wall extending east from the Gymnasium (W-12); a double-leaf wood gate

connects the two walls to enclose the yard between the two buildings. These walls and gate were added by the Lorton Arts

Foundation during the conversion of the Workhouse campus into an arts center.

The Workhouse Gymnasium Building historically the Assembly Hall, is a large brick building, approximately 60 by 160 feet in plan,

with a gable roof that has a terracottacapped frewall parapet at each gable end rising to a prominent pair of bridgedfalse chimneys'

similar in form to w-16, a two-story dormitory building that faces it from the other side of the Quadrangle, the Gymnasium Building rs

a tall one-story form, built 25 years before the dormitory, and detailed with some older style materials, such as wood sah and the older

style of steel casement windows (while the hopperstyle steel casements found at w- l6 are characteristic of the 1950s). Like W-l6, the

Gymnasium Building has a projecting gabled entrance pavilion, though unlike the one at W16, it is open as an arcaded porch instead

of an enclosed vestibule. While both buildings have a segment of arcade projecting forward from the gabled entrance pavilionlhe

Gymnasium does not have a section ofarcade to the side to tie it directly to the rest ofthe Worklouse Quadrangle Arcade. The

Gymnasium Building 's side elevation window openings are large, with a 3spane steel casement in each (5 across by 7 high). The

windows have soldier course brick lintels. The building has a slate roof with a single row of snow gurds. It also has a wood cornice

along the bottom edge of the roof in the side elevations. In the gable end of the attic level of the entrance pavilion is a ound-arched

opening with a wooôsash window that has a fanlight top in the upper sash. In the attb level of the main southfacing gable end of the

building, above the pavilion, is a 2Gpane steel casement window just below the gable curtain and framed by the bridged chimneysA

brick wall extends east from the north end of the east elevation towards an identical wall extending west from Dormitory 1

(W-11); a double-leaf wood gate connects the two walls to enclose the yard between the two buildings. These walls and gate

were added by the Lorton Arts Foundation during the conversion of the Workhouse campus into an arts center. (See Photo

20.)

Old name: Ed Svc Offices
The Educational Services Building historically used as offïcers quarters, is a one-and-a-halÊstory brick admini$rative building,

rectangular in plan, approximateþ 40by 70 feet, with fenestration ananged in 3 bays by 7 bays. It is located at thenorthwest corner

of the Worlfiouse euaArangle and is distinguished by highly developed Colonial Revival style wood detals at its doors and

windows. The building has a=gable roof with firewall parapets that rise to a pair of bridgedfalse chimneys at each end' The wesÊfacing

gable end provides an-entranci façade from the Ox Rõad side, with wood trim derived from Classicalarchitecture. The centered first-

õtory entrance, into a center hallway, has an architrave surround consisting of square pilasters with capitals and a frieze rith a

denticulated cornice. The door is flanked by a window to each side. Immediately above the conice is the sill of a large rounúarched

window, framed with pairs of wooden pilasters. The window has l2ll2 sash, the upper portion of which has wood tracery' The meting

rail of the upper sash has broken loose on one side. In the gable end above the wirdow is a narrow, louvered attic ventilator centered in

the gable curtain area. In the side elevations, the first story windows are wood 12112 sashes in rectangular openings with bick jack

*"h.r, sandstone keystones, and sandstone sills. The second storyhas a row of gabled dormers on each long elevation, with wood 6/6

window sash, the upper sash having a roundarched top with wood tracery. The dormers are framed by wood pilasters supporting the
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eave returns of each gabled dormer form. At the rear (east) dge of the south elevation, a fivebay section of arcade projects southward.

It has three open bays, while the arches that are furthest north and south have been closedin with brick. The enclosure at the north end

of the arcade serves as a vestibule to an entrance to the building. The enclosure at the southern end was made to create a separate

room, probably for a storage or guard frinction. The closeóin southernmost arch is slightly larger than the other three arches; it is in

line with the arcade along úre northern end ofthe quadrangle, although the sections ofarcade are not connected at this corner. The

enclosure of the southemmost arch of the arcade occurs in concrete block on the east side of the arcade. Next to it is a corprete block

wall, apparently an unfinished project to add a room or some other kind of enclosure to the eastern edge of the arcade. (See Photo 21.)

\ü-15 Assls/ønt 's Office 029-0947-0207 556 Buitt 1932 C

Old name: Asst Dir Office
The Assistant Director's Office Building historicatly used as offîcers quarters, is, like the Educational Services Building(W-13), a

one-and-a-halÊstory brick administrative building, rectangular in plan, approximately 40by 70 feet, with fenestration alranged in 3

bays by 7 bays. It is located at the southwest corner of the Workhouse Quadrangle and is distinguished by highly developed

Colonial Revival style wood details at its doors and windows. The building has a gable roof with firewall parapets that riseto a pair of
bridged false chimneys at each end. The wesÈfacing gable end provides an entrance façade from the Ox Road side, with wood trim

derived from Classical architecture. The centered, first-story entrance into a center hallway has an architrave suround consisting of
square pilasters with capitals and a frieze with a denticulated cornice. The door is flanked by a window to each sideand a transom

abone. Immediately above the comice is the sill of a large rounóarched window, framed with pairs of wooden pilasters. The window

has l2ll2 sash, the upper portion of which has woodtracery. In the gable end above the window is a narrow, louvered attic ventilator

centered in the gable curtain area" A second first-story entrance at the east end ofthe north elevation has a wood door with
fanlight transom. In the side elevations, the frst-story windows are wood 12112 sashes in rectangular openings with brick jack

arches, sandstone keystones, and sandstone sills. The second story has a row of gabled dormers on each long elevation, with wod 6/6

window sashes; the upper sash has a roundarched top with wood tracery. The dormers are framed by wood pilasters supporting the

eave returns of each gabled dormer form. At the east elevation, a steel fire
stair ascends to a second story entrance with a single-leaf metal door. At the rear (east) edge of the north elevation, a fivebay

section of arcade projects northward. It has five open bays, with a crossgable roof form over the northernmost bay to accentuate it.

The outermost arch is slightly lrger than the other three arches; it is in line with the arcade along the southern end of the quadrangle,

although the sections ofarcade are not connected at this corner. (See Photo 19')

w-16 6 and7 029-ß47-0158 435 Built 1955 c
Old name: Dormitory 6 andi Upper
Dormitory 6 and 7 is a large, twostory, gable-roofed building added at the southwest corner of the Workhouse Quadrangle, extending

the arcade and the row of dormitory buildings by one more edifice. The building has a gableroof with an imposing, terracotta-capped

parapet fuewall at each end rising to a large pair of bridgedfalse chimneys, creating the same imposing façade found on the 6 cell

Utoct< Uuit¿itrgs at the Penitentiary. Approximately 150 by 60 feet in plan, its Ênestration is arranged in 3 bays across the façade and

l0 bays in the side elevations. Most of the window openings are large, with three sets of steel casement windows per openingy'ivided

by steel mullions, with operable awning or hopper sashes in certah areas. The side elevations have wood trim at the eaves, to which

halÊround copper gutters are mounted. On the northfacing façade, projecting toward the Quadrangle, is a gableroofed, 1-l/2-story

vestibule wittr itre building's northfacing main entrance centered under the gable end. The entrance is sheltered by a projecting 4arch

section of arcade that extends to the north, with a small cross gable form accentuating its terminus, over the northernrnost dthe 4

arches. A concrete loading dock extends off the southeast corner of the building.

1 02 1 c
Old name: Gym l't Floor and Dormitory 16
The Gymnasium/Dormitory 16 Building is a large, onostory brick building on a banked site, with apartly exposedlower level. The

building has a gable roof with tenecotta-capped frewall parapets at each end, and is rectangular in plan, approximately 50 feet by 120

feet, with large steel-casement, upper-floor windows aranged in six openings along the north elevalon. Much of the south elevation is

covered by the adjoining building, W801. A nanow addition along the remaining portion of the south side, perhaps to create an

interior circulation sequence, obscures the remaining parts of the original south wall. Therear or east wall has had almost all of its

(Expires 5-31-2012)
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original openings bricke&in, although a few at the basement level still have small sections of glazing in steel casements. The building's

fucu¿. is the wesçfacing gable end. Along the west elevation, the buildhg is clearly part of anìnterconnected row, with contiguous

UuitAings (WB-01 an¿ ú--f t) to the soutt¡ and with an arcade connecting the front entrance of \trÉ17 to W-65 and W-64' The façade

has a cãntèred pair of steel dãors at street level, sheltered by a section of the arcade, with l2-pane steel casement window directly

above the doorway. Centered in the gable end above the centered entrance is a rectangular ventilator opening with millfinished

aluminum louvers. A small louveredventilator is found offcenter just below it. There appear to have once been large windows in the

façade to either side of the doorway, but they have been completely brickedin. The arcade connecting V/-17 to the two buildings

further north ends at the center of W-t7, ar it rh"lt.tr the doorway. To the side of the end of the arcade is a small, sheóroofed

enclosure, about 8 feet by 6 feet, apparently added to store materials of some kind. It has a doorway at its south side. Alorg the north

elevation of W-17 is a trónch-like ieiessed mea with a retaining wall allowing light and access to lower level doors and windows.

There is also a doorway to the upper level, at the northeast corner ofthe north elevation, accessed by a set ofsteel stairsthat form a

bridge over the trenched area.

w-18 17 and 18 7-0160 434 1930-1932

Old name: Dormitory 17 and 18 UPPer
Dormitory 17 and 18 is a two-story, gãbte-roofea brick building, approximately 60 by 130 feet in plan, on a banked site, in a

contiguous row with \ 18-01 an¿ W-f Z. Although similar in massing and form to other gableroofed buildings near it, Dormitory 17

and 18 has several vestiges of stylistic treatrnent that may indicate that it is older than the other buildings around it-namely, an

overhanging roof with añ exposed wood soffrt (rather than firewalls and parapets), at a steeper slope, and segmental arches in the

brickwork above door and window openings that are now almost all brickedin. The front (west) and rear (east) elevations appear to

have originally had five bays of openings in each, leading in from grade (grade is onostory lower on the east side). The center

opening on eách side upp.ár, to hãve bõen a large arched doorw '. Above the doorway, at the attic level ofthe gable end at och side,

was an almost round-arJhed opening, now closeã in as a louvered rectangular ventilator. kr both gableend elevations, most window

openings have been completeiy closedin, with only one or two small steel man doors, located where there were originally windows,

re-ainfig as the only opèttings other than louvereà ventilators. An exception may be the southernmost window bay of the wesfacing

elevation, where a larger wináow opening is currently obscured by a steel gfate. In the south elevation, the first 40 feet athe

southwest comer is blocked by a a{i foot by 20 foot sheôroofed addition. The remaining areas of the southern elevation have a total

of seven or eight modest-sizeã rectangular windows with steel casements or sashes, in greatly altered openings. A sted fne stair with

two landings and a steel roof that follows the slope of the stair flights obscures a large area of this elevation' Although he building

forms a .orrtiguou, row with VtlB;Ol and W-17, lts west-facing elevation is located about 20 feet west of the western elevations of the

other two buildings. In the offset area is a northfacing entance door with simple wood trim. This door is accessed by a small

concrete ,arnp *ã appears to be the building's most recent main entrance. A small, twostory, flat-roofed brick addition with one

door and no witr¿o*r, at the building's northeast corner, appears to be a recentlyadded fïre stair enclosure.

w-20 House-Fire 7-0016 537 1920-1921 c

c

The Locomotive House is a complex, orn-story brick building with several gableroofed sections arranged telescopically and a sheé

roofed addition along the northwest side. The gabled section at the northeastern end is a porchlike wood framework that shelters the

main entrance for locomotives It rests on two piers and has vertical wood siding in its gable end. The middle gabled section of the

building has segmentally arched window openings with pairs of doublohung, wooðsash windows. A gabled extension of that section,

projecting to the southwest, has 18-pane steel casement windows, and though the building is constructed of brick, it is partly covered

over with vertically-oriented sheets of comrgated steel, in a profile manufactured predominantþ in the 1950s and 1960s' The shed

roofed addition has 2 bays by 4 bays of wooôsash windows in its southwest and northwest sides, with expanded steel covers as found

elsewhere on the prison grounds, plus a man door near the building
two garage doors, one of which has been closeóin with plywood.

's westernmost corner. The northeast elevation of the addibn has
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Old name: Control Building
The Hospital Building, later a control buitding, was a three-story brick building with a concrete frame structure with concrete floors

resting on concrete columns and brick-bearing walls. The building had 8/8 double-hung, sash windows, arranged in pairs with a shared

lintel over each pair. Almost all the window openingswere secwed with exterior grates of vertical steel bars. Although the main mass

of the building was roughly cubic in form, and approximately 40 feet by 70 feet in plan, therewere additions extending to the east and

the west. A threestory stair tower which extended from the building's northeast corner may have been part of the original design. A
small, tworoom addition extended eastward from the southeast corner in the first story only. An addition on the western side of the

building made the building appear "T"shaped in plan. However, this additionwas at the upper grade on the banked side of the site and

was only one story. A brick parapetrose about a foot above the flat roof on the main part of the building. Therewere similar parapets

or remnants ofparapets on each of the additions. The building appeared to have been built as a roughly cubic form with several later

additions. It may have replaced an earlier buitding on the site, which is evidenced in a 1937 aerial photograph. There was a

small, one-story, twcroom addition that extended from the bottom floor to the east, which mayhave been from the original

construction. Next to this small projection, the stair towerrose as a brick extension

of the main body of the hospital. Several of the rooms onthe westem side of the buildingappeared to have been added to the middle

floor sometime after the building was first built. In 1958, a large onestory wing was added to this building in an attempt to place all

hospital functions on one story at ground bvel. The use of the large onestory addition (S-21' formerly WB-02) was eventually

changed mainly to house administration offices and a visitor entry suite, and the connection between the original hospitalp-21) and

the wing (WB-02) was severed, making tre wing and original hospital into separatebuildings. Mitigation was conducted prior to

approval for demolition.

W-22 Barn 7-0165 419 Built 1925 C
TheW-22 Barn is a large bank barn, 160 feet by 70 feet, on a poureôin-place concrete foundation that encloses the lower level. In
form, the barn is a late version of the Standard Pennsylvania Barn type, developed around a center bay in the upper level forthreshing

grain. The upper level is timber framed with vertical boaróand-batten barn siding and a symmetrical twosided roof with the slope

broken into three slightly different pitches on each face as a complex gambrel. On the southfacing upper side, there is a large barn

door into the center bay, accessed by a low earthen ramp and a smallsegment of concrete slab serving as a bridge from the ramp to

the door. The door has two leaves, constructed of stileand-rail framework, diagonal boards filling the upper and lower half of each

leat with cross-buck framing over the diagonal boards to proride reinforcement. The lower half of each leaf has deteriorated and

broken into pieces and some pieces of the wood appear to be missing. The other openings into the upper half of the barn wallsare

small, nearly square, with multipane sashes, arranged symmetrically at a single level, with 4 to 6 openings per elevations. The barn's

lower level has a large center opening with a pair of swing doors at grade, one of 15 bays of openings on this side. In the mrthwest

comer is a man-door opening. All other lower level openings are small, nearly square windows, found in all four sides of the barn.

Generally, the lower-level windows are boardeðup. (See Photo 23.)

W-23 Eouinment Í'arm 029-0947-0764 419 Built 1925 c
The Farm Equipment Storage Building is a long rectangular brick building, about 20 feetby 230 feet, on a banked site, consisting of
two sections that are slightly different in character and appear to have been built at different times. The first section, cbsest to the

northeast gate sequence into the Workhouse campus, is a gableroofed, banked, twGstory building, about 3 bays by 4 bays, with
segmentally-archèd window openings and corbelled chimneys. It has a lowpitched, overhanging gable roof with painted wood soffit

and fascia. Most of the window openings are either brickeôup or boarded-up, but at least 3 retain their original 6/6 doublehung

wood sashes with rectangular-topped jambs in the arched openings. The openings have slip sills made of either stone or concrete. The

entrance to the upper level is at the southwest comer, in the wesÊfacing elevation. It is accessed by a set of concrete steps with brick
parapets in place of balustrades or railings. The parapets have sailor-course tops edges that parallel the slope of the steps and a

rounded-brick edge at the bottom ofthe slope. A door at the center ofthe north elevation leads into the lower level at grade' The

remaining part of the building is a long shed for storing farm machinery. It has brick walls on the north and east des, and abuts the

older section described above on the west side, but has an open face on the south side, facing toward the barn (W22), with a floor of
brick pavers that ends beyond the roof toward the barn. Its roof is an asymmetrical gable, with the slorter slope on the open side of
the buìlding. In place of a southern wall, the roof is supported by a series of wood trusses with wood posts that rest on brÛk piers (or,
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in a few cases, concrete piers). The trusses divide the space into about 14 bays. Thefrst two or three bays to the west have been

closed in wittrplywood and iaming. The north and east walls of the open section have only a few scattered window openings;hey

are square and are not glazed. (See Photo 23.)

7
Built Demolßhed 2003 NC

Old name: Visit Hall and Offices and Ed. Svcs.

The Visiting Hall and Offices and Educational Services Buildingwas a two story modern building, slþhtþ ell-shaped in plan,

occupying * *.u of approximately 120 feet by 110 feet. Ithad a flat roof and its elevations lvere entirely clad in a grid-work formed

Uy -ìílf.irtred aluminum strips infilled wittr iight metal panels, shoppainted in beige, dar{<gray, and maroon to accentuate the

building's geometry, and curtain wall windows. It was built2g years before the prison closed.

029-ú9.47-0 4O4 Built Cw-25
The Securþ Building, historically the Creamery, is a small gableroofed brick building, slightly ellshaped in plan and occupying an

area of approximately 35 feet by 35 feet. Its brick walls originally had segmentallyarched windows and doors, aranged in about 4 or 5

symmetrically-placed bays in each elevation. However , several basement- level doorways (on the low side of the banked site) have been

bricked in as recessed brick reveals, and the upper level openings have been altered to create wider rectanguiar windows. Thealtered

window openings generally have steel casemqlts, but some are boarded-up. The brick is painted white, apparently to hide the

mismatched color of the bricks used. The crest of the gable roof has two decorative metal ventilators, one of which is missiry its

conical top. On the east-facing gable end, a small corbelled chimney rises from the roofline.

W-28 X'arm Houinment Renair 7-0166 400 ift 1926-1933 c
The Farm Equipment Repair Building, historically the Workhouse' s blacksmith shop, is a onostory, part gable-roofed and part shed

roofed, brick building, ell-shaped in plan, with the two long sides of the ellform being approximately 60 feet and 80 feet in length. The

building consists of an older rectangular gabled form with 3 corbelled chimneys rising from points along the bottom edg of the roof.

This section of the buildinghas 616 doublehung, wooôsash windows, two of which are symmetrically placed in the 3Ofoot-wide

gable end elevations, while the longer elevations contain 5 bays with a large door as the center bay. The large dor (on both the east

and west elevations) is a2-partsliding wood bam door with up to 12 lights in the top half of each part, and solid panels below. The

doors and windows are in deteriorated condition, and some have been modified in design over time. Aühe attic level in the gable ends

with the gabloroofed section, has a shedare louvered ventilators in original circular brick openings. The brick addition, forming an ell
roof with exposed rafter ends in the upper and lower edges. It has three wooden rdl-up garage

elevation and large (2Gpane) steel casement windows in the other elevations.

doors and a window in the south

The Workhouse Heating Plant is alarge complex building composed of veÚical and horizontal masses that step in and out and up and

down in both plan and elevation. The building occupies an alea of approximately 70 by 80 feet, with a few small wings projecing

further to the east west and south, and it rises to a height of ovq 50 feet, in the shadow of its round brick smokestack thatrose to well

over 100 feet. The tall sections of the building are clustered as tall, cubic forms, forming an imposing, symmetrical, wesfacing façade

The remainder of the building is one story ard about 15 feet in height. The stark, cubic masses have small, centered windows (about 6

panes each) and doors punctuating the upper levels of each segment of the southfacing and west-facing walls, while there are larger

steel casement windows (18 to 48 panes) in the first story in some wesÈfacing sections, and even larger steel casements of about 100

panes each (8 across and about 12 high) in the building's east and north walls. A cylindrical terra cotta structure on a raicd steel

framework is attachedto the building on the north elevation. Four tapered metal flues rise from the main mass of the roof, flaring out to

their widest diameter which is at the top. Along the south wall is the building's main chimneypriginally a round brick cylinder over

100 feet in height, tapering inward as itrose, with a corbelled

to deterioration, with plans to rebuild it in the future.
top. The chimney was reduced in height in 2005 to about 52 feet due
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The Farm Equipment Storage BuÍlding is a metal-clad, gable-roofed building on a brick foundation. The metal cladding is comprised

of flat, horizontal sheets, about 16 to 24 inches wide, nailed in overlapping strips that run the height of the building. Tlcre is a

doorway roughly centered in each ofthree elevations. The gable end elevations are 3 bays wide, and the long side elevationsare about

9 bays each, with a small window in each bay except where there is a door

w-37 ßIÈ') 029_ß47-0028 1930 C

Building "H" is a small onostory, hiproofed brick building with unusually highlydeveloped Colonial Revival style details

Approximately 40 feet by 30 feet in plan, with a bump out at the center of one side, Building H has brick wallsvith the rnortar

tooled with concave joints. The windows have smoothlydressed stone jack arches as lintels, with separate keystones, and

smoothly-dressed stone sills. The door on the east elevation has a delicate wood architrave. The roofhas halÊround copper gutters

on all four sides, and just below the bottom of the roof, where there is a very small overhang, is a wood frieze. The window(there

are two, for instance, symmetrically placed in the north elevation) are dor¡ble hung 6/6 wood sash.

s-18 W-401 Shons Buíldins o2e-ß47-0161 558 1940. Demolßhed c
Old name: OFACM Shops
The Shops Building was ã rectangular, twostory building, about 100 by 40 feet, with a small "T" addition to the south near the

building,s center. Suilt of brick, the building had a flat roof concealed behind a metalcapped brick parapet. The building was banked

into a sloped site so that the lower level was at grade at the south side, and the upper level was at grade on the north side, with some

garagedoor entrances from grade ateach of theie two sides. The building alsoserved as a retaining wall for this portion of the site.

First built around 1920 as a ñeating plant, with large, twostory interior spaces, it was completely redesigned n 194Ç41to create the

present configuration in order to sõrve as a place for workshop activities in vocational training and repair of equipment usd to operate

the prison. Sõme vestiges of segmental archeswere still visible in the brick walls marking where the windovs were when the building

was a heating plant. It was redesigned to have many garage door bays where equipment could be moved in and out. The door opeings

included ,o-è h.g" wood garagã doors designed io swing open. A number of the garage openingshad been reduced to windows' The

windows throughout the hriiding appeared as pairs of double-hung 6/6 wood sash beneath a shared cast concrete lintel. The design of

the windows gÑe *re building u ru¡il. Coloniàl Revival style effect. The door openings generallyhad iron bars, and the window

openings had expanded metaisecurþ covers. Along the east side of the buildingwas a one-story, shed-roofed addition. On the south

side, ¡u-st west ofthe ,,T" addition, a small greenhousewas attached at a doorway. Mitigation was conducted prior to approval for

demolition.

w-42 W Shoo 029-ú9.47-01 397 1968 NC
Old name: OFACMWelding ShoP

The Welding Shop Building is a small metalclad, gable-roofed building, approximately 25 by 40 feet in plan, with ashed-roofed

porch on metal posts along its north elevation. The building is clad in vertical galvanized steel siding, in a pressed patten that

resembles board-and-batten wood siding. The metal roof meets the walls with almost no overhang. A series of sixpane sash windows

punctuates the middle l/3 of each elevation, with the windows usually arranged in sideby-side pairs, and the pairs lined up close to

ãther pairs, then continuing to the corners of three out of four elevations, creafing a ribbonlike effect. The shed-roof porch has a

.on".èt. pad as a floor, with no railing. The metal components of the buildingare at least partially covered in rust in moshreas. This

buitding was scheduled for demolition in 2010.

W-47 Farm Slaushterhouse 7-0172 414 1920 C

The Farm Slaughterhouse Building is a low brick building \ilith a gable with the gable ends in the east and west ends. It has alow-

pitched gable roof that has been extended at an even lower pitch over an addition along the buildin$s north side. A 3-foot by 3-foot

chimney rises from the center of this addition to a height of about 20 feet. There are no windows in the original gable end r¿lls. Other

elevations have a variety of wood singlesash and small steel casement

reduced by a plywood enclosure to create a standard man door'
units. An origþal garage door in the south elevation has been
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Old name: Admin Separation Units
The Administration Seþaration Units Building was a large red brick building with beige brick trim, an apparently flat roof, and very

small window openings. The buildingt"as at ittegular rectangle in plan, about 115 feet by 115 feet, with a large 45 degree angle at

one corner and á stepped profile at thi opposite .õrner. The brick wallswere factory-made cornmon red brick laid in running bond (no

headers), with some lin"rif b"ig. bricklreating a series of horizontal stripes that, when seen from a distance,appeared as an allusion

to Renaissance-era rustication pãuerns. Three oittre bands of beige brickwere laid as soldier courses: at the bottom of the wall, at

about 5 feet above grade, and ât *t. top edge of the wall. The building's door openingshad beige brick soldier courses as lintels. The

window openings, *hi"ht".". small, steel*amed single sashes, had red brick soldier courses as lintels, with the pattern forming a

mitered edge atihe top right and left corners, so that the soldier courseturned to form side courses along the right and left side ofeach

window. The window sillswere laid in rowlock bond.

The Dormitory 14 and 15 Buildingwas a rectangular, twostory b
single bay center section of the westfacing façade, about 30 feet wide, stepped forward about 10 or 15 feet to meet the arcade that

connected W-64 to W-65 and W-17. Thelrojecting section had modest-sized steel casement windows in each side elevation, and

there were taller steel casement windows, one to each side of the projecting section, in the west elevation of the main body of the

building. The arcade connecting the building to tre others next to it closely resembled the arcade around the quadrangle, with open

round ñches (later filled-in with chainlink fence). Each side elevation had about 10 bays of fenestration, generally in large openings

containing l5-pane steel casements (3 panes wide and 5 panes tall), with operable hopper or awning sashes at the bottom and in the

centers. iír. p*., in these sashes were horizontal (about a foot tall and about 40 inches wide), creating an International style

appeaïance typical for institutional buildings from around 1960 with metal casement windows. In a few places, therewas a single bay

where the windowwas only 3 panes high, andcorresponded with the upper 3/5 of each adjoining sash. The windowshad cast

concrete slip sills and concealed steel l-beams as lintels. The rear (east) elevation lvas three bays, with large window openings (11

pane steel cãsements) in the southernmost two bays, and a pair of steel fire exit doors in the northeast corner, above whichwas a

narïow steel casement window with a single vertical row of 5 panes. The rear fne exit was about two and a half feet above grade and

was accessed by a set of concrete steps with a steel pipe railing'

1

The Farm Storage Shed Building is a on+story , gableroofed, brick building, l l feet by l1 feet in plan, located next to the southeast

corner of the Workhouse Greenhouse (W-70). The gable roofhas an overhang ofabout 8 to l0 inches on each side, with exposed

rafter ends painted white. In the northeast corner of the east elevation, it
opening. In the south elevation it has a centered window opening, about

brick sill; the window is currently closeéover with plywood.

has a singloleaf wood door in a segmentally-arched

26 inches wide, with a concealed steel lintel and a owlock

W-70 f,'arm Greenhouse 029-ß47 itr 1930 c
The Farm Greenhouse Building is a rectangular building, about 30 feet by 55 feet, on a slightlybanked site' The building's four walls

are brick in the lower half with a metal framework (apparently aluminum or aluminized steel pipe) designed to hold the glass panes

above. The metal framework forms an ogival or Gothic arch shape in profile. Most of the panes are missing, some of the metabars are

broken, and the ends are covered with comrgated fiberglass. The door into the greenhouse is at the eastern end.

w-86 029-0947 -0025 circa 1930 C

The V/-86 Building is a small, ell-shaped, flat-roofed brick building, about 15 feet by 30 feet plus a lùfoot by l0-foot ell wing

extending south from the southwest corner. In the larger, rectangular portion of the building, there is a door facing south nxt to the ell.

The door is sheltered by a small overhang onpurlins that extend from the brick wall approximately in line with the ceiling joists. Two

other doors open to the north from the western side of the north elevation. The latter two doors have sixpane, wood-sash transoms that
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swing open as awning windows In each elevation there is also a six-pane, wood-sash window set high in the wall in line with these

transãmì. The ell, whlch appears to have been built as an addition, is slightly taller than the rectangular building, and hasa window and

door in its east side, a windòw in its south side, and one in its west side. The windows in the ell, like those in the larger section, aresix-

pane sashes set high in the wall. The two windows in the west elevation (one in the larger section and one in the ell) are bicked-in. The

windows have rowlock sills. The building's doors all appear to be deteriorated and missing pieces, while some doors and the rnjorþ
of the glazing in the window sashes are missing completely. Most sections of the building's walls are topped wth rowlock brick

coping.

w-97 F' Sleushterhouse Blds o29-0ct47-OO29 ilf circa 1920 c

(Expires 5-31-2012)

National Register of Historic Places
Continuation Sheet

The 1W-97 Former Slaughterhouse Building is a rectangular onestory brick building, about 20 feet by 50 feet, with a lowpitched

gable roof. It appears to have been built with segmentally arched window and door openings, and once had as many as 6 or 7 bays of
openmgs on its long sides, but most openings have subsequently been brickedin. A large garagedoor-sized opening in the north

elevation has been closed-in with plywood. At the crest of the roof
arranged in four openings on each side, capped by a gable roof.

is a wood louvered monitor for ventilation, with its louvers

circa 1920w-98 F Slaushterhouse Blds 029-(D47-0030 C

The W-98 Former Slaughterhouse Building is a onestory,
in an area of thick vegetation. The roof is lowpitched and

Some sections of the building appear to have been built as

large areas of solid brick walls have begun to collapse.

brick pavilion, about 25 feetby 50 feet, standing almost completely in ruins

has a largely-rusted-away top surface of sheet metal over wood framing'

open porches, as evidenced by brick piers that are still in place, wlile other

wB-01 w-t8Al 029-ú947-0 Built 1940 C

The WB-01 Building is a rectangular twGstory brick building on a banked site, about 40 feet by 60 feet in plan, filling the western

half of the space between two other parallel buildings, V/-17 and W-l8. As WB-01 is contþous with the other tr¡¡¡ buildings, it has

exposed elevations only on the eastern and western sides. The western elevation serves as WBO1's entrance façade.It has higbstyle

Colonial Revival detailing in three bays of fenestration, notably a wooden architrave with pilasters ad cornice at its main entrance

located in the northernmost bay, and flat arches with brick voussoirs and oversized keystones over windows that were mostlyfipartite

arrangements of multipaned wood sash. The main entrance doorway contains a tansom withinthe architrave, and the door itself is

covered with a hinged grate of iron bars. The remaining fnsÊ and second-story bays appear to have all originally contained windows,

though three out of the five are altered. The window above the door is brickedin as a recessed reveal, with the sill and flat arch intact.

The southernmost first-story window opening has been brickeôin to reduce it to the size of a small doorway. The doorway has a steel

door, and the original window sill, which the door would have crosed through, has been removed, although the flat arch above

remains in place. The window between the two doors has been partially closedin with plywood; apparently a tripartite window, only

one of the three original sets of doublehung sashes remains inplace; it has 1/1 wood sash þrobably a replacement of earliet 414

sashes, as seen elsewhere). The remaining two seconóstory window openings have intact tripafite wood windows, with doublohung

8/8 sashes at the center, and double httng 414 sashes in theflanking areas The rear elevation of WB01 is three stories (due to the

banked site). It appears to have originally had eight window and/or door openings, but most have been altered by brickingin the

openings. Two or three 8/8 steel sash windows remain h place in original openings with only minor changes. About three of the

openmgs have been converted to louvered ventilation openings' Two bays at the bottom level contain alarge garage door openirg

with aman door at the center. The roof form of WB01 may be flat-in any event, it is not visible from grade'
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Old name: Admin Bldg (formerly W-214)
hospital building, was a one-story brick building with a concrete

of Jconcrete slab. The building was "T"-shaped in plan'

roximatelyg0feetby45feetinthestemsectionofthe..T.''The
cornmonbond.Thebuilding'swindowsweresteelcasements,

ning with "awning style" operable ventilators' Most of the

security cover, or both. The building began life as a large one

in an attempt to on one story at

anged mainly to es and a suite with

thJchange in us between the

g the wing and original hospital into separatebuildings'

f
At the west end of the building is a doorway in a segmental

of the doorwaY) have baY

windows to let in a
have been associatedwith

the prison's railroad operations at one time'

Old name: New Admin Bldg
The New Adminisüation Buildingwas a large, twostory, flat-roo

transition from the NeoBrutalist style of the 1960s to the Post-M

ananged in horizontal strips about 2 feet high and 40 or 50 feet I

radiui rounded brick forms at the building's cofiìers' brick walls

imperceptible vertical expansion joints and bold horizontal belt can

*ith brick piers at the building's lower level at the northeast corner.

Built 1940 cPottins 92

The Potting Shed is a gable-roofed building used as a potting shed. It is about 12 feet by about 15 feet in plan. The roof

surface is missing, though most of the rafters are still in place. The floor is concrete (with a basement space below it)' TID

building has a rectangular window opening (with proportions tpical of 6ß sash) centered in each ofthe three sides and a

doorway in the fourth (east) side. The doorway (with the door leaf missing) has a weathered stone threshold and a wood jamb,

and is accessed by stone stePs' There is also a basement doorwaY, accessed by a brick stairwell along the south side of the

building. On the west side, near the southwest corner, is an exterior chimney flue, built into the brick wall like a pilasterThe

bricks are uneven in color and heavily and unevenly weathered as if reued from another building'

1

The Workhouse Feed Bam2 is a gable-roofed ground floor barn. It is framed in sawn timber, with diagonal bracing and unPainted

board-and-batten wood siding. It is six bayslong, with open bays instead of siding along the south wall. Just north of the barn is

Workhouse Silo 3 (inventoried separately as WT-16). Inside, the barn has a row ofwooden feeding troughs, running the length of the
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barn, almost directþ below the ridgepole of the roof. The barn has no hay loft. Every two opposing rafters are joint-d by u collar tie at

about the halfuay point. vertical posts from the roof s ridge pole to the fäeding troughs (slightþ tilted because the feedig troughs lie

just north of the iiågepole) providi some vertical support to the center of the roof'

rhasa2opanesteelsashwindowandtwodoorways,eachwitha

traditional wood door with 6Jights of glass above the lockrail and two sideby-side panels below' The smaller gabled section of the

west elevation has a 4-pane single sash wood window, as found on the east elevation'

The Worlúrouse Plumbing ShoP was a large Quonset-hut-shaPed building of cuwed comrPted steel, with entrances at the east and

west ends, built about a decade before the prison closed. Itwas about 50 feet long and about 40 feet wide'

7-0211 circa 1955

Old name: Sawmill Bldg 1
sawmi¡ Building t was-an open-sided pavilion, consisting of a gable roof, approximately 40 feet by 70 feet, supported on brick

piers. The gable Jnds were clåd with vertically-oriented comrgated metal sheets, as commonly used in the 1950s and 1960s'

Old name: Sawmill Bldg 2
sawmill Building 2 was an open-sided pavilion consisting of a shed roof, resting on sections of brick wall, including a small brick

room enclosure. The buildingìccupied ã rectangular area approximately 30 feet by 70 feet'

-02

cwB-14 Rrick Shed I
The Brick Shed is a small, gable-roofed brick building, approximately 7 feet bY 11 feet in plan. It has a doorway centered in its

south-facing gabled elevation, and in the other three elevations has small segmentally arched window openings designed for flat

topped wood sashes on side hinges (in-swinging Glight casements ). The roof is heavilY weathered slate (or possiblY weathered

imitation slate) with wood molding along the eaves.

The Workhouse Frame Shed 1 was a small wooden building built in the space between the Workhouse Dormitories and VË40 around

2000. It was about 12 feetby 72 feet in plan, with an overhanging gable roof with wood trim resembling Greek Revival styd returning

eaves. It had large, inoperable, square, singlesash windows on three sides, and a large, centered doorway with no door leaf on the

remaining side. Clad on the exterior with unpainted textured

designed as a shelter with no door, similar to a bus shelter

plywood (T111), with painted plywood interior wallsThe building was
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Metal Shed I was a small guard station building, constructed of a

hipped roof. The hipped t*f n"O a metal surfaõe that resembled aluminum siding. The building may have been designed to be moved

from location to location as needed. It was last located west of W-28.

BUILDINGS-BrÍc þ ar d Area

Kiln
Old name: Kiln Bldg 1
The Kiln Building I ìs a onestory gable-roofed building with brick walls laid in common bond. The buildingis one bay by four bays

and has inegglarþ-spaced openings, most of which have segmental arches consisting of two curved sailor courses of brick. The

window op*ittgr utro haveìowlock sills. The window and door jambs in the segmental openings are square at the top. The roofias a

wide overlangirrg .uue with traditional wood trim along all four sides of the building and has eave returns at the gable ends' A

corbelled chimney rises from the ridge of the roof near the center of the building. At the southeast corner, the east slope dthe roof

continues at a slightly lower pitch ovir a small brick addition, onebay by onebay, with two rectangular openings: a window opening

on the east side and a door on the south side. A door opening in the building's south elevation has been closedin with brick' (See

Photo 24.)

BUILDIN GS--Laurel Híll Area

15

H-41 , also known as Laurel Hill House and the Former Superintendent 's House, is aone-and-a-half story gable-roofed frame house,

approximately 50 feet by 30 feet in plan originally, with numerous additions to the northwest and southwest. The core house is a

rectangular form with a steep gable roof believed to have been built in 1787 It is five bays wide with a center doorway' hnach gable

end is a centered chimney flanked by two small square windows. These basic features, prototypical elements of early frame houses in

Virginia, are at the core of a larger composition with numerous layers of changes. The changes obscure the original form, patially on

two sides, and completely on two other sides. The changes include ¡rentieth century covelap weatherboarding, a circa 1900 wrp-

around porch that covers 2 sides of the building, a wide sheôroofed dormer converting about half of the roof slope at the bp of the

façade into dormer space, a rear wing, a cluster of nested side wings, and boarded up windows that were enclosed in two or thee

different campaigns. The rear wing, forming a 'T' with the original building, has a gable roof with returning eavesdetailed in

proportions that suggest the Greek Revivalstyle. The roof of this wing has large sheôroofed dormers like the one across the façade.

The side additions are all one story, in gabled or shed roof form, but are overlapped so that they create a 'tÞsted' appearance. Very

little ofthe original fabric is left ofthe eighteenth century house. The foundation, structural frame and some remnants of

interior trim remain, however they are in poor condition.

The Laurel Hill House Garage was a gable-roofed frame, twocar garage, approximately 25 feet by 40 feet in plan. The bottom 14 or

16 inches of each wallwere constructed of red brick. The frame constructbn had wide covelap noveþ siding. The two gatage

en11ances had equal-sized roll-up garage doors. The one remaining garage door in 2005 had a row of glazing consisting of 6 square

lights. The side ãlevations naO ùin¿ow openings with remnants of deterioraþd 6/6 double-hung wood sashes. The garage door

openings had plain wood trim (lX6's), while the windowshad mitered molded trim. A tall red brick chimney with a corbelled top

rose from the building's northeast corner.

iiX,razier Associates, Architects & Planners & Lardner/Klein Landscape Architects, P.C., Laurel Hill House Historic Structure Rport &
Treatment Options for Fairfax County,Virginia, June 2008,47'
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BUILDINGS-Dairy Area

This Barn was a large agricultural building. Itwas a one-story, ground-floor bam, approximately I25 feetby 50 feet in Plan, with a

gable roof. The bottom 6 feet or so of the exterior walls were made of concrete block, with awood frame superstructure covered in

comrgated fiberglass. Extending from the south side of this barnwere four smaller feed barns, known as Feed Barn 1, Feed Barn 2,

Feed Barn 3, and Feed Barn 4 (S-31 through S-34, formerly DB-01 through DB-04). West of S-29 is a silo known as Silo 1 (DT-

0l)

This Barn was a large agricultural building, approximately 150 feet by 40 feet in Plan, that hd almost completely collaPsedbY

2005. The building was built with concrete bottom sections to all four walls, extended uPward with sawn framing thabPPeared to

have been stick-built. The framing included diagonal braces.

of a larger enclosed barn (S-29, formerly D-02), and one of four s

DB-01 through DB-04) that formed a row along the south wall of
aluminum).

such g

2.Itht
center, also conrpcted to feeding racks, and there were apparentþ no

comer posts.

of a larger enclosed barn (S-29, formerly D-02), and one of four such gabled rectangular 
-shelters 

(S-31 through S-34' formerly

DB-g1îr'ough DB-04) that formed a row along the south wall of D02. It had a roof surface of comrgated metal (probably

aluminum).

a larger enclosed barn (S-29, formerly D-02), and one of four su

through DB-04) that formed a row along the south wall of D02. It
roof structure was supported on two rows of columns near the center, also connected to feeding racks, and therewere apparentþ no

corner posts.
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BUILDINGS-OIher (Features \ryilhín Larger Landscupe)

Old name: ResidenceDrug Testing
H-40 is alarge, red brick, American Foursquare style residence, located along Ox Road near the Ox Road vehicular entrance to the

Workhouse. Apparently built as a duplex, the horse is2-ll2 stories, approximately 50 feet by 50 feet in plan, and has a hþed roof
with hipped dormers. The roof surfaces of the main roof dormers, and front porch are all standing seam metal. The window
openings in the brick walls have rectangular 6/6sashes in segmentally-arched brick openings. A wooôfloor porch with a hipped

roof on square wooden columns extends across the front. The columns have applied moldings creating capitals and bases. A shed

roofed twostory rear addition appears to have beenbuilt, at least in part, as a porch and then later closeêin. There is also a small,

one-story, gable-roofed sunporch, enclosed with doublehung 6/6 windows, at the northeast comer of the building.

Residence-Medical Services ryas an ell-shaped brick bungalow with Craftsman style details, some Colonial Revival style details, and

a number of allusions to Tudor era buildings and/or medieval architecture. The brbk exterior walls incorporated randomly-placed

"clinker bricks," bricks of an uneven shape intentionally placed to protrude from the wall surface and create a highlytextured

appearance. The roof surfaces ryere slate. The steep pitch of the front-facing gable was reminiscent of Norman Revival style

architecture, a style coûrmon in American houses of the 1910s and 1920s that sought to incorporate elements of medieval buildügs.

However, the remaining roof formcontained slate-faced gabled dormers, on the front and back slopes, that were proportionally
typical of Colonial Revival style buildings. Within the ell shape of the buildinglyas a one-story, screened-in porch with a shed roof
supported on square wood posts with small ogival brackets at the top, in a Tudcr style form. The porch had a brick base and a brick
floor surface. A shed-roofed rear porch had been enclosed in ¡vo different campaigns. The first enclosure created a new kitchen
outside the original envelope of the house, onethird the width of the hous, while the second enclosure of the remaining twothirds
created a sun porch. The house had steel casement windows in those openings located within brick walls, and doublohung wood
sashes in the dormers (212 n the front elevation and 616 in the rear). Some sections of the steel casements were missing, probably

removed to accommodate air conditioners, although the openingswere closed-in with Plexiglas. H-42 was almost identical to H-43

(now 5-36), which was built to the same plans a yearlater. Mitigation was conducted prior to approval for demolition.

Residence-Psych Services Ìyas an ell-shaped brick bungalow with Craftsman style details, some Colonial Revivd style details, and a

number of allusions to Tudor era buildings and/or medieval architecture. The brick exterior wallsincorporated randomly-placed

"clinker bricks," bricks of an uneven shape intentionally placed to protrude from the wall surface and crate a highly-textured
appearance. The roof surfaces were slate. The steep pitch of the front-facing gable was reminiscent of Norman Revival style

architecture, a style common in American houses of the l9l0s and 1920s that sought to incorporate elements oûnedieval buildings.
However, the remaining roof formcontained slate-faced gabled dormers, on the front and back slopes, thatwere proportionally
typical of Colonial Revival style buildings. Within the ell shape of the buildingwas a one-story, screened-in porch with a shed roof
supported on square wood posts with small ogival brackets at the top, in a Tudor style form. The porchhad a brick base and a brick
floor surface. A shed-roofed rear porch had been enclosed in two different campaigns. The first encbsure created a new kitchen
outside the original envelope of the house, onethird the width of the house, while the second enclosure of the remaining twothirds
created a sun porch. The house had steel casement windows in those openings located within brid< walls, and double hung wood
Sashes in the dormers Ql2 n the front elevation and 616 in the rear). Some sections of the steel casementswere missing, probably

removed to accommodate air conditioners, although the openingswere curentþ closed-in with Plexiglas. H-43 was almost identical

toIJ'-42 (now S-35), which was built to the same plans a yearearlier. Mitigation was conducted prior to approval for demolition.
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H-49 Workhouse Phvsícían's House 029-0947-0003 463 Built 1930 C
Old Name: ResidenceEducation Services
H-49 is a one-and-a-half-story house with a stucco exterior. It is located along the east site of Route 123, just south of the

Workhouse complex. The residence is a 3-bay, L-shaped building with a crossgabled standing seam metal roofwith features and

detailing representative of the Colonial Revival style. This residence is one of six constructed by the prison to house priso staff. The

design ofthese structures echoes the appearance ofthe prison structures. The other five are constucted ofbrick, while H49 is brick
that has been stuccoed. Built in 1930, this residence was later adapted for administrative office use. The building is chararterized by
two front, gableroofed dormers with replacement singlelight windows, a central brick chimney with a corbelled cap, a !bay, shed-

roofed porch with replacement square supports, han&ail, and balusters; ll2-story attic windows on the gable ends; batten shutters;

concrete sills on the windows; and a rear, multibay, l-story frame addition The addition includes 6/6 ribbon windows on a brick
foundation that houses a garage.

029-,94
Old name: Residencelipscomb-Environmental House
H-51 is a two-and-a-half-story house with a stucco exteria. It is detailed in a hybrid style derived from bungalow forms, eighteenth

century Virginia house forms, and other Colonial Revival style motifs. Five bays wide and 2bays dgep, the house has a gambrbroof

form in the eastern twofifths of the second stcy, creating an east elevation silhouette that resembles some gambrelroofed early
Virginia prototypes. However, the remaining western three fifths portion of the design resembles a standard two story gablaoofed
house from the west elevation, with a pordr that continues the slope of one side of the roof. The design of the long roof slope down to

the ceiling of the porch, interrupted by a large (threobay) shed-roofed dormer, makes this western section of the house resemble a

bungalow from the front. Exterding from the east side elevation there is also a stuccoclad2bay by I bay, one story, gableroofed

wing, with an inset porch. A second onestory stuccoclad wing with its own porch extends from the rear elevation; a woodframe,
second-story sun porcl¡ now demolished, with vertical wood siding below the sashes was added to this wing at some point after the

wing was originally built.Four corbelled chimneys once rose from the roofline; one from the rear addition, two at the gambrel

end of the roof, and one at the gable end. Three have been removed due to deterioration, with plans to rebuild them in the
future. The fourth chimney at the rear addition was reduced in height when the second story sunroom was removed. One
chimney was centered in the gambrel end. It was flanked by square attio-level windows, while the gable end at the top of the west

elevation has a half round attic window and no chimneys. The house's windows are doublehung wood sash, 6/6. The posts supporting
the three porches are square wood columns with modest wood capitals of applied molding. The columns also have mitred plinth blocks
serving as bases. The porches have wood floors. The main front porch is closedin with screens. The interior of the house retains
character-defining features from the period of significance. Original woodwork includes tongueand-groove heart pine'
flooring, and stairs with a Colonial Revival style balustrade, posts and railing between the first and second floors. Plaster walls
and Colonial Revival style interior doors also remain.

It-53 Barrett-larm Offícer House 029-0947-0130 466 Built 1910 C
Old name: Residence-Barrett-Fm Ofcr Hse
H-53 is a gable-roofed frame house, approximately 30 feet square in plan. It has wide covelap noveþ siding and doublehung wood
sash windows that are generally 6/6, although some are 414 and some are 8/8, with plain wood trim. There is a screenedin wraparound
porch on the south and east elevations with tapered wood columns that have craftsman style detailing at the tops and bottom
(including decorative metal fasteners at the base of each column). Three evenly spaced windows fill the secondstory façade area

above the porch, with two symmetrically placed gablefronted dormers above them. The dormers have paired casement windows.
Although the house has some characteristics that are Colonial Revival in style, particularly in its façade, the fenestration oûhe other

elevations is uncharacteristically random for a house of this period. Some windows appefir in banks of two or three, whil some other

areas of the house have single openings, or "ungrammatical" arrangements of various window shapes, with nothing lining up. Nar the

northeast corner is a large "built-ouf' brick chimney with a corbelled top. Next to the chimney is a small wrorght metal fire escape

platform at the attic level. Centered in the west elevation is a similar chimney, except that it is recessed most of the wayinto the wood
frame wall. It has stepped shoulders in the fïrst story axea. At the southeast corner of the hose is a shed-roofed addition that extends

the form of the porch past the corner of the house. It appears to contain a kitchen or pantry space. There is also a firststory, shed-

roofed addition on the west side of the house.
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Old name: Residence-Stempson House
H-63 is a tlree-bay by twobay frame house with an equalsized, rwo-bay deep addition that effectively (a little more than) doubled the

size of the building's rectangular footprint. The total fooþrint area is approximately 25 feetby 30 feet. The house has a sidegable
roof, and the addition has a gable roof running perpendicular to it. The house is clad in wide covelap noveþ siding. It hawinyl 1/1

replacement windows, installed along wlh aluminum panning over the I by 5inch trim boards that su¡round the openings. The

building has a standing seam metal roof with wide eaves that include large eaves retums. The house has three porches: a froÊgabled

front porch on square wood posts withcapitals, a screened in shed-roofed side porch, and a shed-roofed rear addition half of which is
an enclosed sunporch and the other half of which is either a pan@ or small batlroom. A wood deck built of treated lumber eþnds
fiom the floor line of the screened-in porch along the south and east elevations.

IJB.-02 Phvsíciøn's Garase 029-0947-0215 B\ilt after 196l NC
Old name: Lipscomb Garage
This garage, associated with H-51, the Physician's House, is a gable-roofed building, approximately 12 feet,6 inches by 22 feet, 6

inches, built of common red brick laid in common bond to house a single automobile. The garage door opening has a rollup garage

door and a cast concrete lintel, above which is a square ventilator with louvers in the gableend. The garage apparently had two
rectangular window openings with rowlock sills in each side elevation, but they have been closedin. A shed roofed addition, about 8

feet by 18 feet in plan, was built to the west side of the garage after the original contruction. The addition has a south-facing man

door, and two squaxe window openings have been closedin in its west side.

IJ.B.-03 StempsonGarase 029-0947-0216 B,uilt circal920 C
This garage, associated with H-63, Stempson House, is a gable-roofed frame, twocar gatage, approximately 20 feetby 20 feet in
plan. The frame construction has wide covelap noveþ siding. The two garage entrances have equalsized roll-up garage doors, with a

row of glazing consisting of 4 square lights. The remaining thee elevations have window openings, in at least one case with a sheet of
Plexiglas in place of the original wood sashes. The window and door openings have plain wood trim (strips of "1X" wood). A mit
door leading into the east elevation near the buildingls northeast corner is composed of vertical planks. The building has exposed rafter

ends, a typical feature of frame garages in the 1920s.

Srnucrunrs

Reþrmatory Area

Tower 1 is a three-story octagonal guard tower, located at the main gate to the Reformatory complex. The first two stories of the tower
are built of brick, with the top story being mainly glazng. Each facet of the octagon is about 8 feet wide, up to a concretdloor at the

third floor level, which serves as an exterior observation deck around the glazing. The concrete projects only an inch or two over the

brick facets. The observation deck has a pipe railing. The top of the tower consists of a low octagonal roof that extends ove much of
the deck, shading the top floor windows, which are doublehung sashes. At the edges of the deck are search lights and similar
accoutrements. The windows in the first two stories have expanded steel covers. A finlike brick pilaster off of the east-facing facet is

the west post of the gate, built of wovenwire fencing, that encloses the Reformatory at this entrance. Two brick piers of the same

height, located to the east, form the eastern supports of the twobay gateway. The piers are connected by a steel tack that carries the

gate, which slides off to the side to allow entry through the center bay. The middle pier (the bay where the gate is held irfhe open

position) is also connected to the pilaster and tower by a low concretscapped brick wall. (See Photo 33.)
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R-55 Tower 2 7-OO44 356 Built 1940 c
Tower 2,locatednorthwest of the Reformatory Quadrangle, is square in plan and has a brick shaft that tapers in as it risesto an

observation deck built of concrete in a steel framework. The dæk projects out on all four sides and has a threaded pipe railing. At the

edges of the deck are search lights and similar accouüements. The shaft continues upward to create a square room whose wallsare

mostly composed of glazing (steel sash slider windo'us). The top of the tower is a low-hþed roof that projects out over most of the

deck. It is built of wood and the outermost 6 inches or so of each rafter end is exposed in the design of the soffit. The tapred brick
form and the wider and open form of thedeck and observation room make the tower resemble a traditional European windmill, (See

Photo 6.)

R-57 Tower 4 -oo42 369 Built 1940 c
Tower 4 is the northwest tower in the wall that sunounds the Penitentiary (while the other three towcs at the corners of the

Penitentiary wall have been traditionally considered part of the Penitentiary, Tower 4 has always been numbered as part of tlo

adjoining Reformatory campus). It is an octagonal brick tower, rising about 55 feet from grade to the pak of the roof. Each facet of
the octagon is about l0 feet wide. The main part of the tower's octagonal shaft, up to about 25 feet above gtade, has no fenstration.

This section is the same height as the original height of the adjoining Penitentiary wall þost areas of the wall have been shortened by
10 feet), which meets the south and east facets of the octagon. A beveled stone or concrete belt course caps this portion ofthe tower, as

a continuation of the coping that forms the top surface of the remainirg original-height sections of the wall. The next stage of the tower

above the belt course is about 10 more feet of brick, stepped in about eight inches on each facet, with a nalrow sixlight steel sash

window centered in each facet; the belt course servesas the window sill at each opening. Above this is the observation room, glazed on

each of the eight facets with three sets of doublesash windows. Mounted to the exterior at various locations next to the observation

room windows are search lights and simihr accoutrements. The top of tower is an octagonal hipped roof with a concave surface

(curved rafters) on each facet, The roof has only a couple of inches of overhang, consisting mainly of a crown molding profd. The

doorway leading into the tower is in cne of the facets on the exterior side of the wall.

Tower 8 is a steel-frame observation tower, about 30 feet in height, and about 12 feetby 12 feet in plan. It is located east of the center

of the Reformatory General Recreation Area/Ballfietd (S-04). The bottom 20 feet, approximately, of the steel framework is built of
steel angles, with steel angle corner posts connected by diagonal braces that are arranged to create two "X' shapes, one aboç the

other, on each of the tower's four sides. The members are bolted together at each comer by way of a square piece of steel päte that

acts as a connector. At the outer edge of this open framework, a steel stairway with open treads rises, in two long ságes, from grade to

the deck. At the top of the stairs is an observation deck consisting of open steel grate as a floor on a framework of boltedsteel I-beams

with a welded steel railing system. At the edges of the deck are search lights and similar accoufements. The envelope of the

observation room consists mainly of windows, but is currently boardedup. The top of the tower is a flat roof of comrgated steel

decking with a firished white metal edge. Evaluations of the tower in 2011 suggest that the original tower may have been

replaced in the 1970s or 1980s.

1940
Tower 9, located east of the southeastem corner of the Reformatory Quadrangle, is square in plan and has a straight brick shft that
rises to a reinforced concrete observation deck projecting out on all four sides and with a welded pipe railing. At the edges of the deck

are search lights and similar accoutrements. The shaft continues upward to create a square room whose walls are mostþ composd of
glazng(doublehung sash on each side, generally in sets of three). The top of the tower is a reinforced concrete flat roof that projects

out over most of the deck. The roof is supported on reinforced concrete purlins that form the tops of the walls on Wo opposing sides of
the observation room, and continue out to the edge of the rooflike exposed rafters. It is built of wood and the outermost 6 inches or so

ofeach rafter end is exposed in the design ofthe soffit. The tapered brick form and the wider ard open form ofthe deck and

observation room make the tower resemble a traditional European windmill.
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Tower 10, located directly south of the Reformatory Dining Hall and Kitchen Building@-27) and near the Chapel (R-44), is square in

plan and has a brick shaft that tapers in as it rises to an observation deck built ofreinforced concrete. The deck projectsout on all four

sides and has a threaded pipe railing. At the edges of the deck are search ligþts and similar accoufements. The shaft continues upward

to create a square room whose walls are mostly composed of glazng (steel sash slider windows). The top of the tower is a lowhþed
roofthat projects out over most of the deck. It is built of woodand the outermost six inches of so of each rafter end is exposed in the

design of the soffit. The tapered brick form and the wider and open form of the deck and observation room make the tower resmble a

traditional European windmill. Tower 10 is remarkady similar in design to Tower 2 (R-55); the principal differences are in the use of
reinforced concrete at Tower 10 with no steel framework, and thepresence

shaft; the base is about 12 courses highand is about 8 inches wider that the

with a beveled concrete surface like a belt course.

of a brick base at Tower 10, at the bottom of the tapered

bottom of the shaft, the difference in width being frnished

R-87 is a small brick guard station (security post), 6 feet 8 inches square in plan, with a gable roof trimmed in wood' It is located

southwest of the Chapel along the entrance road. The door is on the wesÊfacing elevation, with a pair of doublehung,2l2,woo&

sash windows (with horizontal panes)in each ofthe other three elevations' The wood door leaf has three horizontal lights in the

upper half and a plywood panel in the bottom half. The windows have rowlock brick sills'

The Emergency Generator is a cluster of large pieces of interconnected electrical equipment within a fencedin area. The largest piece

of equipment is in a metal housing that is about 30 feet long and aboat24 feet wide, with a lowpitched (nearly flat) gable roof. The

housing is composed of sections of metal fastened together, the long side elevations being almost completely made of doors. Vhere the

door-width sections meet, there are standing seams in the metal roof surface. The gabled form rests above a cocrete slab, with an air-

space of about 8 inches in which one can see metal legs or spacers supporting each doorwidth section. Behind this structure are

sàveral smaller pieces of transformer equipment, about 4 to 5 feet tall, and each about 8 feet by 8 fet in plan, mounted in concrete

pads. This structure is currently slated for demolition.

The Reformatory Ballfield Grandstand is a threesided section of brick bleachers with a wood frame roof ovq about 60% of the

associated bleacher area. The grandstand bleachers are ananged as three segments, connected at 45 degree angles, wrapping aound

the northwest corner of the ballfieldin the General Recreation Area (S-04), behind home plate. The bleachas are ananged as a set

of brick steps, about 5 courses high, with a rowlock bond brick top edge, and about 24 inches deep. The bleachers are arrangd in

about 5 steis, with a concretecapped brick wall at the top and a 4foot-wide bottom step, with a low brick wall along the edge of the

field. At thã end of each reg-"trt õf Uleachers, the bricks form a stairway with two risers for each riser of bleachers. The $airways

have welded steel pipe railings. Wood 4 x 4 posts rise from the bottom and top edges ofthe bleacher area to support a roof with an

asymmetrical gablã iorm on ã wood framewõrk. The brick wall sections that support the posts step out as buttresses or piers entered

on the posts. Th"t" at. braces forming a "Y" shape at the top of each post. Theroof completely covers the center section of the

grandsiand, and about halfofthe contiguous bleácher areas that extend to the east and south. The roofhas a standing seam rptal

Jurface, with a shorter slope on ttre sidõ that slopes toward the freld, andthe asymmetrical gable ends are finished with vertical wood

boards. At the 45 degree angled corners beneath the grand stand roofare two dugout areas. Each has brick side walls supporthg a

concrete slab roof, with a single, steelpipe support post on the open side facing into the freld. Built-in benches mounted on steel

brackets are still in place within the dugouts. The inside surfaces of the dugouts are painted pale blue.

RT-04 Old Gate 029-0947'0 ilt circa 1930

which has two tall brick gate posts. The guard house is approximately 5 feet by 7 feet in plan, with a woodtrimmed gable roof, a

C

The Old Entry Gate, located about a quarter mile south of the Reformatory, consists of a small brick guard house alongside a gate
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narrow man doo on the gable end facing toward the gate, and a gently shouldered chimney in the opposite gable end' The roof has

very little overhang, and the wood trim is narrow. The bottom edge of the roof is approximately 6 feet above grade. Each side

elevation has a fixed singlepane, wood-sash window in a wooden jamb. The gateposts are stepped in three stages, with the dimensions

of the bottom stage at approximately 32 inches by 32 inches and those of the top stage being about 20 inches by 20 inches. Th bottom

two stages are capped with rowlock bond brickwork (the top stage of each gatepost appears to be missing one or two courses,

apparently from moisture damage). At the center of each face of the top two stages is a projecting line of brick headers, stpping just

short of the top of the stage. It creates a slender vertical emphasis line that gives the gateposts a distinctive Art Deco syle motif. The

gate itself is a recently-installed factory-made lightweight welded pipe as commonly found on farms.Since it is threatened by future
road development, the guard house may be relocated nearby to save it. (See Photo 26)

RT-05 Securitv Post SP 1 029-0947-0085 Built circa 1980 NC
Securþ Post SP 1 is a small, square, onÈstory, brick guard station building witr a hipped roof, about 6 foot square in plan, on a

banked site south of the Chapel, with a reinforced concrete observation deck around the perimeter. The observation deck has awelded

pipe railing. The south elevation has a door and the other three sides lave window openings with pairs of doublehung, 1/1, wood sash

units with rowlock sills, although at least one opening is currently boardedup.

5
Security Post SP 5 is a small brick guard $ation (securþ post), about 6 feet,4 inches square in plan, with a

wood trim at the roof is a tilted wood fascia board, mitred to the tilted angle on all four corners. It is located
hþed roof. The only
at the ea$ern edge ofthe

Reformatory ball field. It has an east-facing doorway, with a flush steel door with no vision panel, in a steel jamb. The other three

sides have windows which are boardeôup. The brick has a variegated texture and color, which became common in factorymade

brick after the 1960s. This structure is currently slated for demolition.

RT-09 Steam 029-0947-0217 Ruilt circa 1920 c
The Reformatory Steam Tunnel system consists of a series of tunnels connecting the individual buildings to the

The tunnels have brick walls and brick floors, with cast concrete ceilings, and are about 5 feet wide and about 5

heating plan(R-30).
feet high.The tunnels

contain large welded pipes, wrapped in insulation, running just under the tunnel ceiling, which delivered steanfo the building in
question. There is often a cluster of additional pipes in a basement room of a given building adjoining the tunnels where control valves,

manifolds, and similar devices were used to control the flow of steam. The tunnels are accessed though steel plate doors

approximately 4 to 5 feet square, with hasps for padlocks. As they are belowground features and their extent and alignment is not

currently known, the steam tunnels do not appear on the maps accompanying this document.

RT-10 Tower 9A o29-Ocl47-0725 Built circa 1980 NC
Tower 9A is a steel-frame observation tower, about 40 to 50 feet in height, and about 12 foot square in plan. It is located southwest of
the center of the Reformatory General Recreation Area/Ballfield (S-04), near the southeast corner of the Reformatory campus. The

bottom 30 feet, approximately, of the steel framework is built of steel angles, with steel angle corner posts connected by digonal

braces that are arranged to create three "X" shapes, one above the other, on each of the tower's four sides. The members are bolted

together at each corner by way ofa square piece ofsteel plate that acts as a connector. At the outer edge ofthis open franowork, a

steel stairway with open treads rises to the deck in tu,o long stages (the bottom tead is about 20 feet above grade, apparently accessed

by a ladder when the tower was in use). At the top of the stairs is an observation deck consisting of an open steel grate flcur on a

framework of bolted steel I-beams with a welded steel railing system. At the edges of the deck are search lights and similar

accoutrements. The envelope of the observation room consists mainly of windows, with lightweight metal panels below the sillsThe

top of the tower is a flat roof of comrgated steel decking with a fmished white metal edge. This structure is currently slated for
demolition.
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B
Added since 2006
RT-11, Brick Shed 2 is a small banked brick building, about 10 feet by 12 feet in plan, located at the west end of the

Reformatory General Recreation Area/Ballfield ($04) south of the brick bteachers. The building has a flat concrete roof,

single open doo"*""y facing east toward the ballfïeld, and contains one interior room. Based on its location' it is believed to

have been built around the time the grandstand, dugouts and bleachers Ìyere installed, possibly as a storage building.

RT.12 029-0947-0219 circa,1956 C

The Dugout buildings are shelten for ball players located on

General Recreation Area/Baltfietd (S-04). They consist of
with the grade in 3 stage. A welded pipe railing is mounted

a banked site along the northern and western edges of the Reformatory

brick retaining walls which are between 5 andT feet high, and step down

to the top of each wall. Hovering over the interior spaces are shed roofs of
comrgated metal decking supported by pipe railing and wood posts. The floors of the dugouts are concrete.

The Frame Pavilion at the Reformatory is located south of Dormitory 22 (k2l). This small wooden, open-sided shelter has four posts

holding up a gable roof covered in asphalt shingles. A single rail runs around three sidesofthe pavilion about 4 feet above ground

level, with the west side left open. It is approximately 12 feet square and painted light green, with what appear to be bluepainted

concrete footings or edging around the bottom of the posts.This structure is currently slated for demolition.

RT-14 Gate 4 Gatehouse 029-094 T ilt circa 1955 C

The Gate 4 Gatehouse is a small, onÈstory, gable-roofed brick building, about 6 feet by I I feet in plan, attached to the southeast

corner of R-70 (Dormitory 15). It served as a gatehouse along the nortt¡south road that connected the northeast corner ofthe

Reformatory Campus to the Commissary area. It has two flush steel doors in its south elevation (the door to the left led to æmall

compartrnent where an iæ machine was kept), and a window in its east elevation (boarded up). The entire upper halfofthe east

elevation and one adjoining bay of the north and south elevations are glazed. The glazing in the south elevation is a doublehung, 1/1,

wood-sash window, while the east and north elevation glazing consists of panels of glass and plywood from several different

remodeling projects. Stenciled into a piece of plywood in the east gable end is the name "Gate 4;'

Security Post SP 8 is a small brick guard station, about 7 foot square in plan, with a hipped roof. It has the tilted wood facia board,

mitred to the tilted angle on all four corners, as found atRT-Q7, but beneath it is a ten-inch tall wood frieze beneath the top of the brick

wall, which ends in line with the top edge of the door jamb, and the bottom of the roof framing. It is located at the southen edge of the

Reformatory General Recreation Area/BallfÏeld (S-04). It has a south-facing doorway, with a flush steel door with no vision panel, in

a steel jamb. The other three sides have windows which are boardeóup with the exception of on+half of a paired-sash window

opening. The uncovered window is doublohung, lll,
building. The brick has a variegated texture and color
currently slated for demolition.

wooôsash window, as presumably found in pairs throughout three sides of the

, as became common in factorymade brick after the 1960s' This structure is

The brick bleachers are a separate section ofbleachers at the
the brick bleachers within the grandstand, as described under

195
Reformatory General Recreation Area/Ballfield ($04) that match

RT-03, Grandstan{ above. They are located south of the Grandstand.
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Old name: Entrance Road to Ref. and Pen.
The current Entrance Road to the Reformatory and Penitentiary, edgedby an allée of shade trees, is a gentþ curving, twolane drive

surfaced in asphalt with a light-colored aggregate. Originating at Lorton Road, the approximately l,9O0foot-long drive merges into
the Reformatory Perimeter Road@T-20) east of the main gate atthe southwestern corner of the fenced complex.

Formerly an internal road for the prison complex, this narrow, unstriped asphalt patrol road remains around the outside of tb
Reformatory perimeter fence@O-07). The roads around and throughout the complex changed confTgurations many times over
the years, and only a small portion of the current perimeter road was in place during the period of signifïcance. By 1953, a

section starting at the northeast corner of the Penitentiary Wall @T-01) ran south outside the east wall to a parking area

south of buitdings P-13 and P-14. The Entrance Road (RT-19) also ran along the southwest section of the perimeter fence to
Tower 1 @-5Q; however, it did not connect to another road at that time. Part of this road----once a complete loop-has been

removed due to construction activity northwest of the Reformatory. The remaining segment of this road within the historic dfuict is

approximately 4,700 linear feet. It runs from the edge of the historic district at its northemmost point near Silverbrook Road in a

clockwise direction around the complex to an intersection with the Entrance Road; it is contiguous with the Entrance Road afar as the

main gate, and then continues west and turns north to end at the district boundary just north of the intersection with a former farmoad
(LT-12) from the west.

RT-21 Brick Roads 029-0947-0226 Built before 1 c
Sections of brick-paved road remainwithin the Reformatory from the period of significance. These roads were constructed using
prison labor; the materials were made at the Bricþard on the Occoquan River. An intact section of brick pavement approximatèy 200

feet long is located on an east-west segment of road south ofl)ormitory 17 (R-70) and north of the Laundry (R-28) in the

Reformatory. Other large areas of brick paving are located surrounding the east side of the Dining and Kitchen building (R27); and in
the vicinity of thePrograms Building (R-19). In other places, the brick paving is still visible at the edges of asphalt roads, and may

remain relatively intact beneath the later covering of asphalt.(See Photo 31.)

RT-22 Rail Line Trace (Lorton & Occoquan RR) was renumbered as S-14 and moved to the Sítes section
below.

RT-23 Securitv Post 029-0947-0227 Built círcø 7 C
Added since 2006
The Security Post is a small banked brick guard station (security post), about 10 feet by 8 feet in plan, located just outside the

northwest corner of the Penitentiary Wall @T-01). It has a steeply pitched gable roof with wood trim, overhanging eaves with
exposed rafters, and is covered with asphalt shingles. The west elevation contains an entrance with a narrow metal
replacement door with a small square security window and wood trim. To the right (south) of the door is a three-pane metal
sash window. The north and south elevations each have one 414 metal sash window with a brick rowlock sill. Each of the

windows is overlaid with Plexiglas covers which are held in place by wood framing. The gable ends both contain small
rectangular louvered vents. On the north side of the structure, three concrete steps lead up the bank to the west where a

square concrete slab lays in front ofthe enirance. The security post appears to have been built around the time the

Reformatory Perimeter Fence @G07) was originally installed, near the location of an electric gate that opened to allow the

industrial railroad into the complex.
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STRUCTURES--P¿z ítentíary Ar e a

Tower 5 is the northeast tower in the wall that surrounds the Penitentiary. It is an octagonal brick tower, rising about 55 €et from

grade to the peak of the roof. Each facet of the ocbgon is about 10 feet wide. The main part of the tower's octagonal shaft, up to about

iS feetabovè grade, has no fenestration. This section is the same height as the original height of the adjoining Penitentiay wall, which

meets the west and south facets of the octagon (most areas of the wall have been shortened by 10 feet). A beveled stone or concrete

belt course caps this portion of the tower, as a continuation of the coping that forms the top surface of the remaining origñal-height

sections of thé wail. The next stage of the tower above the belt course is about 10 more feet of brick, stepped in about eight inches on

each facet, with a narow sixJight, steel-sash window centered in each facet; the belt course serves as the window sill at each opening'

Above this is the observation room, glazed on each of the eight facets with three sets of double sash windows. Mounted to thæxterior

at various locations next to the observation room windows are search lights and similar accoutrements. The top of the torær is an

octagonal hipped roof with a concave surface (curved rafters) on each facet. The roofhas only a couple of inches of overhang

consìsting mainty of a crown molding profile. The doorway leading into the tower is in one of the facets on the exterioside of the

wall.

7
Tower 6 is the southeast tower in the wall that surrounds the Penitentiary. It is an octagonal brick tower, rising about 55 Êet from

grade to the peak of the roof. Each facet of the octagon is about 10 feet wide. The main part of the tower's octagonal shaft, up to about

áS feetabovè grade, has no fenestration. This section is the same height as the original height of the adjoining Penitentiay wall, which

meets the north and west facets of the octagon (most areas of the wall have been shortened by 10 feet). A beveled stone or concrete

belt course caps this portion of the tower, as a continuation of the coping that forms the top surface of the remaining origiral-height

sections of the wall. The next stage of the tower above the belt course is about 10 more feet of brick, stepped in about eight incheson

each facet, with a nanow sixJight, steel-sash window centered in each facet; the belt course seryes as the window sill at eachopening.

Above this is the observation room, glazed on each of the eight facets with three sets of doublssash windows. Mounted to the exterior

at various locations next to the observation room windows are search lights and similar accoutrements. The topof the tower is an

octagonal hipped roofwith a concave surface (curved rafters) on each facet. The roofhas only a couple ofinches ofoverhang

consisting mainly of a crown molding profile. The doorway leading into the tower is in the northeast facet orfhe exterior side of the

wall.

P-10 Tower 7 o29-Ut47-0039 38s Built 1935-1940 c
Tower 7 is the southwest tower in the wall that surrounds the Penitentiary, the tower that hovers close to the main gate leafrrg into the

Penitentiary. It is an octagonal brick tower, rising about 55 feet from grade to the peak of the roof. Each facet of the octagon is about

10 feet wide. The main part of the tower's octagonal shaft, up to about 25 feet above grade, has no fenestration. This sectior is the

same height as the adjoining sections of the Penitentiary wall, which meets the north and east facets of the octagon (most areas of the

wall have been shortened by 10 feet, but the original height remains in place surrounding Tower 7 because it is integral tohe

construction ofthe gate). A beveled stone or concrete belt course caps this portion ofthe tower, as a continuation ofthe copirg that

forms the top surface of the remaining originalheight sections of the wall. The next stage of the tower above the belt couse is about

10 more feei of brick, stepped in about eight inches on each facet, with a narrow sixlight, steel-sash window centered in each facet; the

belt course serves as the window sill at each opening. Above this is the observation room, glazed on eath of the eight facets with thee

sets of double-sash windows. Mounted to the exterior at various locations next to the observation room windows are search lights and

similar accoutrements. The top of the tower is an octagonal hipped roof with a concave suf,ace (cwved rafters) on each facet. The roof

has only a couple of inches of overhang, consisting mainly of a crown molding profile. The doorway leading into the tower idn the

southeast facet on the exterior side of the wall. (See Photo 15.)
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The Penitentiary Check Point Entrance was a small flat-roofed, concrete block building attached to the east exterior side of the

Penitentiary Wall, providing a secondary entry into the Penitentiary area. Rectangular and approximately 10 feet by 60 feet in plan, it
had a low-pitched shed roof and only a few doors and windows. A door on the southfacing elevation led into an enclosure of chain

link fencing. Therewere two windows in the east elevation.

PT-01 Penitentiaru Wall 029-0947-0228 Built circa 193-?-1937 C
The Penitentiary wall surrounds the Penitentiary on all four sides, forming a rectangle, the long axis of which is nearly ora direct

north-south line. It has octagonal towers at all four corners (see R-57, P-08, P09, and P-10, above), and a large gate in the south wall at

the southwest corner of the enclosure. The wall is cornmon brick with a stone or cast concrete cap. It originally rose to a hright of 25

feet, but was shortened in most areas to 15 feet due to structural problems that developedfrom a lack of adequately sized expansion
joints and subsequent deterioration. Thin remnants of the higher wall are found abutting three of the four towers,while a large

section is intact at the southwest tower (P-10) because it is structurally integral to the southwest gateway. The wall has evenlyspaced

buttresses with sloped stone or concrete caps along the exterior. The wall also has a control center wih an observation area attached at

the center of the south segment (see P-16, above) and several smaller buildings or structures that either abut or attach to it on the

southern and eastern sides (see S-05 and P-21). Along the bottom interior side of the wall, an area about 6 feet high has been painted

white, while the upper areas have been painted brown and the exterior side remains unpainted. The Penitentiary's main gate, tthe
southwest corner of the enclosure near Tower 7 (P-10), consists of an opening in the wall that is about 10 or I I feet tall and 10 or 12

feet wide, with a sliding chain gate of chainlink fencing on the exterior side and aroll down metal door on the interior side. This gate

leads to a courctyard, about 30 feet by 30 feet, sunoundedby a framework of thick steel members closely spaced and expanded metal

filling the spaces between the steel members, with another l0 foot by 10 foot sliding gate of chain link fencing on the nortlnide of the

space. On the east side of the courtyard, a door leads into the connector that connects the Penitentiary Control Cells Building (P07) to

the space.

(Expires 5-31-2012)

National Register of Historic Places
Continuation Sheet

Brick-paved roads remain within the Penitentiary from the period of significance These roads were

the materials were made at the Bricþard on the Occoquan River. In places, the brick paving is still
constructed using prison labor;
visible at the edges ofasphalt

roads, and may remain relatively intact beneath the later covering of aphalt. One example of this is the edge of the circular drive

within the Penitentiary, where an edging of brick laid in a curved form demarcates the edge of the road, visible beneath thesurfacing

of worn asphalt paving.

STRUCTURE S-- lZa r kh o us e Ar ea

S-38 fformerlv W-2û T 1 029-ß,47-0190 405 Built 1981. 2005 NC
Tower 1 was a square steel tower sheathed in 7-foot tall vertically-oriented comrgated steel. The shaft of the towerwas about 10 feet

by 10 feet in plan, and rose to a total height of about 40 feet. The metal sheathing of the bottom 30 feet of the towerwas arranged in 5

stages, with a door at grade leading into the sheathed shaft from the east side at the southeast corner. At 30 feet above grde, there was

an observation deck, approximately 15 feet by 15 feet, extending equally around the shaft on each side, with an opengrate, steel floor

and a welded pipe railing, and search lights mounted to the deck at floor level. Within the observation deck atea, above the.deck floor,

the shaft became a room with glazing on all four sides and a flat overhanging roof. Tower lwas
identical to several other towers at the Workhouse campus, with steelsheathed shafts.

Tower 3 was a steel-frame observation tower, about 40 to 50 feet in height, and about 12 foot squale in plan. Itwas located at the

northwest corner of the center of the Workhouse dormitory buildings. The bottom 30 feet, approximately, ofthe steel frameworkwas

built ofsteel angles, with steel angle corner posts connected by diagonal braces thatwere arranged to create three "X" shapes, one

above the other, on each of the tower's four sides. The memberswere bolted together at each corner by way of a square piece of steel
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plate that acted as a connector. At the outer edge of this open framework, a steel stairway with open treadsrose to the deck in 4

stages from grade to the deck. At the top of thJstairswas an observation deck consisting of open steel grate floor on a framework of

bolted steel i-beams with a welded steei railing system. At the edges of the deckwere search lights and similar accoutrements. The

envelope of the observation room consisted mainly of windows, with lightweightmeøl panels below the sills. The top of the tower

was a flat roof of comrgated steel decking with a finished white metal edge.

s-40 W--?4) Tower 4 -0190 410 1981. Demolßhed NC
Tower 4 was a square steel tower sheathed in 7-foot tall vertically-oriented comrgated steel. The shaft of the towerwas about 10 feet

by 10 feet in plan, and rose to a total height of about 40 feet. The metal sheathing of the bottom 30 feet of the towerwas arranged in

5 stages, with a door atgrade leading into the sheathed shaft from the north side at the nofhwest corner. At 30 feet above grade, there

was an observation deck, approximately 15 feetby 15 feet, extending equally around the shaft on each side, with an open grate Sel

floor and a welded pipe railing and with search lights mounted to the deck at floor level' Within the observation deck area, above th

deck floor, the shaft became a room with glazing on all four sides and a flat overhanging

towers at the Workúrouse campus, with steelsheathed shafts.

roof. Tower 4was identical to several other

Tower 6 was a square steel tower sheathed in 7-foot-tall, vertically-oriented comrgated steel. The shaft of the tower was about 10

feet by 10 feet in plan, and rose to a total height of about 40 feet. The metal sheathing of the bottom 30 feet of the towerwas

ananged in 5 stages, with a door at grade leading into the sheathed shaft. At 30 feet above graè there was an observation deck,

uppro*i¡nut.ly t j feet by 15 feet, extending equally around the shaft on each side, with an opengrate, steel floor anda welded pipe

.âiìittg, and séarch lights mounted to the deck at floor level. Within the observation deckarea, above the deck floor, the shaft

becañe a room with glazing on all four sides and a flat overhanging roof. Tower 6was identical to several other towers at the

Workhouse campus, with steelsheathed shafts.

7
Tower 7 is a square steel tower sheathed in 7-foot tall vertically-oriented comrgated steel. The shaft of the tower is about 10 feet by 10

feet in plan, and rises to a total height of about 40 feet. The metal sheathing of the bottom 30 feet dthe tower is arranged in 5 stages,

with a door at grade leading into the sheathed shaft. At 30 feet above grade there is an observation deck, approximately 15 Êet by 15

feet, extending equally around the shaft on each side, with an opengrate, steel floor and a welded pipe railing, and search lights

mounted to the deck at floor level. Within the observation deck area, above the deck floor, the shaft becomes a room with glzing on

all four sides and a flat overhanging roof. Tower 7 is identical to severalother towers at the Workhouse carnpus, with steelsheathed

shafts.

1

Tower 8 is a square steel tower sheathed in 7-foot tall vertically-oriented comrgated steel. The shaft of the tower is about 10 feetby 10

feet in plan, and rises to a total height of about 40 feet. The metal sheathing of the bottom 30 feet of the tower is anangd in 5 stages,

with a door at grade leading into the sheathed shaft
observation deck, approximately 15 feet by 15 feet,

a welded pipe railing, and search lights mounted to
shaft becomes a room with glazing on all four sides

Worlfiouse campus, with steelsheathed shafts.

from the north side at the northwest corner. At 30 feeøbove grade there is an

extending equally around the shaft on each side, with an opengrate, steel floor and

the deck at floor level. Within the observdion deck area, above the deck floor, the

and a flat overhanging roof. Tower I is identical to several other towersat the

w-48 T 9 029-ß47-0190 415 1982 NC
Tower 9 is a square steel tower sheathed in 7-foot tall vertically'oriented comrgated steel. The shaft of the tower is about 10 feet by 10

feet in plan, and rises to a total height of about 40 feet. The meøl sheathing of the bottom O feet of the tower is ananged in 5 stages,

with a door at grade leading into the sheathed shaft from the south side at the southwest corner. At 30 feet above grade thep is an
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observation deck, approximately 15 feet by 15 feet, extending equally around he shaft on each side, with an opeÊgrate, steel floor and

a welded pipe railing, and seardh fights móunted to the deck at floor level. Within the observation deck area, above the decKloor, the

shaft becomes a room with glazing on all four sides and a fht overhanging roof. Tower 9 is identical to several other towers at the

Workhouse catnpus, with steelsheathed shafts.

W-491 Tower 10 7-0r90 565 ilt 1982. Demolßhed NCs-42
Tower 10 was a square steel tower sheathed in 7-foot tall vertically-oriented comrgated steel. The shaft of the towerwas about 10 feet

by l0 feet in plan, and rose to a total height of about 40 feet. The metal sheathing of the bottom 30 feet of the towerwas arranged in 5

stages, with a door at gradeleading into the sheathed shaft from the south side at the southwest corner. At 30 feet above grade there

\üas an observation deck, approximately 15 feetby 15 feet, extending equally around the shaft on each side, with an opengrate, steel

floor and a welded pipe railing, and search lights mounted to

floor, the shaft became a room with glazing on all four sides

to\üers at the Workhouse cÍrmpus, with steelsheathed shafts.

the deck at floor level. Within the observation deck area, above the deck

and a flat overhanging roof. Tower 10was identical to several other

Tower l l was a square steel tower sheathed in 7-foot tall vertically-oriented comrgated steel. The shaft of the tower was about l0 feet

by 10 feet in plan, and rose to a total height of about 40 feet. The metal sheathing of the bottom 30 feet of the towerwas aranged in 5

5iug.r, with a door at grade leading into ihe sheathed shaft from the south side at the souhwest corner. At 30 feet above grade there

*"". * observation deck, approximately 15 feet by 15 feet, extending equally around the shaft on each side, with an opengrate, steel

floor and a welded pipe railing, and search lights mounted to the deck at floorlevel. Within the observation deck area, above the deck

floor, the shaft became a too- with glazing on all four sides and a flat overhanging roof. Tower llwas identical to several other

towers at the Workhouse campus, with steelsheathed shafts'

s-44 W-571 Tower 2 -0t89 1983. Demnlßhed NC
Tower 2 was a steel-frame observation tower, about 40 to 50 feet in height, and about twelve feet by twelve feet in plan. Itwas located

just north of V/-21 and WB-g2-the rgorkhouse Hospital Buildings (now 5-16 and 21). The bottom thirty feet, approximately, of the

steel framework was built of steel angles, with steel angle corner posts connected by diagonal braces thatwere arranged to create three
,,X, shapes, one above the other, on Jach of the tower's four sides. The memberswere bolted together at each comer by way of a

square pìece of steel plate that acted as a connector. At the outer edge of this open framework, a steel stairway with open treadsrose to

the ¿ecl in 4 stages fiom grade to the deck. At the top of the stairs was an observation deck consisting of open steel grate floor on a

framework of bolted steel Lbeams with a welded steel railing system. At the edges of the deckwere search lights and similar

accoutrements. The envelope of the observation roomconsisted mainly of windows, wittr lighrweight metal panels below the sills' The

top of the tower Ìvas a flat roof of comrgated steel decking with a finished white metal edge'

Tower 4A was a steel-frame observation tower, about 40 to 50 feet in height, and about 12 foot square in plan' Itwas located at the

northwest corner of the center of the Workhouse dormitory buildings. The bottom 30feet, approximately, of the steel frameworkwas

built of steel angles, with steel angle corner posts connected by diagonal braces that are arranged to create three "X" shapc, one above

the other, on .u"h of the tower's iour sides. The memberswere bolted together at each comer by way of a square piece of steel plate

that acted as a connector. At the outer edge of this open framework, a steel stairway with open treadsrose to the deck in 4 stages from

grade to the deck. At the top of the stairs was an obsãrvation deck consisting of open steel grate floor on a framework of bolted steel t
b.ums with a welded steel railing system. At the edges of the deckwere search lights and similar accoutrements' The envelope of the

observation room consisteO mainty of wirdows, with lighfweight metal panels below the sills. The top of the towenvas a flat roof of

comrgated steel decking with a finished white metal edge.
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Tower 6A was a square steel tower sheathed in 7-foot tall vertically-oriented comrgated steel. The shaft of the towerwas about 10 feet

by l0 feet in plan, and rose to a total height of about 40 feet. The metal sheathing of the bottom 30 feet of the towerwas ananged in 5

,øg.r, with a door at grade leading into the sheathed shaft from the north side at the northeast corner. At 30 feet above gade there was

an ãbservation deck, Jpproximately 15 feet by I 5 feet, extending equally around the shaft on each side, with an opengrate, steel floor

and a welded pipe railing, and search lights mounted to the deck at floor level. Within the observation deck area, above the.deck floor,

the shaft became a roomwith glazngon all four sides and a flat overhanging roof. Tower 6Awas identical to several other towers at

the Workhouse campus with steelsheathed shafts.

The Gatehouse l/Tower Sally Port Buildingwas a small rectangular onÈstory building, about 15 or 20 feet by 55 feet in plan, built of
concrete block, with a low-pitched gable roof. It had a door in the northeast corner of its nortbfacing gable end, oriented toward the

northeast Workhouse entrance, accessed by a set of concrete steps. There was also a door at the building's southeast corner, in the

opposite gable end. The east side elevation had 5 or 6 tall window openings, while the west elevation onlyhad 1 or 2 small square

windows set high in the wall.

wr-01 G o29-ß47 1925 c
The Workhouse Ballfield Grandstand is located at the northeast side of the Workhouse Baltfietd (S-08) and consists of a brick base

with an asymmetrical gabled wood roof framework supported on wood posts with diagonahraces. Although the base is brick, the

benches are wood (unlike the brick steps that serve as benches at thebaltfield in the Reformatory General Recreation

Area/Ballfietd (S-04)). The grandstand may have been altered or partially rebuilt in later years.The grandstand adjoins the backstop

(WT-11) to the west and the dugout(WT-13) to the southeast'

wT-02 P¡d Tenk Cover -0027 ilf circn 1930 c
Old name: Conc. Pad Tank cover
The Workhouse Concrete Pad Tank Cover is alarge concrete surface located near the old and new boiler plants and

immediately northeast of the Old Workhouse Water Tower. It is not known exactþ what lies beneath the concrete pad.

WT-03 Corn Crib 029-0947-0191 circa 1940 C

The Workhouse Corn Crib is a wood structure consisting of a framework of heavy timber vertical elements and horizontal slats,

designed to hold ears of corn, allowing them to dry and allowing adequate air to protect against rotting.

Workhouse Guard Shack 1 is a small gableroofed brick structure, approximately 10 feet by 9 feet in plan. It has a doorway centered in

its south-facing gabled elevation, with a soldier-course lintel over the opening. The roof is heavily vpathered slate (or possibly

weathered imitation slate) with wood molding along the eaves.The guard shack is threatened
may be demolished.

by future road development and

WT-05 Guard 2 029-$t47-0200 Built circa 1930 c
Workhouse Guard Shack 2 is a small gable-roofed brick structure, approximately 9 or l0
heavily weathered slate (or possibly weathered imitation slate) with wood molding along

feet by 9 or 10 feet in plan. The roofis
the eaves.The guard shack is threatened

by future road development and may be demolished.
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\ilT-06 Guerd Shack 3 î2q-ß¿7-î201 Ruilt circa 1

The Workhouse Guard Shack 3 is a small gableroofed brick structure, approximately 9 or 10 feet by 9 or l0 feet in plan.

is heavily weathered slate (or possibly weathered imitation slate) with wood molding along the eaves The guard shack is

threatened by future road development and may be demolished.

c
The roof

WT-07 Guard Shack 4 029-0947-0202 Built circa 1930 C
Workhouse Guard Shack 4 is a small gableroofed brick structure, approximately 9 or 10 feet by 9 or 10 feet in plan. The roof is
heavily weathered slate (or possibly weathered imitation slate) with wood molding along the eaves.

WT-08 Sewase Tank 1 fi2q-0q47-î¡26 Built circa 1 c
The first of two Workhouse Sewage Tanks are welded steel structures, 30 to 50 feet in diameter, designed as a series of3 stacked

concentric circles, arranged as smaller cylindrical forms on top of larger cylindrical forms, with each cylinder being abou8 to 10

feet tall. The bottom two cylinders are solid steel while the top cylinder is a glazed cupola, about 10 feet in diameter, withan

observation walkway, defned by a pipe railing, surounding the glazed area. The cupola has a low conical roof with a mushrom-

shaped finial at the top. The glazngconsists of a pair of &pane wood casements. Near the narrowest section of the space between

the two tanks, there are remnants of pipe railings and other indications of a bridge that once connected the two observationareas.

\üT-09 Sewase Tank 2 ¡29-0941-020tf Built circa c
The second of two Workhouse Sewage Tanks are welded steel structures, 30 to 50 feet in diameter, designed as a series of3 stacked

concentric circles, arranged as smaller cylindrical forns on top of larger cylindrical forms, with each cylinder being about 8 to 10

feet tall. The bottom two cylinders are solid steel while the top cylinder is a glazed cupola, about l0 feet in diameter, wih an

observation walkway, defined by a pipe railing, surounding the glazed area. The cupola has a low conical roof with a mushroom

shaped finial at the top. The glazng consists of a pair of &pane wood casements. Near the narrowest section of the space between

the two tanks, there are remnants of pipe railings and other indications of a bridge that once connected the two observation areas.

\VT-10 Steam Tunnels 029-0947-0230 Built 1930 C
The Workhouse Steam Tunnel system consists of a series of tunnels connecting the individual buildings to thdreating plant (W-29).

The tunnels have brick walls and brick floors, with cast concrete ceilings, and are about 5 feet wide. The tunnels contain lege welded
pipes, wrapped in insulation, running just under the tunnel ceiling, which delivered steam to thúuilding in question. There is often a

cluster of additional pipes in a basement room of a given building adjoining the tunnels where control valves, manifolds, anóimilar
devices were used to control the flow of steam. The tunnels are accessed through sÞel plate doors approximately 4 to 5 feet square,

with hasps for padlocks. One such tunnel is accessed from the southwest corner of VÉ21.

\ilT-l1 Backston 029-0947-0231 Built circa 1980 NC
The backstop is a curved brick retaining wall connecting the Workhouse Ballfield Bleachers (WT-12) to the grandstand (WT-01),
directly behind the ballfield's home base. The side of the wall facing toward the ballfield is painted green with large goldletters saying

"occoQUAN."

\üT-12 Bleachers 029-0947-0232 Built circa / C
The Workhouse Ballfïetd Bleachers measure approximately 230 feet in length and served as a seating area on the northwest side

of the ballfield (S-08), near the grandstand (WT-01). The main seating area is separated into 18 sections by a line of concrete

footers, which appears to have once supported plank seating. The floor consists of a diagonal slope of drylaid bricþ and each

section of the floor is further subdivided by a row of verticallyJaid brick which protrudes slightly from the plane of the slope.

The final step at the base of the bleachers consists of a roughty one foot wide section of flat drylaid brick. At each end of the

bleachers is a square-shaped room enclosed on three sides by brick walls. Two open brick staircases' one adjacent to each
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room, run the entire height of the bleachers.tt' A wood roof once covered the bleachers. The bleachers adjoin the backstop (WT-
11) in a row of features that also serve as a retaining wall; these include the grardstand (WT-01) and the dugout (WT-13).

WT-13I)usout 029-0947-0233 Built circa c
The Workhouse Ballfietd Dugout is a brick three-sided enclosure with a shed roof. The wood framework of the roof is supported on

the open (southwe$) side by a single wood post. The dugout is in a banked site, so that its rear wall serves as a retaining wall at the

edge of the ballfield (S-08). The dugout adjoins (and is southeast of) the grandstand(WT-01).

\tr/T-l 5 l^lldlWqfer Tnqrer" n)o_nolz-nr1/ Rrrilf oiroq I t,
The Old Water Tower at the Workhouse consists of a steel tank with an elliptical round bottom and cylindrical midsection, and an

elliptical top crowned with a mushroornshaped finial. It is supported on four round steel pþe columns. Unlike the newer water tower,

the old water tower has no walkway. The cylindrical section is made of curved sheets of steel plate, welded together in a sigle band.

The elliptical bottom consists of pieslice-shaped steel plates welded together. The four columns are connected by a horizontal band of
steel members halfuay between the tank and grade. The columns and horizontal members form squares, with diagonal steel tensin

members crossing each square as an "X" pattem. A ladder is in place atthe southwest corner of the tower from the top of the tank to

about halfuay down toward grade. A center pipe descends from the tank to grade.

WT-16 Silo 3 029-0947-0079 Built circa c
The rWorkhouse Silo 3 is a tall, traditional tower silo, attached to the side of Feed Bam 2 (WB-08). It consists of a series of vertical

elements (believed to be concrete; they resemble the wood staves of earlier wooden silos) ananged like banel staves, and héd in
place by metal bands withturnbuckles. The circular form rests on a concrete pad base. The silo has a square gabled form as a roof,

with wood trim, exposed rafter ends, and weatherboarded gable ends, with a door into the gable end that faces away from the brn.

Above the door, the ridgepole of the gabled roof form extends outward to hold a pulley for hoisting materials into the silo's top.

\WT-l 7 'ftr/nrl¡hnrrse Í',nfr"r no fìrir¡a n)O-n0/7-n)1Á Rrrilf l¡ofnr"e 1q4ß a
The Workhouse Entrance Drive is atwo-lane, divided asphalt-paved drive with concrete curbs that connects Lorton Road to the

Workhouse campus. It once terminated at the internal patrol road (WT-18) that encircles the complex; however, both roads

have been reconfigured. While the entrance drive was in place by 1948, only about 85 feet of road remains at its original
location. It now curves into a newer road that runs south along the west end of the campus to the Unnamed Road (WT-19).

WT-18 Patrol Road tì29-09¿7-02-?7 Built circa NC
The Patrol Road encircles the Workhouse complex. Beginning at Workhouse Tower I (W-26), this one-lane asphalþaved road runs

clockwise around the outside of the Workhouse Fence, providing access to guard towers and to buildings outside the perimeterfence

such as the water towers and wastewater treatment facilities. The road circles around the east and south sides of the Workhouse
complex and then turns north along the west side, terminating just north of H40 at an intersection of internal roads and parking. The

sections of the Patrol Road identified here are approximately 3,000 linear feet. The Patrol Road was likely built at the time the

perimeter fence was added to the Workhouse complex, circa 1980.

ii¡Edward W. Johnson and John P. Mullen for Thunderbird Archeology, Archeological Monitoring at the Lorton Workhouse Ballfield
Bleachers, February 20\\ 2-3.
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wT-19 U Roed 029-0947-0238 Built before 1948 c
This road accesses the Workhouse complex, running east from Ox Road just north of 1140. It appears to have been in place by 1948

and may have been associated with IÍ40 as an access drive. The remaining n¿urow, unsÍiped, asphalËpaved road segmentwas

repaved and truncated south of W-03. It now leads into a parking lot south of the Workhouse Quadrangle which was added

by the Lorton Arts Foundation during the conversion of the Workhouse campus into an arts center.

WT-20 Water T 029-ß47-0181 Built 1980 NC
The (New) Workhouse rWater Tower is typical of steel water tower construction from the 1920s to the 1980s. It consists of a sÞel tank

with an elliptical round bottom and cylindrical miésection, supported on a ring resting on six columns ofrolled steel l-beams. The

cylindrical section is made of curved sheets of steel plate, welded together in three bands horizontally, with overlapping jdnts, like

running bond brick. The ellþical bottom consists of pieslice'shaped steel plates welded together. The six columns are connected by

horizontal steel members at the 1/3 points between the tank and grade . The columns and horizontal members form squares, with
diagonal steel tension members crossing each square as an "X" pattern. The steel rtngathe base of the cylindrical section contains a

walkway with a pipe railing for worker safety. The pipe railing has vertical and horizontal members forming squares, with digonal

"X" patterns of steel struts at the center of each square. No ladder is in plaæ from grade to the tank, although a ladder hangs down

from the top edge of the tank to the outer edge of the pipe railing of the walkway'
top of the tank is not visible from grade.

A center pipe descends from the tank to gade. The

The Picnic Shelter was open-sided, about 25 feetby 40 feet in plan, with a gable roof supported on square wood posts thathad

diagonal braces near the top. The roof was asphalt shingle, and the gable ends were enclosed with vertical wood boards. The posts

were spaced in five nearly equal bays on the long sides of the building. The floor of the shelterwas a concrete slab at grade. At the

eastern end of the shelter was a small extension consisting of a plywooóenclosed, flat-roofed, one-room space with a small window or

two, apparently built to store equipment of concession materials related to the shelter's use. The shelterwas located near the

grandstand of the Workhouse Ballfield (S-08), and may have served as its concession area.

S-49 fformerlv Guard Tower 12 02 Built cirø1962. 200s Nc
Guard Tower 12 was a steel-frame observation tower, about 40 to 50 feet in height, and about 12 feet by 12 feetin plan. It was

located near the northwest corner of the Workhouse Quadrangle, overlooking the fence between the WorkhouseCentral Yard (S-07)

and Ox Road. The bottom 30 feet of the steel frameworkwas built of steel angles, with steel angle corner posts onnected by diagonal

braces that were arranged to create three "X" shapes, one above the other, on each of the tower's four sides. The memberswere bolted

together at each corner by way of a square piece of steel plate thatacted as a connector. At the outer edge of this open framework, a

steel stairway with open treads rose from grade to the deck in three long stages. At the top of the stairswas an observation deck

consisting of a steel deck floor on a framework of bolted steel Fbeams with a welded steelrailing system. At the edges of the deck

were brackets for search lights and similar accoutrements but the fxtures themselveswere missing in 2005. The envelope of the

observation room consisted mainly of windows, with lightweight metal panels below thesills. The top of the towerwas a flat roof of
comrgated steel decking with a finished white metal edge.

STRUCTURES--B ric þ ar d Ar e a

Kiln
The beehive kiln was constructed as part of the prison's brbk-making facility near the Occoquan River. The bricks produced were

used for many of the prison's buildings, as well as some of its roads. The beehive kiln has been restoredby the Northern Virginia
Regional Park Authorþ. The kiln is a large cylindrical form, about 40 feet in diameter, with a dome roof and a tall adjoining
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chimney. The kiln and chimney are built of brickwith steel reinforcing. The perimeter walls of the kiln stand about 10 feet high and

the briclavork is laid in alternating col¡rses ofstetchers and headers. The steel reinforcing at the kiln consists of 8 steel straps,

spaced inegularly. The straps areãbout 7 to 10 inches wide and are uniformly rusted. The brick walls of the kiln contain nmerous

small openings, ilus two tail openings åout 5 or six feet in height, one on the east side and one on the west side. The one on the east

side haÀ railroad tracks leading into it. The openings have segmentally arched tops. Many of the small openings appear in pais, one

above the other, within atalleibrick arch, perhaps an indication that they have been reduced in size. Vertical iron bars have been

welded to the steel straps to create grates that block the smaller openings. Each of the two large openings has a pair of stol plate

doors. The chimney is ãbout 7 feetly 7 feet in plan and about 50 feet tall. It has vertical steel angles reinforcing its four corners, held

in place by steel reinforcing rods that wrap around the structure, with one for about every 3 or 4 feet in height' There aresteel

.pâ""r, ait¡e .o-"rr of thã angled piece ãesigned to hold the rods in place and distribute the force that they create to tlB structure's

"ã*"rr. 
The chimney's brick walls are laid in common bond, and at the top of the chimney there is a modest amount ddecorative

corbelling. A brick únding surrounds the kiln. Rail tracks extend from the kiln's doors. This contributing resource has been

identified as individually eligible for the National Register under Criterion C. (See Photo 25.)

LT-09 Rail Line Trace (Lorton & Occoquan RR) wøs consolidatedwith LT'09 below

STRUCTURES--¿ aurel Híll Areø

Formerly the entrance drive to the Laurel Hill House (I+41) as well as the Reformatory, this twolane, unsfiped deteriorated

asphalt ioad retains its historic alignment. It is approximately 1,875 feet in length. Originating at Lorton Road east of thecurrent

Ennance Drive @T-19), this road is flanked by brick gateposts and agatehouse. Traveling northwest in a straight alignment, it passes

the Laurel Hill House (H-41) and intersects the Reformatory Perimeter Road (RT-20) at the Lindsay Cemetery ($10). The road is

now closed and is no longer in use. (See Photo 26.)

STRUCTURES--Dañry Areu

DT-01 Silo 1 029-ß47-OO3l circa 1962 NC

(Expires 5-31-2012')

National Register of Historic PIaces
Continuation Sheet

DT-O1, the Dairy Complex Silo, is a tall cylindrical silo, typical of examples of this building form from the third quarter ofhe

twentieth century when silos (for fermenting and storhg corn with other materials to be fed to animals) were a common feature of dairy

barn complexes. The cylindrical form is about 30 to 35 feet in diameter and is built of a masonry type material (probably eiher

concrete masoffy units or ceramic tile) witha gray-white cast. It has exterior steel reinforcing rings, at approximately three foot

intervals. There is a small protrusion extending along the height of the eastern side; a "bumpout" of the cylindrical form, the

protrusion is approximately halÊcircular in form and is made of the same materials as the rest of the silo. The silo has a semispherical

roof that appears to be clad in a layer of milFfinished aluminum, with seams that radiate down from the peak of the roof.

This asphalt-paved road leads southwest from Furnace Road, accessing the Daþ complex and then curving to the west and

terminating at the Workhouse complex. The road is approximately 3,300 feet in length. It islocated entirely within the historic

district, and its nanow, winding,
800 feet, was in place by 1948.

rural character contributes to the historic setting. At least one segment of the road, the,northernmost
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STRUCTURES--OÍ/, er (Features withín Lurger Landscape)

This bridge is located along Furnace Road (also known as SR 6l l) where it crosses over the former spur line of the Lorton &
Occoquan Railroad. The bridge was constructed out of prisorrmade bricks by prison labor. The brickwork on the 2lfoot-wide banel
arch structure is laid in a fivscourse coÍtmon bond pattern. The bridge appeaß to be the only masonry, brickarch bridge in Virginia,
according to the Virginia Departrnent of Historic Resources.'u

LT-06 Railroad Bridse o29-//q.47-OO3S Built circa NC
This former railroad bridge crossing Lorton Road near its intersection with Furnace Road is in very poor condition. Only
concrete abutments remain.

LT-08 Fairfax Countv Statíon 029-0947-0243 Built circa NC
Old name: X'airfax County Pumping Sta.
The pumping station includes a flat-roofed structure that is about l1 feet by 11 feet. It has a framework of metal and/or concrete, with
large areas of exposed "river pebble" aggregate,leaving only narrow strips of smoothfurished concrete visible at the comers. The flat

.roof, which consists of a 4inch concrete slab with an overhang of about 4 inches on all sides, has a formed edge that resembles

comrgated metal. The front of the structure has a pair of 3-foot-wide steel doors as the only point of access. Next to and behind the

structure are some metal cabinets with electrical equipment. The structure is surrounded by a chainlink fence. A sign on the fence

reads: "COUNTY OF FAIRFAX / PUMPING STATION / IN CASE OF EMERGENCY I CALL 323-l2ll."

LT-09 Rail Line Trace & Occoouan RRI 029-0947-0244 Built 191 1925 c
The former prison railway line, a point-to-point industrial railroad with an escape prevention derailer, met the Richmond,

Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad line near Lorton. It provided rail service to the Reformatory, Workhouse, and the Bricþardon
the Occoquan River. Several sections of trace remain. The steepest segment of the railroad accessed the Brickyard from the

Workhouse area. The physicat remnants of this section of rail line include approximately 4,000 linear feet of steep' 7 percent

grade between the Workhouse and the Brickyard over which the railroad descended or ascended more than 100 feet of
elevation along a ravine. Associated features remaining include an extensive drainage system (LG02) with headwalls, culverts,
and a riser and overflow drain system, all constructed predominantly of brick. A road also ran parallel to the track on the

same grade, separated by a drainage swale. The rait line was in use until at least the mid-1960s. The rail grade is now utilized
as an entrance drive and a parallel separated bicycle path accessing Occoquan Regional Park. The tracks have been removed

but the grade and various drainage structures associated with it remain. The second segment of the rail grade remaining ran
between the Reformatory and the Workhouse; it roughly parallels the Farm Road (LT07) and Ox Road (LT-10) to the east, passing

under the Brick Arch Bridge (LT-01). Both of these sections of the railroad bed comprise part of the Laurel Hill Greenway trail'
which is maintained by the Fairfax County Park Authority and Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority.

1

Ox Road, also known as Route 123 andFairfax Courthouse Road, existed prior to the construction of the D.C. Reformatory and

Workhouse and remains a major area road today. fr use in the 1S century, Ox Road was originalþ an Indian trail. Over time, Ox
Road was improved; today, it is four lanes divided by a median (widening in places for turn lanes and lane separation), striped, and

asphalt-paved. A segment of this road comprises the historic district boundary and appearsto follow the same general alignment it did
in the 1940s.

'u Virginia Department of Historic Resources, Reconnaissance Level Survey of Railræd Bridge #6008. VDHR ID# 029-0055. Survey conducted

1995.
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LT-ll X'urnace Road 029-0947-0246 Ruilf before 1943
Furnace Road (SR 611) existed prior to the construction of the D.C. Reformatory and Workhouse. A 4,200linear-foot segment of this
two-lane, partially striped, asphalt-paved road lies within the historic district. Entering the district just west of 1153, Furnace Road

appears to run on its historic alignment from this point across the Brick Arch Bridge(LT-01) over the former rail grade, and

extending southeast, merging with Lorton Road briefly and then forking to the southeast, intersecting with the northern terminus of
Dairy Road. Furnace Road comprises the historic district boundary from this intersection to a point just souh of H-53. The road also

appears to follow its historic alignment in this segment. The rural character of the twolane winding road through former prison land
contributes to the historic setting. The eastem section of what is now Furnace Road appears on a1943 map labeled as Colchester

Road.

Formerly an intemal road for the prison complex, this road connects Furnace Road and the Reformatory Perimeter Road(RT-20). It is
nanow and asphalt-paved. This road, approximately 3,700 feet in length, is contained entirely within the historic district, and its rural
character contributes to the historic setting. For much of its length, this road follows the alignment it had during the penôd of
significance, although its crossing of Giles Run appears to have changed since 1957.

LT-13 Lorton Road 029-0947-0248 Built before 1943 C
Lorton Road crosses the historic district from west to east, providing access to boththe old and new entrance roads to the Reformatory
and Penitentiary. Also known at one time as Telegraph Road, this twolane, asphalt-paved, striped road is winding and rural in
character, contributing to the historic setting. Lorton Road originates at OxRoad just north of the Workhouse and winds to the

northeast, merging with Furnace Road for a short segment after which it splits off; the road then turns east and runs sfaighalong the

district boundary and out of the district to the east. Most of this alignment is the same as it was by 1943, except for a short section east

of Furnace Road that appears to have been slightly roaligned since that time.

OBJE CT S-R efo r mato ry Ar e a

RO-01 Brick Sisn Sunnort 029-0947-0249 Built circa 1955 C
This brick sign support at the main entrance road to the Reformatory@T-19) is associated with the entrance road, and likely dates

to the construction of this entrance or later. It is composed of a low, twofoot-high common bond brick wall with a single cap

soldier course and two brick piers topped with concrete caps. The sign is now missing. The sign support is threatened by future
road development and may be demolished. (See Photo 27.)

RO-D2BrickBdsins. 029-0947-0250 Built circa 1955 C
Brick edging is found along roads and walks in the Reformatory. Sometimes the edging is flush with the paving, such as along¡he

paved areas to the west of R-67; in other places it is a few bricks high, such as along the edge of the beginning dthe entrance drive
(RT-19). Different sections of edging may have originated at different times.

RO-03 Brick Plantins Beds 029-0947-0251 Ruilf circa 1955
Brick planting beds are found in many locations within the Reformatory. A numberof these planting beds are located west of R-

67, arranged symmetrically along the edges of the road and on either side of a flagpole. A twstiered concentric circular brick-
edged bed surrounds another flagpole in the center of the Reformatory Cenfral Yard(S-0l).

C

RO-04Brick Headwalls and Culverts wøs consolídøted with LO-04 below

C
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At numerous locations in the Reformatory landscape are small brick walls that define or edge areas; somefunction as retaining walls'

Most are less than two feet tall and a foot wide . These include a low brick wall at the southeast corner ofthe Paint Shop (R-85) near

the Steam Heating Plant (R-30); and a retaining wall edging the perimeter road just east ofbuilding R-86'

RO-06 I)am 029-0947-0253 Built circa 1928 c
This brick dam is located in a frlled tributary to Giles Run at the southeastern corner of the Reformatory complex along the

perimeter fence line. It has been altered since its construction,
pair of white concrete pipes set on top of the dam' It is visible
(RT-10) and west of the Lindsay Cemetery (S-10).

with mortar patching evident and the outfall channeled through a

from the Reformatory Perimeter Road@T-20), east of Tower 9A

An approximately l5-foot-tall chainJink fence surrounding the Re

locatión, although most of the materials have been replaced in later years as part of maintenance or security improvements. The entry

gates to the complex are of chain link on large steel frames. The main gates that remain today are located on the southwesten corner

and on the south side where the Laurel Hill Entrance Drive (HT-03) intersects the perimeter road (RT-20). Gates that once stood to the

north, east, and west of the complex no longer exist due to new construction in those areas edging the historic district boudary' (See

Photo 33).

J
A large lenticular-shaped planting bed constructed ofbrick divides the brick-paved roadway segment between R-71 and R-28. This

planter is approximately 100 feet in length, ard seven feet wide across its center, tapering in a symmetrical, elongated convex curve

to a point at each end. It stands less than a foot tall (three courses of bricþ, with the top course painted yellow' It is uusual as the

only surviving planting bed dthis form in the complex. (See Photo 3 1.)

RO-09 Pedestal Planter 029-0947-0256 Built t9s5 c
This three-foot-tall circular ornamental planter in the form of a pedestal is constructed entirely ofbrick and painted gray. Its open top

is frlled with soil. It is set on a small rise in the center of the remnant Rose Garden (S03). (See Photo 32.)

Low brick walls with open lattice brickwork on the sides, apparently rehted to underground ventilation or utilþ systems, are found

around the Reformatory campus. One such structure, encased in a whitopainted metal mesh, is located in the exercise yard south of
R-72. This ventilation/air shaft structure is approximately twofeet tall, two feet deep, and

19 is smaller but of similar construction, and without the mesh covering. (See Photo 30.)
five feet long. Another located south ofR

Chain-link fencing r€mnants are found throughout the Reformatory campus.

include two walkways fully enclosed in chain link spanning the west side of
The chain link has typical3 inch square openings, and is supported by metal

ln addition to the perimeter fenc{RO-O7), other fences

R71 and R-73; and along the east side of R-72 and R-70.

pipe posts and frames. These segments of chain link

appear to have been added or replaced after the period ofsignificance.
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RO-12 Brick and Concrete Benches 029-0 Built circa 1955 C
Brick and concrete benches are located within the exercise yards between the Reformatory dormitories. Each bench is construcód

of a pair of mortared brick piers supporting a concrete slab seat. An example is found in the exercise yard between R06 and R-07.

Gray-painted iron fencing segments enclosed the open ends of the exercise yards along the south side of the southern dormitory row,

from R-15 to R-10. The fences were composed of iron posts reinforced in places with a buttress bar; four horizontal rows of bars, with

the bottom and top rows comprised of double bars; and finished on the inside of the yards with vertical pikes approximately 0 feet tall

topped with pointed tips and curvedspikes on the inside. (See Photo 34.)

RO-15 Covered walk was consolídated with R-27 above

RO-16 is 2 large pieces of electrical equipment located to the north of R-67 and west of R-02. The equipment is located in metal

cabinets painted green with louvers on the sides. The smaller cabinet is about 6 feet by 8 feet in plan and about 5 feet tall The larger

cabinet is about 6 feet by 1 5 feet in plan and about 6 feet tall. Insulated pipes extend out of the sides of the pieces of equipment and

continue into the ground. The pieces of equipment are believed to air conditioning cooling units, but have not been definite!

identified. There was formerly an enclosure of chainlink fencing around the equipment, but only the fence posts remain in place.

OBJECT S- Penítentiary Area

Several low brick structures are found in the Penit€ntiary grounds. These appear to cover utilþ lines or provide ventilation. Some

are similar in appearance to the ventilation/air shafts in the Reformatory campus, with open brick latticework on the sides¡uch as

the one near the southeast corner of P-05. Others are closed brick masonry with small openings in the sides, filled with metal mesh,

and a squared concrete cap, such as the one in the open southwest of F02. The concrete cap is, in several cases, painted yellow.

(See Photo 30.)

OBJECT S--Wor kh o us e Ar ea

A series of five light posts stood along the entrance drive to the Workhouse. These fluted casËiron columns with flared bases were

painted yellow. The luminaires had been removed and replaced with later metal arms and street lights. (See Photo 35.)

Demolíshed círca 2003
A perimeter fence systemenclosed the Workhouse complex. Itwas comprised of two tall chair¡link fences running parallel about 3

feet apart. The fence was constructed in the early 1980s at approximately the same time as the Workhouse guard towers, and pot-

dated the period of significance.
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WO-03 Brick Barbecue Pits was consolídøted with LO-06 below

1

The Worlúrouse Notice Board stands south of rW-23 and west of W-22. The rWorkhouse Notice Board is a brick and wood structure

that stands about 4 feet tall and is about 6 to 7 feet long' The ends ofthe structure consist ofbrick piers, each with a sÞpped outer

edge, so that they are about 16 inches square atthe base and about 8 by 16 inches at the top. Bridging the two piersis a wooden

framework supporting two nearly square bulletin boards with sidohinged doors of glass in a wood framework (the glass and one

entire door are currentþ missing). The top of the structure is a narrow gabled roof of comrgated galvanized steel.(See Photo 23)

A brick sign support stood at the edge of the Workhouse Central

w-15. Thð sign iupport r"u. 
"o-poi.d 

of a pair of brick piers atop a low brick base, two courses high with a curved brick cap' The

piers, about sL reet tatt, 
"pp."".d 

to be constructed in a Èlemish bond brick pattem, and have concrete caps. while metal hardware

remained attached to the piers, there was no longer a sign in 2005. The sign support was flanked on either side by boxwood plantings'

OBJECT S-- B riclcy ar d Ar e a

The ruins of a quarry drainage sYsÈm include alarge concretecapped brick riser in the quarry beside the former rail grade, which

forms a dam across the quarry cut. The riser is of mortared brick capped with a concrete pad, and is approximately 5 feet sqare. The

hollow structure is set into the steep bank ofthe rail grade at the quarry pit. It covers a deep shaft into which stormwater runoff that

collects in the quarry flows, emerging on the river side approximately 50 feet down the steep embankment from abrick outflow

LO-02 Culvert Svstem 029-0947-0268 Built 1955 c
A highly visible brick culvert system is associated with the former rail grade/road grade segmen(LT-09) north of the Bricþard. In

this area, the road grade descends a steep ravine between the Workhouæ area and the Bricþard, resulting in a highly constructed

grade requiring a well-structured drainage system to prevent erosion and deal with stormwater runoff from adjacent slopes. The grade

is divided between an alignment for a road and a parallel aligrment which now carries a bike path. Between the two is a grassed swale

with large, U-shaped headwalls standing well above grade. These headwalls gather runoff from the swale into the mouths of the

culverts and channel the water beneath the eastern portionof the grade, emptying into a deep ditch/drainage bed that parallels the

roadway. The culvert outfalls also have tall brick headwalls. (SeePhoto 28.)

OBJECTS--Laurel Híll Area

gate. The wall is built in common bond masory,

approximately 250 feetalon$he road edge, then ends with
ntinues from this point along the road, but I is a low, brick

retaining wall of a different character, not ornamental in appearance.
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OBJECTS-Duiry Area

DO-01 Pasture Fence and Gate Svstem 029-0947-0270 Built circa 1962 NC
Wood post and barbwire fencing encloses pastures and surrounds the öiry area. Small portions of the fencing also remain in the

former agricultural area north of Lorton Road. (See Photo 37.)

OBJECT S-- Other ( F eatures wíthin Larger Landscap e)

LO-03 Brick Wall 029-0947-0271 Built circa 1 c
This low brick retaining wall is located along the west side of the road nofheast of It5 1 and south of Furnace Road. It may be

associated with a former residence or other structure.

LO-04 Brick Culverts and Headwalls 029-0947-0272 Built circa 1955 C
Old name: Brick Culverts
Numerous culverts with mortared brick headwalls are located along road embankments throughout the former WorkhouseReformatory
property. These drainage systems are associated with roads and graded areas. Grass swales and ditches channel stormwater
runoff to culverts with brÍck headwalls that often project above ground level a foot or more. In some cases' the culverts
themselves are constructed of barrel-arched mortared bricþ such as those adjacent to the rose garden site (Si-03). In this
location, the brick features were later capped with concrete but are still visibly intact beneath.(See Photo 29.) Several are

located north of the Reformatory Gymnasium @-02), along the Laurel Hill Entrance Drive (HT-03), and along the road
northeast of H-51, where drainage is culverted beneath the roadway.

LO-05 Brick Outfalls 029-0947-0273 Built circa 1 c
Large rectangular brick outfalls, visibly different from the smaller brick drainage culverts, are associated with tributariesof Giles Run

where it crosses roads or has been dammed. The large rectangular openings are framed in brick and blocked with vertical metalbars.

One such outfall can be seen along the Farm Road west of the Reformatory.

LO-06 Brick Barbecue Pits 029-0947-0274 Built circa 1955 C
Outdoor grills or barbecue pits of elaborately detailed mortared brick:rvork are associated with some residencesand other buildings in
the historic district, including IJ.42rIJ'-SlrH-53 and WB-03. There was also one near the Workhouse Assistant I)irector's
Office (W-15); however, this barbeque was demolished. The one at WB-03 is a brick structure, about 5 feet 8 inches by 3 feet 8

inches in plan. The cooking surface ofthe barbecue pit is about 3 feet above grade, with three chambers separated by bricks
walls beneath the grill surface. The chambers open toward the front, for loading fuel. The center chamber has a decorative
segmental arch, while the other two have rectangular openings. From the rear of the pit, a chimney rises. It is about 2 feel 4

inches wide and about 1 lootr4 inches deep. It rises to a point about3 feet,6 inches above the cooking surface, and it contains

decorative brick work including a modest amount of corbelling at the top. The barbecue pits are all similar in appearance and may

have been built at the same time.

LO-07 Pasture Fence Svstem wøs consolidøted wíth DO-01 above

Added since 2006
The Stone Tower Pillar at the intersection of Furnace and Lorton Roads measures approximately 4 feet square and 7 feet high.
The tower resembles the Reformatory towers with square plans @-55, R-62 and R-63). The base is stone, the observation deck

is concrete and metal, and the hipped roof is concrete and stone. The pillar was one of a pair (the other is gone) that stood on

either side of a driveway entrance to the house of the first prison superintendent (c. 1913, now demolished).
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LO-09 Informntíon Kíosks 029-0947-0276 Built 2007 NC
Added since 2006
Two brick information kiosks or "pods" were designed and installed by the Fairfax County Park Authority in locations near

the Barrett-X'arm Officer House (H-53) and south of the Reformatory complex. The kiosks measure approximatety 20 feet by
16 feet and reflect the octagonal shape of many of the Reformatory and Penitentiary towers. The kiosks consist of a
landscaped brick pad, benches, brick seat wall, and a group ofthree interpretive signs that together enclose a semi-enclosed

space.'The signs contain information about the prison and the surrounding parkland.

SITES

Reþrmatory Area

S-01 Rleformatorv CentralYard 029-0947-0277 B¡ttiltl920-1930 C
The rectangular central yard at the Reformatory measures 165 feet wide and 520 feet long. I is bordered on the west by the Dining
Hall (R-27) and on the north and south sides by covered arcades that connect the adjacent rows of dormitory buildings. It is enclosed

on its west edge by the Administration Building (R-67). (See Photo 1.)

S-02 Exercise Yards 029-0947-0278 Built 1920-1930 c
There are twelve long, narow courtyards that lie between the dormitory buildings lining the Reformatory Central Yard. These

spaces were outfitted for use as exercise yards. Measuring 40 feetwide and from 13ù175 feet in length, the character of the

exercise yards as paved recreation areas continues to contribute to the character ofthe site. The exercise yards are paved h asphalt

and furnished with basketball hoops and brick and concrete berphes. Some feature prison graffiti on the walls, although this most

likely dates from after 1961. (See Photo 3.)

S-03 Rose Garden 029-0947-0279 Built circa C
Located south of R-70 is a rectangular grassy area measuring approxinntely 150 feet by 50 feet that is a remnant rose garden. Two
mature ornamental rose shrubs, a hardy hibiscus (Rose of Sharon), and a forsythia shrub remain. Indentations in the ground sdace and

a low, circular rounded hillock with an ornamental brick peêstal planter set on top indicate that a system of paths and beds was likely
present in this location historically.

Old name: Reformatory Ballfield
The Reformatory General Recreation Area/Baltfield was originally created as a general recreation area for various sporting
and social activities and other events. It encompasses a large area to the east of the Reformatory building cluster and south of the

Penitentiary. Dedicated in 1956 as'6Hilltop Field," several new basebalt and softball fields were located on the site. Interracial
ball games were played on the fields with local teams. The area was also the location of concerts given by notables such as

Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgeratd and Louis Armstrong. The current Reformatory Ballfield site is roughly 450 feet square, and

includes one level turf and earthen surfaced playing field and chainlink backstop, as well as dugouts (RT-12), a grandstand (RT-

03), storage sheds @B-03 and RT-11), and brick bleachers (RT-17) described in the Buildings and Structures sections above.

" John Milner Associates, Inc., Laurel Hill Cultural Landscape Report @repared for the F'airfax County Park Authority, June 209\,96.
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S-05 Boxins o29-0947-0087 Built circa 1940 C

Located north of the ReformatoryGeneral Recreation Area/Ballfield (S-04),

Wall east of P- 16. The area is fenced in chain link. Its components consist of a
the Boxing Area stands adjacent to the Penitentiary
met¿l shedroof covered brick structure 20 feet long and

5 feet wide along the Penitentiary Wall, resembling a dugout, with the long south sió open. At the eastern end is a small enclosed

section, 5 feet by 5 feet, brick-walled with a steel door on the south face. The interior brick walls of the open section are painted white

with a single blue horizontal stripe. In front (south) of this struct¡re is the boxing rrng, a concrete slab approximately 14 feetby 2l
feet, aboui 4 inches thick, on a bãse of about 9 courses of brick. At each corner is a metal post approxim ately 4 feet tall,also painted

blue, intended to support the ropes. To the west of the shelter, next to P-16 is a set of movable metal bleachers and an asphalt surface

area. This site is currently slated for demolition.

This section of a trace alignment of the former railway line, a point-to-point industrial railroad with an escape prevention

derailer, met the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad line near Lorton. It provided rail service to the

Reformatory, Workhouse, and the Brickyard on the Occoquan River. A small section of tracks remains visible on a north-

south alignment just west of the Penitentiary main gate, but is in poor condition.

SITES--P¿ nítentíøry Area

The rectangular central yarda1the Penitentiary measures 165 feet wide and 200 feet long. It is bordered on the north by theDining

Hall (P-12) and on the east and west sides by covered arcades that connect the cell blocks together. At its south edgethe yard is

defined by a circular drive, originally brick, formerly enclosing a planting bed and flagpole. (See Photo 13.)

SITES--Z¿rkhouse Area

The rectangular central yard at lhe Workhouse is approximately 500

at the eastern end and the parallel rows of dormitories on either side

yard at its western edge, framing the open end of the yard to the west.

feet long and 165 feet wide, enclosed by the Dining Hall (W01)

of the yard. Administrative buildings Wl3 and W-l5 flank the

The ballfield at the Workhouse includes a dugout, a gtandstand, a backstop, bleachers, and storage sheds.It appears to have been set

up for use for various outdoor sports.

SITES--Bricþard Area

S-09 Ouarrv 029-0947-0285 Established circa 1910 C
The former quarry is located along the rail line to the Bricþard, on the top of the steep bhffs above Bull Run. A stone quarry existed

on District of Columbia property in this area by 1910, with early inmates living in tents nearby and quarrying the stone; a&ry or

barge was used to haul the stone until the construction of the railroad a few yars later Today, a roughly curved, manmade cut into the

hillside with a pool of water in the bottom can be seen as a quarry remnant along the road leading down to the brick kiln. Tb visible
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portion of the quarry remaining today appears to be about 150 by250 feet in size; it appears that the grades were modified at one time

when the rail grade was created on a fill section across the quarry site, and other quarried areas may have been demolished o filled as

the adjacent landfill developed.

SITES--¿ aarel Hill Area

The Lindsay gravesite near the Laurel Hill House (1141) was marked by the Daughters of the American Revolution @.,a..R.) in

1936 at this location, an estimate of where the original cemetery once stood. Physical studies have not been conducted to verify
the existence of the graves. Four brick piers, one at each corner, are connected with iron piping to enclose the approximateþ
20 foot by 20 foot site. The enclosure and the William Lindsay gravestone were installed in 193ó. The Ann Lindsay marker was

instatted ln 1951 by the D.A.R. and reflects the dates of the Revolutionary War, not of her tifespan."i The glave markers read as

follows:

rù/illiam Lindsay tombstone (weatheredwhite marble tablet, plain form with segmentallyarched top):

"William
Lindsay

VA MiI
Rev War
1792"

Ann Lindsay grave marker (shielóshaped metal)

"Wife of a
Revolutionary War
Soldier
Anne C. Lindsay
1776 (bas relief figure w/ flag) 1783

Placed By
Fairfax County
Chapter, D.A.R."

South and east of the Hill House (H-41) is a formal terraced garden, currentþ obscured by overglown vegetation. Made almost

entirely of brick, üris series of steps, walls, shaped earthen terraces, and benches cascades down the hillside behind the house. A brick

retaining wall curves along the hillside east of the house, stretching from the garage to the top of the first set of brick seps, which lead

south. A brick retaining wall flanks the west side of the stairs, which are composed of two short flights with a landing inhe middle.

The landing at the bottom of the stairs has another retaining wall along the south side. This landing forms the wesþnd of a brick walk,

edged by brick walls on both sides. The brick wall on the north side of this central walk extends a short way and then endsB large

level area to the north of the walk contains an anangement of brickedged planting beds, and what were possibly once turf wâlks; it is

currently overgrown. The brick wall on tlte south side has two breaks in it-the first with a single step down to a landing with a builtin
brick bench; the second, to a flight of steps leading down to what was likely oncea level lawn. The bench is built of solid brick, with

brick arms and a concrete seat; its high back forms a retaining wall to the west. The bench is approximately eight feet longand

eighteen inches wide. It looks out to the east down a flight of steps, orfo what was likely once a lawn area. An additional brick stair

"¡John Milner Associates, Inc., Laurel Hill Cultural LandscapeReport @repared for the X'airfax County Park Authority, June 2009), 43.
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runs from the east end of the brick walk down a steeply banked set of two terraces. Each flight of steps occurs along the step bank

edging the tenace, and the brick cheek walls along the stais are flush with the ground swface on the slope. Some of the garden walls

terminate in square pilasters with concrete caps.

SITES--Dairy Area

[none identified]

SITES--OÍ/, er (Features within Larger Landscape)

S-12 Stonev lPrison Gravevard) 7-O2O3 Built circa 1920 C
Stoney Lonesome cemetery was used by the prison as a burial
remains. Stoney Lonesome is located about 300 yards west of
It is set within alarge stand of trees along the south side of an

containing ten to fourteen burials, are visible within the copse

Many of the graves are marked with simple concrete markers,

that are currentþ unmarked. (See Photo 36.)

site for indigent prisoners whose families did not or could not ôaim their
the original alignment ofCx Road, just north of the Workhouse c¿lmpus'

access road to a fishing pond. Rows of grave depressions,each

of trees. The æmetery appears to include between 50 and 100 burials.

less than one foot in height. There appear also to be many gravesites

The remnant orchard east of H-63 (Stempson House) is all that exists today to represent the

integral part of the Reformatory/lVorkfiouse farm landscape. The orchard consisb of a group

1 0
once extensive orchards that were an

of about twenty mature pear trees planted

on a grid.

Added since 2006
A concrete boundary marker formerly south of H-51 delineated an original boundary of the land acquired by DC for the

prison in 1910. The marker meâsures one foot wide on all sides and two feet tall. rDC 1910' is inscribed in each of the sides

1't 
" 

top is inscribed with .,N E S W" with arrows pointing north, east, south and west. Since it was threatened by future road

development, the markerwas removed to storage in 2011 to be reinstalled at a later date at a location to be determined.

S-54 Garden 029-0947-0290 Est¿blßhed bv 1937 C
Southwest of the intersection of Lorton and Furnace Roads are the remnants of a sunken garden once associated with a

building that previously stood on the site. The garden is rectangular with two levels defined by stone retaining walls. Two sets

of steps, ooe stooe and one brick, lead down to the first and second levels of the garden. The first level slopes down to the

second level at the east, leading to a rectangular decorative pool edged in brick. A small concrete bridge spans the pool' with a

brick lanai and stone barbeque to the south. West of the garden are a decorative stone object, ruins of a gazebo and tennis

court, and a path to the former prison superintendant's house, which once stood across Lorton Road to the north. The

buildÍng and garden, probably used by prison staff, are evident in a 1937 aerial photograph. By 1953' the building was gone

and thstennis court had been erected west of the garden. This site is threatened by future road development.
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Archaeological Síles

Archaeological surveys conducted within and around the historic districthave identified prehistoric sites characterized as short-term

camps and lithic scatters determined not eligible for the National Register. Historic sites, characterized mostþ as trash søtters, have

similarly been determined not eligible because they eitbr do not date to the disfict's identified period of significance or other

recognized significant historic context.* The one known historic site with contributing archaeological resources dating to the period of
significance is Site 44FX1669, located in üre bricþard area along the Occoquan River. It includes a brickworks associated with the

correctional complex dating to the early- to mid-20 century.

Table of recorded sites within district boundaries and description of Site 44FX1669

(see map of district sites)

Sites in Area

t'Jonathan T. Eddins and Eric F. Griffrtts, Louis Berger & Associates, Inc., Cultural Resource Evaluation on the Grounds of theFormer Medium
Security Facility District of Columbia Ddention Center, Lorton, Virginia (Washington, DC: Fairfax County Water Authority, 1998), 33.

Location* Notes from DIIR site
form

Resource
Assessment

Site Number Cultural
Period

Site Type Artifacts

I 120 ft. x 120 ft.;
possibly buried
foundation or well
features; Mike Johnson
411986

NC44F){t046 Historic Artifact scatter
in agricultural
field

Ceramics, glass,

metal, coal

NCArtifact scatter
in agricultural
field

Amethyst glass,

clear glass, milk-
glass jar furish,
ironstone

I No direct association to
site or features; Mike
Johnson 411986

44FX1047 Lafe-l9th&
early-20th
centuries

I Mike Johnson411986 NC44FX10s0 Prehistoric Artifacts from
test pits in plow
zone

Quartz flake &
debitage

NCArtifact scatter
in agricultural
field

Quartz &quartzfte
debitage;
pearlware, soft-
paste porcelain,
ironstone. cut nails

I No direct association
with site or features;
Mike Johnson4l1986

44FX1057 Prehistoric
Historic, late-
18th to 20th
century

NCScatter Brick, wire
frasments. nails

N Mike Johnson 10/198644FX1076 Historic

NCQuartz & qtartzite
debitage;
earthenware,
porcelain, aqu;a &
clear glass, cobalt
slass

N Mike Johnson51198644FX1094 Prehistoric
Historic, ca.

1880-19s0

Artifact scatter

NCIron fragments,
wire nail, nut &
bolt, hinge, door
lock, hand-made
brick

N Mike Johnson 5/198644FX1099 20th century Unknown
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44FXt242 Unknown Cemetery None N 50 ft. X 100 ft.; Terry
Middleton 811987

NC

c44F){1669 Prehistoric
Historic,
t9t0-1966

Indian grave
surrounded by
stone wall;

None I 750 ft. X 750 ft.; kilns
associated with Lorton
correctional Complex
ca. 1910-
1966; unknown
portion destroyed;
Susan L. Henry
8/1989

I Small lithic scatter
located on low
floodplain of Giles
Run

NC44FXZt88 Prehistoric Lithic scatter Quartz debitage

44FXZI89 Prehistoric
Historic,
early 20th
century

Unknown;
Domestic

I qtartzflake,3
quartz debitage;
porcelain,
ironstone,
whiteware, amber
&,

clear bottle glass

N Located at

confluence of
unnamedtributary
and Giles Run

NC

Bare IslanÆIolmes
point, Piscataway
point,
BrewertonÆotts
point, Accokeek
pottery sherds

I Multicomponent
prehistoric site

NC44FX2r90 Late
Archaic &
early
Woodland

Catnp

Piscataway point,
quartz& quafzite
debitage, fne-
cracked
rock

I 66ft.X66ft.;
Stuart J. Fiedel
711996; see Fiedel
1996.

NC44FX2224 Early-
Middle
Woodland

Camp

44FXZ't2 Prehistoric Camp No assemblage
description

A Mike Johnson and
C. Breckenridge
912000

NC

44FXZ513 Prehistoric Camp No assemblage
description

A Mike Johnson and
C. Breckenridge
912000

NC
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44FX2595 l9th century
(2nd halÐ
through
early 20th
century

Trash scatter
associated with
domestic,
farming, and/or
prison activities
on the property;
located in old
agricultural
fields that have
been repeatedly
plowed

Whiteware,
yellowware, glass;

I 1,394 sq. m.;
associated with
Lorton Conectional
Complex; a l9l0
house is located
south of the site;
bordered by site
44FX2596 onthe
west; Greenhome
and O'Mara Inc.
712001

NC

44FX2596 l9th c. (2nd
Half),20th
c,

Trash scatter;
located in old
agricultural
fields that have
been
repeatedly
plowed

I flat glass sherd,3
glass sherds, 1

refrned
earthenware
sherd; historic
arlifact
assemblage likely
associated with
domestic, farming,
and/or prison
activities

A 697 sq. m.;
associated with
Lorton Correctional
Complex; bordered
by site 44FX2595
on east; a 1910
house and a 1930
garage and storage
building are located
in vicinity of the
site; Greenhorne
and O'Mara Inc.
71200t

NC

*(inside [I], near [N], adjacent [A] to district boundary)

Ar c hae o I o gi c al S en s it iv ity and S it e P otenti al

The following criteria were used to assess the potential for archaeological sites within the historic district: location of
previously recorded archaeological sites; topography; distance to water; locations of historic structures; and degree of
ground disturbance or development.*"

*t 
Greenhome & O' Mara, Inc. and Heery International, Fínal Envíronmental Assessment: Disposal of the Lorton Correctíonal Complex

(Lorton, VA: GSA, July 2001), 3-37.
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Demolished Resources Documentation

The table below lists resources that have been demolished. These resources and their descriptions remain in the
inventory list in their original place. However, they are now considered sites and are counted as sites in the revised
resource count. For consistency with the numbering in the original nomination, they have also been renumbered
with an trStt resource number.

Year Demolished
Resource
AssessmentNew # otd # Name

2005 cs-16 w-21 Hospital Buildine

2003 NCs-17 w-24
Visiting Hall and Offices and Educational
Services

s-18 w-40 Shoos Buildins 2005 c
s-19 w-56 Administration Senaration Units 2005 NC

cs-20 w-65 Dormitorv 14 and 15 2005

2005 cs-21 wB-02 Administration Blds

2005 NCs-22 wB-04 New Administration Blde

ca. 2005 NCs-23 wB-10 Plumbine Shop

2009 cs-24 wB-12 Sawmill Buildins I
2009 cs-2s wB-13 Sawmill Buildine 2

ca. 2005 NCs-26 wB-15 Frame Shed I
Metal Shed 1 ca. 2005 NCs-27 wB-16

s-28 HB-01 Laurel Hill House Garase 2007 NC

s-29 D-02 Barn 2007 NC

NCs-30 D-03 Barn 2007

2007 NCs-31 DB-01 F'eed Barn 1

2007 NCs-32 DB.O2 Feed Barn 2

2007 NCs-33 DB-03 Í'eed Barn 3

Feed Barn 4 2007 NCs-34 DB.O4

s-3s H-42 Residence-Medical Services 2005 c
s-36 H-43 Residence-Psvch Services 2005 c

2010 NCs-37 P-21 Check Point Entrance

Tower 1 200s NCs-38 w-26
Tower 3 2005 NCs-39 w-31

s-40 w-34 Tower 4 2005 NC

s-41 w-44 Tower 6 2005 NC

s-42 w-49 Tower 10 2005 NC

s-43 w-50 Tower 11 200s NC

s-44 w-57 Tower 2 2005 NC
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s-45 w-58 Tower 4A 2005 NC

2005 NCs-46 w-59 Tower 6A

2005 NCs-47 w-88 Gate House lÆower Sally Port

ca. 2005 NCs-48 wT-21 Picnic Shelter

NC2005s-49 wT-22 Guard Tower 12

ca. 2005 cs-50 RO-14 Iron Fencins

ca. 2003 NCs-51 wo-01 Lisht Post System

ca. 2003 NCs-52 wo-02 Workhouse Perimeter Fence and Gates

cBrick Sisn Suonort ca. 2005s-s3 wo-05
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Introduction of Changes

The D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District National Register registration form has been amended

to add a new area of significance, Industry, within the same period of significance. The area of significance of

Industry was reflected throughout the nomination; however, it was not specifically identifred as a separate area

in the statement of significance. Language was added to explain the industrial significance of the district.

Criterion Consideration G was removed from the statement of significance since the entire period of

significance is now 50 or more years old. Some general changes were also made to text in Section I to enhance

readability and to clariff points.

Significance Summary

The D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District is significant at the state level under National Register Criteria

A and C, within the areas of Politics/Government, Social History, Agriculture,Industry, and Architecture. The district

derives its primary significance as an example of an early-twentieth-century progressive prison. The period of

significance for the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District extends from 1910 to 1961, beginning with the

initial purchase of property for use as the D.C. Workhouse and ending with the dedication of the Reformatory Chapel

(R-44). Construction of this chapel was the last in a series of social reforms at the prison that attempted to provide for

all of a prisoner's physical and mental needs, including work facilities such as the Reformatory workshops and

Workhouse barns, education facilitles tike the Reformatory school, hospital buildings' and recreation areas.

Construction of the Reformatory Chapel, R-44, was the last in this line of buildings to provide a balanced life for the

prrsoners.

Under Criterion A, this historic district is significant within the areas of Social History, Politics/Government,

Agriculture, and Industry. It is signifrcant within the area of Social History for its embodiment of Progressive

Penal Reform ideas during the earty twentieth century. This movement sought to make adjusting the prisoner to

society the main function of a prison, and thus help the prisoner reach his full potential. Some elements of this

movement that were practiced at the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory, including the Penitentiary, include an

individualized approach to the rehabilitation of each prisoner, rather than a prescribed punishment; use of

solitary cell confinement only for serious offenders; abolition of lock-step, the rule of silence, and the chain
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gang; and increased educational opportunities. All of these elements were intended to create an idealized

community within the prison that was like the normal society outside the prison. This community within the

prison was to teach a prisoner how to function within the free community when released.

Within the area of Politics/Government, this historic district is significant as the District of Columbia's penal

institution, serving the correctional needs of the District for most of the twentieth century. It is also significant for its

role in the Women's Suffrage Movement. Although this property is signifrcant for this association, all of the buildings

associated with the suffragists have been demolished.

The agricultural significance of this historic district is its association with institutional agriculture on the industrial

farm operated by the Workhouse and Reformatory. From its beginnings in 1910, the scale of agricultural operations

here was much larger than the small farms that were typical of early-twentieth-century Fairfax County. The scale and

products of this farm were typical of other penal farms from the period, with most of the produce being used by the

prison itself. While this property was in agricultural use since at least the mid-eighteenth century, there are no pre-1910

agricultural resources that retain integrþ. There are two buildings included within the district that appear to pre-date

the founding of the Workhouse in 1910: H-41 (Laurel Hill House), and H-53 (Barrett-Farm Oflicer House). These

houses were once part of individual farms, with accompanying barns and outbuildings. Duringthe period of

significance, these houses were used as officers' quarters for prison employees, and the ancillary structures associated

with their earlier use are now gone. These houses were also altered during their prison use, especially H-41, Laurel Hill

I{ouse, which has numerous post-1910 additions. The significance of these two dwellings is derived from their use as

prison off,rcers' housing rather than their earlier use as farmsteads.

This historic district is significant in the area of Industry for its association with the industrial and

manufacturing operations at the Workhouse and Reformatory. These industrial operations not only provided a

wide range of goods and seruices needed to operate the prison complex, but also for the District of Columbia

and federal governments. The variety of products and services produced at the institution exceeded the diversity

of output of a typical industrial operation in Fairfax County in the earþ and mid-twentieth century. Starting in

1910 with a quarry at the Workhouse bricþard, brick production began about l9l2 a,nd lasted into the 1960s.
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The quarry site is the earliest extant resource, which existed before the prison took over its operation. Industrial

shops were established beginning in l9l7 at the Reformatory and later at the Penitentiary. An industrial

railroad was completed by 1925 to circulate throughout the prison complex to move materials and goods.

Under Criterion C, the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District is significant within the area of architecture.

This historic district is significant for its Colonial Revival architecture, which is the physical embodiment of the

Progressive ideals implemented in the progr¿lms at these institutions. The buildings of the Workhouse, Reformatory,

and Penitentiary reinforce the ideal of creating a community within the prison, modeled on the free community outside.

The use of a conventional architectural style-the Colonial Revival-reflected the history of northem Virginia and the

District of Columbia, and was another way that these prison facilities emulated the form of the larger community. The

buildings within this historic dishict represent avariety of forms: eighteenth-century Laurel Hill, early-twentieth-

century agricultural buildings, and Colonial Revival buildings designed by the Municipal Architects of the District of

Columbia, Snowden Ashford and Albert L. Harris.

Site 44FX1669 is considered eligible as a contributing archaeological resource for its association with the

brickworks. To date, archaeological investigations within the district have not identified other significant

contributing resources.

Historical Overview of the Property, Earty Settlement to the Present

The general area around the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District, in southern Fairfax County near the

Occoquan River was not as densely settled during the Colonial period as other parts of the county. Fairfax County was

created out of Prince William County in 17 42.e Colchester was established on the north bank of the Occoquan n 17 53 ,

as a tobacco inspection and warehouse town, approximately 3.5 miles southeast of the site later used for the District of

Columbia Workhouse. Prior to the establishment of the town, this location was the site of a ferry across the Occoquan

River on the route of the King's Highway.lo

e Nan Netherton, Donald Sweig, Janice Artemel, Patricia Hickin, and Patrick Fteed, Faírfax County, Virginia: A Hístory (Fairfax, VA: Fairfax
County Board of Supervisors, I978), I0.
t0 Edith Moore Sprous e, Colchester: Colonial Port on the Potomac (F irfax, VA: Fairfax County Office of Comprehensive Planning, lg75), 6,
19.

(Expires 5-31-2012)
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In the late eighteenth century, the lands currently within the boundaries of the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory

Historic District were held in several large tracts, owned by a mix of farmers and speculators. The 1,200 acres

owned by Hector Ross, a factor in Colchester for a Glasgow merchant, probably fell into the latter category.lr Ross

sold this property to William Lindsay in two parts-- first in 1787 andthe remainder in 1790.12 William Lindsay was

a member of a Scots-Irish family that traced its Virginia roots to 1655. He was a carpenter and tavern-keeper in

Colchester in the late eighteenth century.l3 William Lindsay is associated with Laurel Hill llouse, the house that he

presumably built after his purchase of the land in1787 and 1790. Lindsay served in the Revolutionary War under

General Green and was wounded in the Battle of Guilford Court House in May I78Lr4

Other late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth-century landholders within the historic district boundary included Joseph

Sanford, W.R. Selecman, and Samuel Miller.lsBy the mid-nineteenth centurJi, most of these large tracts had been

broken into smaller parcels by subdivision for probate or in subsequent sales. Farmers in the southeastern part of

Fairfax County typically focused on tobacco production, with a subsequent exhaustion of the soil in the early

nineteenth century.ló Once exhausted, some of the land in the county was left fallow and uncultivated. Beginning in

the 1840s and continuing after the Civil War, Fairfax County saw an influx of northerners, attracted by cheap land

prices, climate, and proximity to the capital.rT

Although southern Fairfax County was not the site of any major Civil War battles, it did suffer destruction from troops

of both armies through camps, pickets, and looting. Ox Road and Telegraph Road were both popular routes for troops

and supplies of both armies.l8 Elizabeth Violett, widow of Thompson Violett, lived at the intersection of Ox and

Telegraph Roads during the Civil War and her property was used as a landmark as well as a campsite. This house was

the site of a skirmish on March 22,1863. This skirmish happened when Captain Stringfellow of the Fourth Virginia

11 In Colonial times, many firms from Scotland employed agents in the American colonies to buy tobacco and sell manufactured gods on their
behalf.
12 Fairfax County Land Records (FCLR) Rl (18):400; Sl(19): 183.
13 Sprouse, Colchester: Colonial Port on the Potomac,173.
ra Margaret Isabella Lindsay,The Líndsays of Ameríca (New York: Joel Munsell's Sons, 1889. Baltimore: Gateway Press, 1979): 67.
ts FCLRz2:98; sl(19): 183,
16 Netherton et aL, Faírfax County, Virginia: A History, 156.
17 Netherton et al., Fairfax County, Virginia: A History,250.
18 Hanson, Joseph Mills. Bull Run Remembers ... (Manassas, VA: National Capitol Publishers, 196l), 59,61.

(Expires 5-31-2012)
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Cavalry surprised members of the Second PennsylvaniaCavalry who had camped at theViolett farm that evening. This

skirmish left three Union soldiers wounded or dead, twenty Union soldiers captured, and two Confederates wounded.le

Most of Fairfax County improved its agricultural production after the Civil War through the use of innovatims such as

fertilizer,lime, and crop rotation.2oIt seems that much of the area around the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory

Historic District did not share in this general prosperity. Except for William R. Selecman's 1,00Gacre property, most

other properties within the current D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District had less than 50 improved acres,

a few head of livestock, anda low value of agricultural production. Margaret Dawson's farm, which included Laurel

Hill House (H-41) and 168 surrounding acres, is an example of this. The 1850 agricultural census lists her property as

50 acres of improved land, with the remaining 1 14 acres unimproved. She had three horses, two milch cows, one head

of other cattle, and 10 swine.2r Her property produced 25 bushels of wheat, 25 bushels of rye, 100 bushels of corn, 20

bushels of oats, 50 bushels of potatoes, and 15 bushels of buckwheat. She also made 150 pounds of butter. Margaret

Dawson is listed as owning one slave in 1850, an eight-year-old black female. In contrast, in 1850 William R.

Selecman's farm consisted of 150 acres of improved land, with the remaining 850 acres unimproved. He had 20 horses,

five milch cows, two oxen, seven head of other cattle, and 12 swine. Selecman's land produced 120 bushels of wheat,

200 bushels of rye, 300 bushels of corn, 50 bushels of oats, 6 bushels of peas and beans, 25 bushels of potatoes, and25

bushels of buckwheat. He also produced 104 pounds of butter and 50 pounds of beeswax andlor honey. William R.

Selecman also owned four slaves in 1850: a 48-year-old mulatto male, a twenty-five-year-old mulatto male, a twenty-

five-year-old mulatto female, and a fifteen-year-old black male. After the 1888 death of William R. Selecman, his

proper{y was subdivided and largely fell into disuse. In the mid-nineteenth century, southeastern Fairfax County grew

slowly, with post offices opening up at Lorton Valley in 1873 (in Joseph Plaskett's store), and at Springman in 1878

(Joseph Springman's store).22

The land north of the Occoquan had largely reverted to an unimproved state by the time the Dishict of Columbia was

tasked with purchasing large tracts of land for the Workhouse and Reformatory, either in the District of Columbia or in

neighboring states. It was the undeveloped nature of the land, the low purchase price, and the access to water

transportation via the Occoquan and Potomac Rivers that led the District of Columbia to purchase land here for the

re Hakenson, Donald C., This Forgotten Land (Alexandria" VA: Donald C. Hakenson, 2002),9+95
20 Netherton et al., Fairfax County, Yirginia: A History, 257 .
2l *Milch' is a term used in the nineteenth century and earlier that means "milk."
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Workhouse and Reformatory.23 Of the 19 parcels purchased for the Workhouse and Reformatory in 1910 and 1914,

only four had any improvements noted.2a

The first prisoners moved to the Workhouse in the summer of 1910, the Women's Division of the Workhouse began

operations in 1912, and the Reformatory opened in the winter of 1916. Initially all ofthese institutions were housed in

temporary wooden buildings and followed an open dormitory plan with no cells, bars, or locks to contain the

prisoners.2s The Workhouse prisoners operated alarge farm, while at the Reformatory inmates were largely employed

in industrial operations. Permanent buildings for the three original complexes were built, largely by the prisoners

themselves, in the late 1910s through the 1930s. An enclosed area within a tall brick wall, the Penitentiary Division of

the Reformatory, was added to the Reformatory in the 1930s for housing more dangerous prisoners. The District of

Columbia reorganized their penal institutions in 1946 with the creation of the Department of Corrections. In the 1950s,

the Lorton facilities became overcrowded, a situation that would continue through the remainder of their operation. A

youth facility was built on 50 acres southeast of the Workhouse in the late 1950s. A 1966 court decision ruled that

public intoxication was a public health problem rather than a criminal offense. This decision lead to a large decrease in

the population at the Workhouse, which was then converted to use as alcohol rehabilitation centers.26 Beginning in the

late 1960s and continuing until the closure of the prison facilities, there were increased tensions between inmates and

staff, with several incidences of riots and hostage-taking. Some blamed the openness of the system for the easy

availabilþ of alcohol and drugs in the complexes and thus the disciplinary problems. Beginning in the 1970s, Fairfax

County and Virginia officials brought a series of lawsuits to close the D.C. prison facilities in Fairfax County, citing

concerns over lax security within the complexes. The actual closure of these facilities was due to the National Capital

Revitalization Act, which required the District to close these prisons by the end of 2001 to help restore the District's

fiscal soundness. The last unit to close was the Central Facility (Reformatory) in late 2OOl.21By this time, suburban

growth around Washington, D.C., had spread to the Lortort area, changing the character from one of open space and

scattered houses to one of dense housing developments and commercial areas.

22 Margaret Selecman Peters, ND, Typescript in "Lorton-History" vertical file, Virginiana Room, Fairfu County PublicLibrary, Fairfa,x,VA.
23 lrluy Hostetler Oakey,Journeyfrom the Gallows: Hístorical Evolution of the Penal Philosophies and Practices of the Nation's Capital
(Woodbridge, VA: Mary Hostetler Oakey, 1993):78-79.
24 FCLR ß7 (162'¡2212; s7(r75): 497.
2s Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 93, 124.
26 Oakey, Journey fron the Gallows, 257 .
27 Manrry Fernandez, "More Lights Dim at Lorton," WashingtonPosl, I February 2001, 81, 85,
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Historic Contexts

Prison History at the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory llistoric District, 1910-1961

In the late nineteenth century, the District of Columbia's prison facilities included an asylum, workhouse, and jail, all

within the District. All of these facilities were in poor condition and overcrowded. The jail was a cellblock that held

both those awaiting hial and those convicted of crimes in solitary cells. In 1908, President Theodore Roosevelt

appointed a three-man commission to consider reforms to the penal system of the District of Columbia.2s The penal

commission recommended leaving the jail as a place of detention only, and building two new facilities for convicted

criminals. One facility would be a reformatory for "hopeful cases" who must still be sentenced to confinement. The

other was to be a workhouse for those who were not suitable for a reformatory and yet did not require being sentenced

to a penitentiary. The Penal Commission recommended that "those worst offenders who are not proper subjects for

either the reformatory or the workhouse" serve their sentences in federal prisons.2e

As the class of prisoners sent to the Workhouse and the Reformatory were distinctly different, the penal commission

recommended that the two facilities be located at a distance from each other. The Workhouse prisoners had short

sentences, less than one year, while Reformatory prisoners had longer sentences, but were not convicted of violent

crimes. Those convicted of such crimes were to serve their sentences in Federal penitentiaries. The Penal Commission

recommended an indushial farm approach for the Workhouse, with the prisoners cultivating and clearing the land. The

Reformatory was focused on industrial production and vocational training.'o All of these institutions \¡/ere under the

oversight of the D.C. Board of Public Welfare.

The core of the Workhouse site was purchased in April 1910, a 1,155-acre site along the Occoquan River in

southeastern Fairfax County. This land was purchased as 8 parcels and cost the Dishict 528,648.84. The land was

largely unimproved, most of it no longer actively farned and much of it overgrown. The first prisoners arrived at the

Workhouse site in August 1910. These prisoners lived in tents and were primarily employed in clearing a road from the

28 Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 66-67 .

'e Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 7 4.
to Oakey, Journeyfrom the Gallows,T5-77.
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Occoquan River to the workhouse site, building temporary frame buildings b house prisoners, and clearing the land.3l

Temporary wooden buildings were constructed on the east side of today's Ox Road, then known as Telegraph Road.

These were occupied by the winter of 1910. These buildings were all one story, with the prisoners sleeping in open

dormitories. The Workhouse was initially enclosed within a lO-foot-tall barbed-wire fence but this was removed in

1914. From these early days of operation, the Workhouse program was deemed a success.

The present system of steady employment lagely in the open air has proven most beneficial, both to mind and
body. It is an incalculable improvement upon the old conditions when vagrants and other short-term prisoners
were locked up in idleness, with resultant deterioration of both body and mind.32

Agricultural operations began at the Workhouse in 1912, and included an orchard, small dairy herd, hog ranch, and

poultry farm. Also in this year, the prisoners began operation of a brick plant that made bricks to build permanent

buildings at the institution as well as many public buildings within the District of Columbia, such as the Central High

School.33

A Women's Division of the Workhouse opened in I9I2 to house all women prisoners of the District of Columbia, both

misdemeanants and felons. The Women's Division was located on the west side of today's Ox Road. The'Women's

Division was organized in a similar manner to the Men's Workhouse, with the women living in onestory frame

dormitories, and employed in a laundry and tailor shop. There were no bars or cells to contain the prisoners at the

Women's Division of the Workho,rse.34

The District of Columbia initially wanted to build its Reformatory at "Belvoir" on the Potomac, but public outcry at

locating a prison within three miles of George Washington's tomb at Mount Vernon convinced the District to purchase

instead 1,388 acres adjoining the District's Workhouse in 1914.35 The first prisoners were transferred from the D.C. Jail

to the Reformatory in the winter of 1916. These prisoners were housed in one-story dormitories similar to those at the

3t Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 90-9 l.
3' CDC, Annual Report of the Commissioners of the District of Columbia year ended June 30, 191 3 (Washingfon: Commissioners of the District
ofColumbi4 l9l3):219.
33 CDC, Annual Report of the Commissioners of the District of Columbiayear ended June 30, I9I2 (Washington: Commissioners of the District
of Columbi4 l9l2): 239-241.
3a CDC, Annual Report I 9 I 3, 321.
3s Oakey Journeyfrom the Gallows,Tg-80.
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Workhouse, even though they had been convicted of more serious crimes and had longer sentences than the Workhouse

prisoners. The Reformatory was also run as an open institution with no bars or walls. There were a few punishment

cells for disciplinary problems at both complexes. The Reformatory prisoners were engaged primarily in indushial

production, such as broom and mattress manufacture, carpentry, and blacksmithing.36

The Workhouse and the Reformatory continued to grow both in population and activities through the 1910s. Plans for

permanent buildings at the Reformatory, designed by municipal architect Snowden Ashford, were approved by the

District of Columbia in June 1919, with construction beginning later that year.3'The Reformatory design was for a

quadrangle of buildings, where "the style of architecture throughout is colonial." An administration building formed the

western entrance with a mess hall opposite. Connecting these two buildings were two rows of dormitories connected to

each other and the end buildings with a covered arcade. A row of indushial shops was east of the mess hall. An

industrial railroad ran through the prison property and connected these shops to the Workhouse and the Richmond,

Fredericksburg, & Potomac Railroad. The entry road to the Reformatory was a new road designed to wind through the

hills of the property, "a picturesque passage that will carry prisoners and people to a place of hope."38 Most of the

permanent buildings for the Reformatory were finished by the early 1930s.

The permanent Reformatory buildings, as well as later construction at the Men's and Women's Divisions of the

Workhouse, were built by the prisoners themselves. The prisoners were organized into squads for brickwork, carpentry,

concrete, excavating, and other tasks. Each squad was under the direction of a hired mechanic, who instructed the

prisoners as they worked.3e

At the Workhouse, designs for permanent buildings were approved and construction began in June 1923. The planned

layout of the Workhouse was similar to that of the Reformatory: a colonial quadrangle, with a mess hall at one end and

36 CDC, Annual Report of the Commissíoners of the District of Columbia year ended June 30, I9I7 (Washington: Commissioners of the District
of Columbia 1917): 506-507.
37 CDC, Annual Report of the Commissioners of the District of Columbiayear endedJune 30, 1920 (rüashington: Commissioners of the District
of Columbi4 1920):424.
38 CDC, Annual Report of the Comnissioners of the Dístríct of Columbia year ended June 30, I9I9 (Washingfon: Commissioners of the District
of Columbia, l9l9): 413-414.
3e CDC, Annual Report of the Commíssíoners of the District of Colunbía year ended June i0, 1922 (Washington: Commissioners of the District
of Columbi4 1922):52.
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dormitories linked by a covered arcade lining the sides.ao Secondary buildings, such as shop buildings, were located

outside the central quadrangle. Agricultural buildings were scattered throughout the property, wherever they were most

convenient to the various agriculture operations. There was a concentration of dairy and equipment buildings located

northeast of the Workhouse quadrangle, and hoggery buildings were to the east. Some landscape buildings, including

greenhouses, \Mere located north of the Workhouse quadrangle.

To provide housing for prison officers, the District of Columbia built new houses and renovated existing houses on

the property. Sleeping quarters for officers while they were off shift were built at both the Workhouse and the

Penitentiary (W-13, W-15, P-13, and P-14). Laurel Hill llouse was renovated to serve as the superintendent's

residence in the early twentieth century. These renovations left little of Laurel Hill's eighteenth-century core intact.

The Reformatory and Workhouse were designed to be as selÊsufficient as possible. The reservation had its own water

pumping station at the Occoquan. The Reformatory and Workhouse each had their own sewage treatment and heating

plants, those at the Workhouse serving both the Men's and Women's Divisionsjt The sewage treatment plants were

built with funds from the Public Works Administration to replace outdated ones from tlre initial construction.a2

Eventually, the reservation converted to a purchased water plan and again updated its sewage treatment facilitiesj3

The funds raised through the agricultural and industrial endeavors of the prisoners were used to offset the cost of their

imprisonment, although the emphasis was always placed on work as a means of reforming the prisoners:

The industries which have been and are being developed, in so far as they are made profitable, lessen the
burden of support which society must bear, and more important still they afford the most wholesome and
helpful means of reformation for the prisoners.aa

In the late I920s, Federal penitentiaries were reaching capacity and so the Attorney General stated that all prisoners of

the District of Columbia would serve their sentences in District of Columbia prison facilities rather than Federal

prisons as some of those convicted of serious crimes had been. These serious offenders were placed in the Reformatory,

ao CDC, Annual Report of the Conmissíoners of the Dístríct of Columbia year ended June 30, 1924 (Washington: Commissioners of the District
of Columbia, 1924):59.
4r CDC, of Colum Year 1953 : Govemment Printing Office, 1953):204.
42 CDC, of Colum Year Ig40 : Govemment Printing Offlrce, 1940): 73.
43 CDC, Board of ners, mbia Govemment Printing Office, 1959): 123.
44 cDC
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but not all of these prisoners were a good fit with the open system then in place. Plans were made to build a walled

complex to house serious offenders and safety risks. Even with the construction of this walled enclosure, the

Penitentiary Division of the Reformatory, it was hoped "that this group of buildings be so designed as to insure a

satisfactory degree of safety and not radically change the character of the institution.'as The general plan for the

Penitentiary followed that of the earlier Reformatory and Workhouse, with the buildings arrangedin a quadrangle, with

the mess hall at one end, flanked by rows of buildings connected by an arcade. At the Penitentiary, the shop buildings

and cellblocks were grouped together along the sides of the quadrangle. Construction of the Penitentiary began in

1931 and it opened in I94I.a6

During World War II, the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory faced several difficulties, including staffing shortages

due to staff leaving to enter the armed services, even though the prison population declined during this period. Part of

this shortfall was made up by hiring women to replace some of these men. Inmates at the Workhouse and Reformatory

participated in the war effort in many ways. They volunteered in medical trials for typhus vaccines, penicillin, and

vesicant gas. They also donated blood for the war effort and made war materials, including bomb noses, as well as

shirts, mathesses, and brushes for the Navy. An aircraft spotter station and firefighting unit were organized atthe

Reformatory, both staffed by inmates.aT

The District of Columbia penal system underwent reorganization in 1946 as the result of a study of the District of

Columbia prison system by the Federal Government. This reorganization created the Department of Corrections

providing the commissioners of the District of Columbia a direct line of communication and budget authority with the

penal institutions. The creation of the Department of Corrections did not have a direct impact on the built environment

at the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory; rather, it had a larger effect on the programs of the institutions.as

The 1950 Federal Youth Corrections Act led to the creation of a separate Youth Center southeast of the Workhouse for

offenders between 18 and 22yearc of age. This complex did not follow the Colonial Revival quadrangle plans of the

earlier complexes but instead followed modern architectural tenets with no linear arrangement of the buildings, while

45 CDC, Annual Report of the Commissioners of the District of Columbia year ended June 30, 1930 (Washington: Commissioners of the District
of Columbi4 1930):8.
46 CDC, Report of the Dístríct of Columbiafor the Year Ended June 30, 1942 (Washington,: Government Printing Office, 1942):245.
a7 Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 142-142.
a8 Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 193-194.
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maintaining the open system used in the Workhouseje

Due to an increasing population and overcrowding, a fence and permanent guard towers were built around the

Reformatory complex from 1950 to l9iÌ.Lights were added to this fence in 1953:0

The D.C. Workhouse and Reþrmatory, Post-1961

In the March 1966 Easter decision, the U.S. Court of Appeals found that public intoxication should be treated as a

public health problem rather than a criminal offense. As a result of this decision, the inmate populations of the Men's

and Women's Divisions of the Workhouse fell drastically. By the end of 1966, the Women's Division and most of the

Men's Division were closed and turned over to the Department of Public Health for use as alcoholic rehabilitation

centers.5l Two dormitories at the Men's Division were retained by the Department of Corrections for use as a minimum

security facility. Due to the drastic reduction in available workforce many of the agricultural operations at the

Workhouse were curtailed, leaving only the dairy herd and forage crop production.s2 The Department of Corrections

underwent arcorganization after the Easter decision and the closure of most of the Workhouse. The former

Reformatory became the Central Facility, while the Penitentiary Division of the Reformatory became the Maximum

Facility. The Central Facilþ had a capacity of 935 misdemeanants and felons, while the Maximum Facility could

house 325 of those inmates deemed "intractable, overt homosexuals, inmates dangerous to the wellbeing of the staff

and general population, and severe disciplinary transfers from other institutions.'ó3

The population at the Central and Maximum Facilities continued to grow, leading to overcrowding and idleness, as

there were not enough jobs for all of the inmates. There were more escapes from these facilities and increased inmate

unrest. In 1968 and t969 there were several riots at the Central Facility that extensively damaged some of the

buildings.5a During this period, Lorton was described as

ae Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 240.
50 CDC, Annual Report 1953, 205.
st Oakey, Journey from the Gallows,257 .
52 Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 260-263.
s3 Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 263.
54 "Fires and Rioting Again Hit Lorton Prison Compound,"Northern Tírgínia Sun,20 January 1969,1.
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undergoing a gradual breakdown of control in which fear is commonplace and rules and regulations are openly
flouted ... The guards and the administrators acknowledge that they are losing control of Lorton and they
cannot protect the inmates from each other.55

A General Accounting Office audit of the District of Columbia facilities at Lorton found the most critical problems

were the large number of escapes, the increase in assaults by inmates on other inmates and correctional officers,

insufficient inmate drug testing, insufficient restrictions on contraband, and granting inmates excessive furloughs for

rehabilitation, community outreach, and college programs.tuAdditional security measures were put into place, such as

new roads, fences, lights, metal detectors, closer monitoring of release programs, and new procedures for searching

visitors. Despite these measures, the unrest continued.5T On Christmas Day, 1974, irmtates in the Maximum Facility

held 10 guards hostage, several for 19 hours, to air their grievances about conditions at Lorton.58

After this disturbance, Fairfax County and Virginia officials began a series of lawsuits requesting that the District of

Columbia close its penal facilities in Fairfax County or that they be taken over by the U.S. Bureau of Prisons.5e These

lawsuits failed to close the Lorton facilities, but heightened the tension between the District of Columbia and Fairfax

County.

Due to the reduction of agriculture at the Workhouse, some of the District's property was diverted to other uses. In

1973 the District approved building a landfill on 300 acres of their property.60In 1983 the Northern Virginia Regional

Park Authority leased 200 acres along the Occoquan, including the site of the former brick plant. All but one of the

brick kilns were demolished, with the remaining one stabilized and restored.6r

st William L. Claiborne, "Inmates Run Prison, Lorton Officials Admit," llashington Posl, I I Septemb er 1972, Al, 44.
s6 Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 293-294.
s7 "Lorton Curtailing Outside Activities," lI/ashington Star & News, I I November 1972, Cl.
58 Brian Kelly, Mary Margaret Green and Earl Byrd, "Outside Siege Ends in Smiles and Tears, as ., . Inside Men are Left With a 'Tnst Me,"'
Was hingt on Star-New s, 26 December 197 4, Bl.
se Frank Tropin, "Lorton Suit Aligns Odd Bedfellows," Alexandria Gazelte,6 January, 1973, Al; "Lorton Removal Suit Dismissed,"Northern
Tirginia Sun,6 October 1975, l.
60 Fairfax County Board of Supervisors. Agenda forMarch 5, 1973 meeting. On fîle in "Prisons-Lorton Prison-1973" vertical fîle in theVirginiana
Room, Fairfax City Regional Library, Fairfax, VA.
6r Alan Fogg, "Historic Kilns Marked for Demolition," Fairfatc Journal, 3 February,1983, Al, A4.
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As part of efforts to improve conditions at the District of Columbia penal institutions, new facilities were built,

including a new Minimum Security facility north of the Workhouse that opened in 1985i2 The Workhouse was also

converted from its use as an alcohol rehabilitation center back to a prison. This conversion took place in the early

1980s and included the construction of additional security measures, such as a security fence and guard towers.63

Despite these improvements, the D.C. prison facilities in Fairfax County continued to be the site of unrest. In 1986

there was a "night of fiery destruction" at the former Workhouse. Prisoners rioted and burned buildings and the guards

retaliated with tear gas and gunfire. After the riot,29 prisoners, nine correctional officers, and six fire fighters were

injured.6a

The closure of the District of Columbia's prison facilities in Fairfax County was not due to legal action brought by

Fairfax County, but rather by the National Capital Revitalization and Self-Government Improvement Act of 1997

(amended by the Lorton Technical Corrections Act of 1998). This federal order was passed by Congress to aid the

District in improving its financial standing. It required the closure of the Fairfax County facilities by the end of 2001.

The Maximum Facility closed on January 3l,200l,with the Central Facility shutting its doors in November 2001.6s On

July 15, 2002,2,324 acres of the former prison facility were sold to Fairfax County.

Progressive Penal Reform at D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District, 1910-1961

The D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District is the physical embodiment of many of the ideals of the

Progressive Penal Reform movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The Progressive movement

aimed to improve American society by regulating business and industry to be more socially responsible, creating honest

government, improving living and working conditions for all Americans, and bringing democracy to more Americans.

Within this larger Progressive Movement were those who sought to reform the penal system of the United States. Their

goal was to adjust the prisoner to society, and thus help the prisoner reach his full potential. They believed in an

62 Sandra Evans, "Mayor Opens New Facility AtLorton," The l|lashington Post,22 March, 1985.
63 Adrian Higgins, "D.C. May Add 400 Felons to Lorton," Faidax Journal,2 December 1983, Al, 46.
6a Adrian Higgins and Susan G. Parker, "The Night That Lorton Btmed" The Faírfax Journal, ll July 1986, A-12.
6s Kavaleski, Serge F. "Lorton's Final Lockdown," ll'ashington Post,20 November 2001, Bl.
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individualized approach to the rehabilitation of each prisoner, rather than a prescribed punishment.66 Progressive penal

reform sought an end to penitentiary-type cellblock imprisonment for all prisoners, instead seeking to create a

community within the prison that was like normal society outside the prison. They believed that when a prisoner

learned to function within this idealized prison community, he would also be able to function within the free

community. As part of this creation of an idealized society within the prison, Progressives wanted to eliminate such

things as the lock step, uniforms, and the rule of silence. They wanted to encourage visitation and interaction with the

free community, and introduce recreation to prison lifeÍ7 Progressives also believed in the classification of each inmate

by his aptitudes and potential for rehabilitation before determining his sentence. This classification system would

ideally involve avariety of institutions, rather than the penitentiary model that was used to house all prisoners,

misdemeanants and felons alike.68 The Progressives also sought to increase the educational opportunities available to

prisoners to allow them to improve their standing and thus help them live within the law outside the prison. This

education was to include both academic and vocational classes. Progressives sought to "transform a nightmarish prison,

dedicated to punishment, into a community that would at once prepare the prisoner for release and serve as a testing

ground for society.'Ée

In the early twentieth century, the typical American prison was a central administration hrilding flanked by multistory

cellblocks, a mess hall, and other buildings forming an enclosed rectangleJ0It is in this environment that the Penal

Commission, appointed in 1908 by President Theodore Roosevelt, made its recommendations for the form and

substance of the District of Columbia prison system. The Penal Commission's recommendations that prisoners be

classified according to the seriousness of their crime and their ability to be rehabilitated were elements of progressive

prison philosophy. When the temporary buildings for the Workhouse and Reformatory were constructed, they also

followed the principles of a progressive prison; the open dormitories with no bars or walls were the antithesis of the

restrictive cellblock. In their programs, the Workhouæ and Reformatory also followed Progressive ideals, including the

education of prisoners. Both the Workhouse and Reformatory offered vocational education to their inmates with the

Reformatory also having academic classes. The architecture and programs of úre Workhouse and Reformatory made

66 David J. Rothman, Conscience and Convenience: The Asylun and its Alternatives in Progressive America (Boston: Little, Brown, and

Company, 1980), 61.
67 Rothman, Conscience and Convenience, ll8-119.
ut Rothman, Conscience and Convenience, 123.
6e Rothman, Conscience and Convenience, 126-127.
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them one ofthe earliest prisons to follow Progressive ideals.

The Workhouse and Reformatory administration believed in

the substitution of healthful farm life and industry for confinement in cells with its narrowing and injurious
consequences on mind, body, and morals. Instead of the old closed institution with a separate cell for each

prisoner, the men are housed in comfortable dormitories with abundance of light and air, and the supervision of
the guard is substituted for the bolts and bars.7l

This open system found at both the Workhouse and the Reformatory was unusual in prison management in the early

twentieth century, but the prison administrators quickly found that it was successful.

[The Workhouse is] the most advanced experiment in the way of handling prisoners with the largest degree of
freedom from restraint. It is the only institution of any considerable size without bars or bolts or other means of
physical restraint either day or night. . . .The institution at Occoquan [the Workhouse] seems to have

demonstrated the fact that a great majority of prisoners can be handled with safety without resort to the old
dehumanizing cell system. This change alone distinguishes the institution as marking the most conspicuots
forward step in penal management.T2

The accompanying work program at the industrial farm and industrial shops was to reform the prisoners through honest

work. This idea of rehabilitation through work was part of the larger progressive prison reform movement. The

permanent buildings for the Reformatory and Workhouse, begun in 1919 and 1923, respectively, were realizations of

the Progressive ideal of making a prison resemble the free community. This was done through the use of the established

Colonial Revival style and through the building arrangement of quadrangles with open dormitories and no surrounding

wall. While this honor system worked for most prisoners at Lorton, those convicted of more serious crimes did not

adapt well. Due to this, an enclosed area was built a-djacent to the reformatory for these prisoners beginning in 1930.73

The Penitentiary Division of the Reformatory, while it included a tall brick wall and cellblocks, also retained the

Colonial Revival architecture of the earlier complexes, as well as their programs of rehabilitation through work and

T0NormanJohnston, Forms of Constraint: AHístory of PrisonArchitecture (Urban4 IL: University of IllinoisPress,2000): 130.
7r CDC, Annual Report 1912,408.
72 Commissioners of the District of Columbia (CDC), Annual Report of the Conmissíoners of the Dístrict of Columbia year ended June 30, 1914

(Washington, D.C.: Commissioners of the District of Columbi4 l9l4):405-406.
73 CDC, Annual Report of the Commissioners of the Dístríct of Colunbiayear ended June 30, I93I (Washingfon, D.C.: Commissioners of the

District of Columbi4 l93l):7.
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educational opportunities

The 1946 reorganization of the Workhouse and Reformatory into the new Department of Corrections impacted the

programs offered at the penal institutions more than their built environment. Physically, new features continued to be

built with a nod to the original Colonial Revival design style, and in deference to the original quadrangle plans of the

three complexes, although the architectural detailing of the building was less ornate. Although reorganization of the

prison programs continued the Progressive ideals of the 1908 Penal Commission in that the focus of the institutions

changed slightly to that of a "philosophy of rehabilitation through academic education and vocational training," after

this reorganization, additional academic and vocational opportunities were offered to the inmates of all of the

institutions.Ta Expanded psychological services were also available including weekly Alcoholics Anonymous meetings

at the Workhouse, where approximately half the population was serving time for alcoholrelated crimes.?s

The duties of the Department of Corrections included providing the inmates with the following: safety for themselves

and others at the institutions; adequate shelter, food, and clothing, and useful work "suffrcient to keep them

wholesomely occupied and contribute to their improvement and work skills, " as well as "instructfing], trainfing], and

rehabilitat[ing] the men and women in such a manner that they will bemore able to compete in a free community than

when they were admitted."76 The Workhouse began offering social education in addition to academic and vocational

training in 1952. "The Nature of Man," "The Nature of Society," and "Marriage and Family" were some of the social

education courses offered by the Workhouse.TT

Through the mid-twentieth century, the District of Columbia prison facilities in Fairfax County tried to follow the

Progressive ideal of a balanced experience for the prisoner. From their inception, the Workhouse and Reformatory

included religious and recreational activities, as well as work, in prison life. It was after the reorganization into the

Department of Corrections that a separate building for religious services was built. This inter-denominational chapel

(R-44) was dedicated in 1961 and was the end result of a series of social reforms that attempted to meet all of a

7a Oakey, Journeyfrom the Gallows, 173.
7s CDC, Report of the Distríct of Columbia for the Year Ended June 30, 19r'8 (Washington, D.C.: Govemment Printing Office, 1948): 237-238.

'6 CDC, Arnual Report of the Board of Commissíoners, District of Columbia (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1957): 193,
77 CDC, Report of the District of Columbiafor the Year Ended June 30, /953 (rüashington, D.C,: Government Printing Offlrce, 1953): 193.
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prisoner's physical and mental needs.78 Stadiums and athletic facilities were constructed as part of the permanent

buildings for each institution. Despite increasing tensions between the prisoners and the administration in the 1960s,

prison officials instituted prograrns that built bridges between the prison and the outside community. Some events that

were part of this program included prisoners performing at concerts outside of the institution, prison sports teams

playing local teams, and the Lorton JazzFestival, an annual event that began in 1955 and continued into the late 1960s.

Performers atthe JazzFestivals included Louis Armstrong, Art Blakey's Jazz Messengers, Jack Teagarden, Ella

Fitzgeruld,the Oscar Peterson Trio, Stuff Smith, the Charlie Byrd Trio, and Frank Sinatra.Te

Comparison of Lorton to Other Prisons-How Progressive llas It?

In 1929 the National Society of Penal Information conducted a survey of all the state and federal penal institutions,

noting such things as living conditions, educational programs offered, overcrowding, and other measurements of

prison life. The D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory were not included in this survey, presumably because it was

operated by the District of Columbia, rather than a state. Using information available from the annual reports of the

D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory and this National Society of Penal Information survey, a ccrnparison was made

between the D.C. facilities and other prisons in the United States. The National Society of Penal Information's survey

praised prisons that had a parole program, facilities located outside of cities, fully-equipped medical departments,

education integrated into every phase of the institutional program, and provided a full day's work, with a fair wage,

for every able-bodied prisoner. The survey disapproved of practices such as'harsh punishment, including the use of

the strap, idleness, and overcrowding.so

In 1929 both the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory were operating on an honor system, with no fence or wall around

the institutions. Both housed their inmates in open dormitories. Dormitories and cottages were features of several

women's prisons, including the Women's Reformatory in Rockwell City, Iowa, and the Federal Industrial Institution

for Women at Alderson, West Virginia. For male institutions, the only facilities besides Lorton to use dormitories for

housing the general population were the Michigan Reformatory in Ionia, Michigan, the London Prison Fârm in

78 Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 218-219.
7e CDC,Annual Report: Government of the Dístrict of Columbia (Washington, D.C.: GovernmentPrinting Office, 1966): 5-16;Oakey,Journey

fr om t he G al I ow s, 220 -221.
80 Paul W. Garrett and Austin H. MacCormick, Handbook of American Prisons and Reþrnatories (New York: National Society of Penal

Information, lnc., 1929), xxviiixlvii.
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London, Ohio, and the Indiana Reformatory in Pendleton, Indiana. The National Society of Penal Information

commended such institutions.

These D.C. institutions also had a rudimentary classification system, whereby those prisoners with sentences of less

than one year were sent to the Workhouse and those with longer sentences who were thought to be able to be

reformed were sent to the Reformatory. This classification was seen by the 1929 survey as a precursor to

individualized treatment of the prisoner, a step away from uniform treatment of all prisoners.

Both the District institutions had begun the transition from temporary frame buildings to permanent brick buildings,

The architectural design of the campus would have impressed the National Society of Penal Information surveyors, as

they had approved of the collegelike, and un-prison-like buildings and grounds at the Federal Industrial Institution for

Women at Alderson, West Virginia, the Connecticut State Farm for Women in East Lyme, Connecticut, and the State

Reformatory in Pontiac,Illinois. The Women's Reformatory in Rockwell City,Iowa, was noted as having athactive

buildings, all linked by a colonnade, much like the dormitories ard mess hall at the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory

were.

The National Society of Penal Information viewed the use of misdemeanant labor on prison farms, such as the D.C.

Workhouse, as beneficial. The variety of industrial shops at the D.C. Reformatory, each providing vocational training

value, such as the auto-tag shop, foundry, as well as the construction crews building the permanent buildings at both

facilities, would have been favorably reviewed.

There were several aspects of prison management at the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory that would not have been

met with the highest praise from the surveyors of the National Society of Penal Information. These included the use of

bloodhounds to track escapees, a practice the society found inhumane. The limited academic prograrn at the Workhouse

and Reformatory, the lack of a parole program, and compensating the inmates for labor worked would also not have

been viewed favorably. These practices eventually did become policy at the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory;parole

was implemented in 1932, and in 1931 the prisoners began receiving a small wage for their prison labor.
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Overall, the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory were among the more advanced and progressive penal institutions in the

United States in the early twentieth century, implementing many progressive and advanced practices in their progrrlms

and physical plant.

Women's Suffrage Movement at the D. C. Workhouse, Women's I)ivision, 1917-1918

The Women's Division of the Workhouse was est¿blished in I9I2 on the west side of Ox Road with temporary

frame buildings, similar to those of the Men's Division, located on the east side of Ox Road, opposite the Women's

Division.sl The women's division was "completely segregated from the men's department and no communicdion

between the inmates of the separate groups [was] permitted.'r2

In January 1917, members of the National Women's Paß, founded by Alice Paul in 1916, began picketing the White

House daily to encourage President Woodrow Wilson to pass the federal suffrage amendment. The National Women's

Party had been founded by Alice Paul and included a policy of aggressive, nonviolent protest to achieve women's

suffrage.s3 Many of these picketers were arrested for unlawful assembly or obstructing traffic. As a protestto their

arrest, many of the women refused to pay the small fines given them, and instead served short prison sentences.The

suffragists arrested in 1917 either served their sentences in the District of Columbia Jail or the Women's Division of

the District of Columbia Workhouse. The suffragists claimed status as political prisoners but were denied access to

counsel, and were physically and mentally abused. Later inl9lT,when one group of suffragists including Lucy

Burns began a hunger strike to protest the prison's lack of recognition of their political prisoner status, they were

forcibly fed.8a Alice Paul was among those arrested for picketing the White House in October 1917, but she was

sentenced to serve her time in the D.C. Jail, rather than the Women's Division of the D.C. Workhouse. She also staged

a hunger strike and was force fed. Despite these abuses, the suffragists continued their picketing and in 1919 the courts

8r CDC, AnnualReport 1912,253.
82 CDC, Annual Report 1912,386.
83 Cited as Linda G. Ford, Iron-JawedAngels: The Suffrage Militancy of the National ll'omen's Party 1912-1920 (Lanham, MD: University Press

of America, l99l): 123-127 in Anne S, Beckett, and Vanessa E. Patrick, "A Phase II Architectural Evaluation ofStoneleigh (29-487), Frank Reid

House and Reid Store (29-491 ond29-496), Tyers House (29-522), and the Potential District of Columbia Workhouse and Reformatory Historic
District (29-947) Associated with the Proposed Route 123lOx Road Project, Fairfax County, Virginia Projecri 0123-029-F28, PEl00 DHR File
No. 94-0200 WMCAR Project No. 95-18," submitted by The rwilliam and Mary Center for Archaeological Research to The Virginia Department

ofTransportation, January 30, 1996: 103.
8a Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 114-116.
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determined that they had been unlawfully anested. The suffering and courage of the zuffragists during their

incarceration at the District of Columbia Workhouse helped to draw supporters to their movement and helped lead to

the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution.s5

The lTomen's Reformatory, Post- I 9 I I

The temporary buildings that housed the suffragists were supplanted in the mid-1930s with permanent brick buildings.

The frame buildings remained in use as classrooms and assembly buildingsiuln 1947, the Women's Division of the

Workhouse was renamed the Women's Reformatory as part of the reorganization following the establishment of the

Board of Corrections.tt The Women's Reformatory was closed in 1966 and the site transferred to the Department of

Health for use as an alcoholic rehabilitation center.ss In the early 1970s, the facility was transferred back to the

Department of Corrections for use as a medium securþ facility and the last of the temporary buildings that housed the

suffragists were torn down. Additional dormitories, academic buildings, and a fence were all added during this phase of

use. In 1997 the site was acquired by the Fairfax County Water Authorþ for use as a water treatment plant.8e The

Griffrth Water Treatment Plant is currently under construction and all of the buildings associated with the former

Women's Division of the Workhouse have been demolished as part of this construction.

Agriculture at the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District, 1910-1961

The D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District is significant as an example of largescale agriculture in early-

twentieth-century Fairfax County. From its beginnings in 1910, the scale of agricultural operations here was much

larger than the small farms that were typical of early-twentieth-century Fairfax County. The scale and products of this

farm were typical of other penal farms from the period, with most of the produce being used by the prison itself. The

connection between the prison complexes and the ability of the surrounding countryside to support food production,

brick manufacturing, and vocational training of prisoners is an important component of the historic district, suggesting

85 Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, I I 7-l I 8.
86 CDC, Report of the District of Columbiafor the Year Ended June i0, t94t (Washington: Govemment Printing Office, l94l):247.
81 Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 176.
88 Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 257 .

8e Louis Berger & Associates, Inc. "Cultural Resource Evaluation on the Grounds of the Former Medium Securþ Facility Districtof Columbia
Detention Center, Lorton, Virginia." Submitted to the Fairfax County Water Authorþ, Menifield, VA. 1998: 3G31.
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that the cultural landscape played a crucial role in the conceptualization of the prison complexes, as well as the on-

going operation.

The agricultural land was reclaimed to productivity through the use of lime and manure collected from the streets of

Washington, D.C. ln 1912, the Workhouse's vegetable production covered 40 acres and it had a large orchard of 1,500

apple trees, 200 cherry trees, 50 plum trees, and 5,000 grapevines. The dairy operations began with 17 milk cows, the

poultry farm began with 400 chickens and the hog ranch began with 250 hogs.eoEach of these operations would

continue to grow, with 825 hogs being slaughtered in 1951 and over 80 head of milk cows in the 1940s and 1950s. The

poultry branch did not do as well, as it was plagued by diseases that decimated the flock in the 1940s. At its peak, the

Workhouse was actively farming over 1,000 acres, including orchards. The farm's production went towards feeding the

inmates. Any food that was not eaten fresh was canned for later use. In the 1950s and 1960s, the farm was producing

between 25 percentand 30 percent of the food needed by the Workhouse and Reformatory.el

The agricultural buildings at the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District showcase stateof-the-art farming

practices during the early through mid-twentieth century and the self-suffrcient nature of the Workhouse farm,

exemplified in the bank ban(W-22), the creamery (W-25), and the blacksmith shop (W-28). While some elements of

the farming operations were kept at the forefront of available knowledge, others lagged behind, such as the

implementation of mechanizationto the farm. As late as 1950, draft horses provided nnst of the power on the farm. In

the early 1950s, the Workhouse purchased several tractors to take their place.e'Because the Workhouse had an

abundance of manual labor available, labor-saving devices were not as important here as on other farms in the region.

Industry at the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District, 1910-1961

The D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District is significant as an example of a large-scale industrial

operation in early and mid-twentieth-century Fairfax County. Starting in 1910 with quarrying, manufacturing

activities increased to a variety of products and services beyond the typical smaller manufacturing enterprises

eo CDC, Annual Report 1912,239-241.
er CDC, Report of the District of Columbiafor the Year EndedJune 30, 1950 (Washington: Govemment Printing Office, 1950): 214:'CDC,
Annual Report: Government of the District of Columbia (rüashington: Government Printing Office, 1963): 14,

(Expires 5-31-2012)
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in Fairfax County. While many of the products and services Ìyere used in the operations of the prison'

significant output was produced for use by both the District of Columbia and federal governments. With

prisoner rehabilitation and self-supporting activities being roles in the design of the prison complex, the

industrial operations form an important component of the historic district.

A stone crushing operation was already in existence on the Workhouse site prior to the prisonts establishment.

The operation was continued by prisoners, where they quarried and crushed stone for use in roads in the

District of Columbia.'3 The first brick kilns were installed by 1911 to begin manufacturing brick for the

construction of public buildings, also in the District. Bricks were later produced for permanent buildings at the

prison. During the prison's building progrâm in the 1920s, the kilns produced about 510001000 bricks annually.ea

By l9l7 a broom plant was established at the Reformatory, where brooms for the District government were

made.es Goods and services were gradually added to include clothing manufacture and laundry seruice. Socks,

overalls and even police shirts were made, and the District sent their employee uniforms to Lorton for

laundering. A tag plant was installed inl92l to produce license plates, and later street signs. A foundry was

installed shortty thereafter to manufacture manhole covers, fire hydrants, and lamp posts. A print shop printed

prison stationery as well as lined paper for District schools. District government furniture was repaired at the

prison's furniture repair shop. By 1940, hatf of the prisoners were participating in industrial worke6 The

industrial shops were concentrated at the north and east ends of the Reformatory complex and the west side of

the Penitentiary quadrangle.

The industries were a money-making operation for the District of Columbia. Millions of bricks were produced

and sold annually to District and federal government agencies for public building projects. The industrial

equipment installed and used in the shops was surplus federal property, purchased at a minimal cost to the

prison. The industries regularly earned a profit above the cost oftheir operations. As earþ as 1931, local labor

e2 Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 206.
e3 Oakey, foumey from the Gallows,92,
ea Orkey, foarney from the Gallows,l0l.
es Orkey, fourney from the Gallows, 126.
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unions felt threatened by the competition from the goods and services produced by the cheap prison labor and

advocated for limits on the sale of prison goods on the open market.eT

Architecture at the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District, 1910-1943

The D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District is significant for its Colonial Revival architecture, which is the

physical embodiment of the Progressive ideals implemented in the programs at these institutions. The buildings of the

Workhouse, Reformatory, and Penitentiary reinforce the ideal of creating a community within the prison, modeled on

the free community outside the prison. They "dispel [the] suggestion of a penal institution."esBy using a conventional

architectural style, in this case the Colonial Revival, which reflected the history of Virginia and the Dishict of

Columbia, the prison emulated the larger community in form as well as in program. This approach was unusual in

early-twentieth-century prisons. The integration of all aspects of community life, work, home, recreation, education,

health care, and religion into each facilþ was another way the municipal architects and prison administrators

attempted to recreate the larger communþ.

The Penitentiary Division of the Reformatory was built in 1930-1943 and included cellblocks and an enclosing wall

with guard towers. This was not part of the original design of the Workhouse or Reformatory, but did retain the overall

arrangement of buildings as a quadrangle and the Colonial Revival architecture that also represented Progressive

reforms. Construction of the Penitentiary allowed the Reformatory to continue its Progressive programs by separating a

more difficult classification of prisoner from the general population.

The D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District is also significant as the work of locally important architects

Snowden Ashford and Albert L. Harris. Snowden Ashford was born in Washington, D.C., in 1866. He helped organize

the Architectural Club of Washington. In 1895 he was appointed to the post of assistant building inspector for the

e6 "Bill Imperils Penal Program, Ifuff Declares," The ll,øshington Posl (1923-1954),'Jun 13, 1940; ProQuest Historical Newspapers The
Washington Post (1877-1993), 28.
e7 

"Refusal of Prison Shirts Approved by Union Group."The Ílashington Post (1923-1954); Aug 4, 1931; ProQuest Historical Newspapers
The Washington Post (187 7-1993\, 20,
e8 Oakey, Journey from the Gallows, 130.
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District. He was chosen as the first municipal architect of the District in 1909.ee

Washington, D.C.'s municipal architect was tasked with overseeing the design of all local government buildings within

the District, including schools, firehouses, and police stations. Since the Workhouse and Reformatory were Dishict of

Columbia facilities, the design of these buildings fell under the oversight of the municipal architect. Due to the small

staff of the municipal architect's office and for reasons of efficiency, the design of approximately half of these

government buildings were provided by local architecture firms rather than the municipal architect's office.roo

During his tenure, Snowden Ashford designed many school buildings for the District. He preferred to use the

Collegiate Gothic style for many of these, believing it to be an appropriate style for this building type despite the

growing popularity of the Colonial Revival.l0l Ashford resigned the position of Municipal Architect in I92l to return to

private practice and Albert L. Hanis succeeded him. It appears that Snowden Ashford developed the initial plans for

the Reformatory complex, with Albert Harris completing the design of this area and designing the Workhouse and

Penitentiary.ro2 A branch office of the municipal architect, composed of a constructing engineer and staff, was based at

the prison. This branch office oversaw the actual construction, repair, and maintenance of the buildings.ro3

Albert Harris was born in Wales and came to America in 1872 as a young boy. He studied architecture at George

Washington University and began his career in the Chicago office of Henry I. Cobb. In 1900, he returned to

Washington to join the office of Hornblower and Marshall. Harris was soon promoted to chief designer and in 1911 he

became a partner. While with Hornblower and Marshall, Harris assisted with the design of the Customs House in

Baltimore, and the U.S. National Museum, now the Natural History Museum.lo4

ee Henry F. Withey and Elsie Rathbun Wilhey, Biographical Dictionary of American Architects (Deceased) (Los Angeles: New Age Publishing
Co.,1956),23.
t00 CDC, Annual Report of the Commissioners of the District of Columbía year ended June 30, I9l0 (Washington: Commissioners of the District
of Columbia, 1910), 183-184.
r0r Pamela Scott and Antoinette J.Lee, Buildíngs of the District of Columbia (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 268.
r02 Albert Ha¡ris signed a drawing of the Reformatory Mess Hall as originally constructed (4.L. Harris "Mess Hall for D.C. RefornatoryLorton,
VA," nd, plan on file as project ID CEN-ND-008, in drawer 20, Lorton Correctional Facilities Records, D.C. Archives, Office ofPublic Records).
103 CDC, Annual Report 1922,44.
I 0a Withey and Withey, B íographícal Dictionary, 266.
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After he became Municipal Architect, Harris continued the same sort of building program as Snowden Ashford. Most

of his work involved schools, firehouses, and other municipal buildings. He also was involved in the first

comprehensive plan for George Washington University, creating the quadrangle, University Yard. He designed

Stockton Hall and Corcoran Hall for the University.t0s While the Colonial Revival style appears to predominate in

Harris' work, he was also proficient in eclectic styles, such as his design for the Reptile House at the National2;oo.106

Albert Harris continued to serve as Municipal Architect until his death in 1933.107 Despite the fact that the quadrangle

designs of the three campuses appem to recall the layout of the Academical Village at the University of Virginia,

documentation of Harris and Ashford's work in developing the Workhouse, Reformatory, and Penitentiary does not

indicate their use of a particular architectural precedent or model.

Archaeological Sites

site 44FX1669

(see maps illustrating known archaeological sites, missing/demolished buildings, and previously surveyed areas)

Site 44FX1669 is located at the southern tip of the historic district, near the bank of the Occoquan River. The historic

component of Site 44FX1669 is a standing brick kiln and associated chimney that fired brick for building construction

at the Lorton prison from ca. 1910 to 1966. The Virginia Department of Historic Resources (VDIR) site form for

44FXI669 records the dimensions of the site to be 750 feet by 750 feet, but reports that an unknown portion of the site

has been destroyed, including three other kilns. The site form also notes that tunnels connected the site with the

Reformatory.tot site 44FXI66I also includes a prehistoric Native American grave of unknown date. The site was

surveyed by Fairfax County Archaeologist Susan L. Henry in 1989.10e

The historic component of Site 44FXI669 contributes to the significance of the historic district for its association with

the construction of the prison buildings. The brickworks supplied construction material for the D.C. Workhouse and

105 Scott and Lee, Buildíngs of the District of Columbía,215.
rc6 Delos H. Smith, "Albert L. Harris," The Federal Architect,vol. 5, no. 4 (April 1935):7.
r07 Withey and Withey, .8 iographical Dictionary, 266.
r08 Virginia Department of Historic Resources Site Form, ID#: 44FX1669. Fairfax County, Virginia. www.hrdss.state.va.us. Accessed August 8,
2005,
10e Additional records of kiln production at this site are on file at the Virginia Room; also see Occoquan Survey #215. The kiln appears on the
1915 USDA map but not on earlier maps, according to Heffy's research. DHR Site Form, ID#: 44FX1669. Fairfa¡< County, Virginia,
www.hrdss.state.va.us. Accessed August 8, 2005.

(Expires 5-31-2012)
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Reformatory buildings during the period of significance, and beyond to circa 1966. The historic district boundary

includes this site.

Archaeological P otential

To date, the historic component of Site 44FXI669 is the only documented contributing archaeological resource within

the proposed district. However, archaeological survey and testing has been conducted in only a small portion of the

proposed district. Several a¡eas of the district may include archaeological resources that could be identified through

subsurface testing. Subsurface remains of the deshoyed kilns and associated industrial features at the brickworks (Site

44FX1669) may survive. It is likely that undisturbed land around the Laurel Hill House (located in the easternmost

portion of the district) includes archaeological resources associated with the use and occupation of the house, both

before and during the period of significance. Archaeological remains of five buildings within the Workhouse.complex

that have been demolished may survive as foundation remains. These include two property buildings, the dairy office,

and two dairy barns. Such archaeological resources are likely to contribute to the significance of the historic district.

Prehistoric sites are likely to be found in much of the undeveloped areas of the district, especially on high ground along

or between drainages. Prehistoric and historic sites that do not date to the period of significance may be discovered

through future investigations. Such sites may be individually eligible. All newly discovered archaeological sites in the

historic district are subject to the memorandum of agreement (MOA) on the property. The MOA mandates

archaeological identification survey to determine presence or absence of sites; archaeological testing to evaluate

significance, defined as eligibility for the National Register; and mitigation of adverse effects on eligible sites.

(Expires 5-31-2012)
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UTM References. continued

(see accompanying USGS map)

Zone
5 18

618
718
818
918
10 18

11 18

12 18

13 18

14 18

15 18

16 18

r7 18

18 18

t9 18

20 18

2t 18

22 18

23 18

24 18

25 18

26 18

Easting
305990
30s869
306r23
30ss 14

305274
304800
304674
30436r
3043 1 8

3041s3
304033
303963
303996
303822
30399r
303813
303794
304280
304232
30s010
303s36
30365 I

Northing
4287236
42869t8
4286375
4286449
428s714
4286153
428s839
4285787
428s6s7
4285528
428544s
4285rr2
4284866
4284108
4283860
428st97
428s842
4286328
4286374
428708r
428s924
4285988

Verbal Boundary Description

The boundary of the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District is shown as a bold red line on the

accompanying sketch map entitled "D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District Boundary Sketch Map."

The following verbal boundary description is based on a description composed in 2000 by Greenhorne & O'Ma¡a

and updated in the course of this project in 2005.

The boundary of the D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District is as follows, beginning at the

Reformatory perimeter road just north of R-55 (UTM 18 305297 4287312) andproceeding clockwise. The

boundary runs in a straight line approximately 320 feetESE to intersect with the property line, which it follows

south, continuing to the north edge of the unnamed road north of R-02. The boundary turns east, following the

road as far as its intersection with another road north of R-29. The boundary turns north, following this road until

it intersects the property line at UTM 18 305545 4287245, just northwest of R-72.
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The boundary continues along the property line, encompassing R-72,R-73, and R-66. North of R-66 at UTM 18

305643 4287379 the boundary turns east for 140 feet, intersecting another property line which it follows, jogging

north and east.

At UTM 18 305847 4287505 the boundary reaches Silverbrook Road, and then turns southeast, then south,

following the property boundary where it edges the Silverbrook Road right of way. The Historic Dishict

boundary line remains on the west side of Silverbrook Road, and does not include the legal right-of-way of

Silverbrook Road.

At UTM 18 305990 4287236, the boundary departs from the property line, following a fenceline roughly

southwest for approximately 1,400 feet to rejoin a property line at UTM 18 305869 4286918. The boundary

follows the property line SSE to the north edge of Lorton Road at UTM 18 306123 4286375,where it crosses to

include the pavement edges of Lorton Road, turning west to follow the road.

The boundary continues along Lorton Road to its crossing of a small unnamed creek at UTM 18 305514

4286449. At this point, the boundary turns southeast to follow a fenceline and property boundary. It remains

congruous with the property boundary for 1,665 feet until the corner of the boundary, then turns due south to

encompass H-63. The property boundary meets the propefy line of the waste disposal facility, and follows it a

short distance west to include the pavement edges of Furnace Road at UTM 18 305274 4285714.

At this point, the property boundary follows Furnace Road northwest to its intersection with Dairy Road at UTM

18 304800 4286153.It then turns southwest, following the south edge of Dairy Road to UTM 18 304361

4285787, and continuing along the road edge as far as the boundary of the waste disposal facilþ at UTM 18

304318 4285657 . At this point the boundary turns south, excluding the waste disposal property, and following

along the property line east of the Workhouse area, through UTM points 18 304153 4285528 and then 18 304033

4285445, which is at an unnamed access road south of the Workhouse.

The Historic District boundary follows along the east side of this road to its intersection with the entrance drive

to Occoquan Regional Park at UTM 18 303963 4285lt2.The boundary follows the east side of this road down to

the Bricþard area within the park, through UTM 18 303996 4284866, terminating atUTM 18 303991 4283860,
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capturing the Quarry, Brick Kiln, and Kiln Building #1. It then turns back, following the western edge of the

former rail grade, through UTM 18 303822 4284108 and back up to the intersection at UTM 18 303963 4285112.

The boundary then turns to the west, following the eastern edge of Ox Road south of H-49 at UTM 18 303813

4285197, and continuing along the eastern edge of Ox Road to its intersection with Lorton Road at UTM 18

303794 4285842. The boundary turns to the east, following the north edge of Lorton Road approximately 2,300

feet to its intersection with a property boundary at UTM 18 304280 4 286328. The boundary turns north

following this property boundary aboú220 feet to its crossing of a small creek at UTM 18 304232 4286374,then

turns NE to roughly parallel Lorton Road, encompassing H-51,I{B-02, and H-53.

After 2,070 feet the Historic District boundary intersects and joins the Farm Road, following its northern edge to

a crossing of Giles Run at UTM 18 305010 428708I. From this point, the boundary follows the road to its

intersection with the Reformatory Perimeter Road and back to the point of origin.

A discontiguous parcel encompasses less than an acre, including the Stoney Lonesome cemetery and art

accompanying ingress/egrcss easement. As shown on the map, this parcel is located between UTM l8 303536

4285924 andUTM 18 303651 4285988.

Boundary Justification

Based on a 1999 field survey and site conditions observed in the field in 2005, the historic district boundary

encompasses approximately 51 1 acres. The historic district is intended to include the D.C. Workhouse,

Reformatory, and Penitentiary complexes and all related historic resources surviving from the period of

significance. The area within the historic district boundary is anchored in the northeast by the primary clusters of

buildings associated with the Reformatory and Penitentiary; and in the southwest by the Workhouse compound.

The open, rural landscape between the complexes is comprised largely of former farmland associated with the

complex, and includes officers' houses, agricultural and penitentiary structures. This agricultural setting is

significant as an integral part ofthe historic character ofthe site.

The historic dishict boundary is largely contiguous with the 1999 proposed historic district boundary described
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in the Final Determination of Eligibility (DOE) in January 2O0O.2te Along most of its length, the boundary

follows existing roadways and parcel boundaries as necessary to encompass historic resources as described in the

2000 DOE. The historic district boundary departs in several places from the 1999 proposed historic district

boundary. The updated boundary is based on changes since 1999, including loss of integrity as well as new

resources identified in the field, justified in more detail below.

The following areas have been removed from the historic dishict since the DOE was prepared:

. The 40.8-acre area northwest of the ReformatorylPenitentiary, included in the earlier district boundary, has

been removed from the proposed historic district due to loss of integrity since 1999. Buildings, structures,
objects, and sites in this area have been razed to make way for a planned development currently in construction
The area excluded from the updated historic district includes the area north and west of the Reformatory
dormitories and Commissary building, as shown on the sketch map.

. Two segments of the district falling within the adjacent solid waste facility parcel to the southeast have also
been removed: a small triangle of land along Furnace Road, and a section of approximately 6 acres southeast of
the Workhouse. On the former area there were no features, and on the latter several noncontributing structures,
and one contributing structure that was in severely dilapidated condition, and had reportedly collapsed by the
time of this writing. Lack of remaining contiibuting features on these parcels constituted a loss of integrity which
resulted in their exclusion from the Historic District. See the Sketch Map for the current boundary.

One section has also been added to the historic district as presented in the DOE:

. The brick kiln and associated road, an additional area of 8 acres, stretches south from the Workhouse along the
entrance road to the Occoquan Regional Park, encompassing the manmade landform of the former rail and road
grade, and terminating with the inclusion of the Brick Kiln and associated structure. The 1915 kiln and associated

structure have previously been determined to be individualþ eligible for the National Register under Criterion C.
However, additional related resources were identified in the field relating to the former Lorton and Occoquan
railroad that accessed the Brickyard area.In this area, the district boundary encompasses additional resources
including the former rail grade and road alignment accessing the Occoquan Bricþard; associated drainage
structures including brick culverts and headwalls; and a qtarrylpond with brick riser, earthen dam, and brick
outfall. The current park entrance road and associated bike path are located along the former rail grade/bricþard
road alignment, and terminate at a parking area beside the kiln.

One section has been adjusted since preparation of the DOE:

. The Stoney Lonesome cemetery has been refined to include the cemetery and its ingress/egress easement. The
new boundary area is discontiguous, excluding land to the east that is under construction as a current road
realignment of Ox Road as well as additional land surrounding the cemetery area on the Fairfax County Water
Authority property.

2le Greenhorne and O'Mar4 Inc., "Historic Structures Determination of Eligibility Report; Lorton Correctional Complex; Lorton, Fairfæ<

County, Virginia" (Greenbelt, MD: General Services Administration, January 2000), 8690.
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1201 "I" (Eye) Street, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20005

RE: D.C. Workhouse and Reformatory Historic District, Amendment and Additional Documentation

2012

Dear Mr. Loether

The encl renced above, is being submitted for inclusion in the National

Register. tion has been amended to correct errors, to incorporate additional

inf.ormat additional str dies, and to update conditions in the district that have

changed since 2005. The district boundaries, period ofsignificance, and criteria have not changed'

All changes and additions made to the nomination are in bold print except in the inventory where titles

were,already bolded and the changes are noted in italics'

¡ Contributing and Non-Contributing Resource Count

¡ Function or Use-Current Functions

o Description-ArchitecturalClassificationandMaterials
. Areas of Significance

. Significant Dates

. Introduction of Changes is added before the Summary and Narrative begins in Section 7

o Section 7 - Updated and Additional Information to Summary, Narrative, and Inventory

. Introduction of Changes is added before the Significance Statement and Narative begin in Section

8

o Section 8-Updated and Additional Information to Significance Statement and Narrative

¡ Section 9-Bibliography-Additional Resources

¡ Photographs-Captions have been updated

¡ Maps-Updates have been made to show current resources--buildings, structures, objects, and

sites.



Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Marc Wagner. His direct phone line is
804-482-6099.

(l'ùr,'//
Lena Sweeten McDonald
National/State Register Historian
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